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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 
Silver Spring  MD  20993 

IND 113537 
MEETING MINUTES 

Trevena Inc. 
1018 West 8th Avenue, Suite A 
King of Prussia, PA 19406 

Attention:  	 Sok Kang, PharmD 
Associate Director, Regulatory Affairs 

Dear Dr. Kang: 

Please refer to your Investigational New Drug Application (IND) submitted under Section 505(i) 
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act for TRV130 (oliceridine).  

We also refer to the meeting between representatives of your firm and the FDA on May 25, 
2017. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss preparations for submission of a New Drug 
Application (NDA) for your product.  

A copy of the official minutes of the meeting is enclosed for your information.  Please notify us 
of any significant differences in understanding regarding the meeting outcomes. 

If you have any questions, call me at 301-796-1191. 

Sincerely, 

{See appended electronic signature page} 

Kimberly Compton, RPh 
Senior Regulatory Project Manager 
Division of Anesthesia, Analgesia, and
   Addiction Products 
Office of Drug Evaluation II 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

Enclosure: 
Meeting Minutes 
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FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 
CENTER FOR DRUG EVALUATION AND RESEARCH 

MEMORANDUM OF MEETING MINUTES 

Meeting Type/Category:	 Type B, Pre-NDA 
Meeting Date and Time:	 May 25, 2017, 3:00 p.m. 
Meeting Location:	 White Oak Bldg 22, Rm 1313 
Application Number:	 IND 113537 
Product Name:	 TRV130 (oliceridine) injection, 1 mg/mL 
Indication:	 Management of moderate-to-severe acute pain in patients 18 years 

of age or older for whom a parenteral opioid is warranted 
Sponsor/Applicant Name:	 Trevena, Inc. 
Meeting Chair:	 Sharon Hertz, MD Director, Division of Anesthesia, Analgesia, 

and Addiction Products (DAAAP), Center for Drug Evaluation and 
Research (CDER) 

Minutes Recorder:	 Kimberly Compton, Senior Regulatory Project Manager, DAAAP 
Trevena, Inc. Representatives Title 
Franck Skobieranda, MD VP, Clinical Development 
David Soergel, MD Chief Medical Officer 
Michael Fossler, PharmD, PhD VP, Quantitative Science 
David Burt, PhD Director of Biostatistics 
Mike Kramer, MS Director, Nonclinical Development 
David Geoghegan, MBA VP, Manufacturing and Pharmaceutical Technologies 
Sok Kang, PharmD Associate Director, Regulatory Affairs 
Mark Cierpial, PhD Regulatory Consultant to Trevena 
Paul Kirsch VP, Regulatory Affairs 
FDA Title 
Sharon Hertz, MD Director, DAAAP 
Elizabeth Kilgore, MD Medical Officer, DAAAP 
Dan Mellon, PhD Pharmacology/Toxicology Supervisor, DAAAP 
Jay Chang, PhD Pharmacology/Toxicology Team Leader, DAAAP 
Armaghan Emami, PhD Pharmacology/Toxicology Reviewer, DAAAP 
Srikanth Nallani, PhD Clinical Pharmacology Reviewer, Office of Clinical Pharmacology (OCP) 
Yun Xu, PhD Clinical Pharmacology Team Leader, OCP 
David Petullo, PhD Biostatistics Team Leader, Division of Biometrics II (DBII) 
Kate Meaker, PhD Biostatistician, DBII 
Kim Compton Sr. Regulatory Project Manager, DAAAP 
Katherine Bonson, PhD Pharmacologist, Controlled Substance Staff (CSS) 

LaShaun Washington-Batts Division of Risk Management (DRISK), Office of Surveillance and Epidemiology 
(OSE) 

Ciby Abraham, PhD Quality Assessment Lead, Office of New Drug Products, Office of Product 
Quality 
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BACKGROUND 

The Sponsor’s objective for this meeting is to reach agreement on their plan for submission of a 
505(b)(1) NDA for their product.  They have listed their specific objectives as: 

	 Confirm that the nonclinical program - including strategies for qualification of 
metabolites, impurities, and degradation products - is adequate to support filing and 
review of the oliceridine NDA. 

	 Confirm that the clinical pharmacology program - including the analysis of clinical 
information relevant to dosing recommendations - is sufficient to support filing and 
review of the oliceridine NDA. 

 Agree on Trevena’s plans for analyzing and presenting clinical safety and efficacy data in 
the NDA. 

 Agree on various regulatory aspects of the oliceridine NDA. 

TRV130 is a G-protein biased ligand at the mu-opioid receptor that stimulates G protein 
coupling with reduced β-arrestin recruitment compared to conventional opioids like morphine, 
hydromorphone, and fentanyl.  The Sponsor is developing the product for the management of 
moderate-to-severe acute pain in patients 18 years of age or older for whom a parenteral 
analgesic is appropriate. 

The Sponsor states that oliceridine is a clear, colorless, sterile, preservative-free solution in a 
glass vial which they plan to make available in 1 mL, 2 mL, and 30 mL single-dose vials.  The 
Sponsor is proposing a dosing regimen which is to be individualized for each patient, with an 
initial dose typically between 1 and 3 mg, and then titrated to effect, with maintenance dosages 
every 1 to 3 hours as needed, or via patient-controlled analgesia (PCA).   

The Sponsor states that they have evaluated the product in multiple Phase 1 and Phase 2 studies, 
and two pivotal efficacy and safety Phase 3 studies, with a total of over 2000 subjects exposed to 
the product.  

The Sponsor has conducted the following Phase 3 studies to support approval for their intended 
indication and have provided key results in their meeting package: 

	 CP130-3001/APOLLO 1: A Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo and 
active-controlled study of TRV130 for the treatment of moderate to severe acute pain 
after bunionectomy 

	 CP130-3002/APOLLO 2: A Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo- 
and active-controlled study of TRV130 for the treatment of moderate to severe acute pain 
after abdominoplasty 

In addition, they have provided preliminary results as of February 13, 2017, for the following 
ongoing Phase 3 study: 
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	 CP130-3003/ATHENA: A Phase 3, open-label study to evaluate the safety of TRV130 in 
patients with acute pain for which parenteral opioid therapy is warranted 

They also conducted a hepatic impairment study, CP130-1010, and an Abuse Liability Study, 
CP130-1011, and a renal impairment study, CP130-1012.  The firm plans to defer studies in the 
pediatric population until TRV130 is determined to be safe in the adult population. 

Breakthrough-therapy (BT) designation was granted on February 19, 2016.  Fast-track 
designation was granted on December 2, 2015. 

The Agency issued Preliminary Comments to the firm on May 22, 2017.  These comments are 
shown in bold font below, with the Sponsor’s original questions and responses provided via 
email on May 24, 2017, in italic font. Discussion that took place at the meeting follows the item 
to which it pertains in regular font. 

The questions and responses in this document have been re-ordered and grouped together in 
the order of priority in which the firm expressed they wanted to discuss them at the 
meeting. 

DISCUSSION 
Nonclinical Questions 

Question 1 
Does the Division agree that the nonclinical program conducted for oliceridine is 
sufficient to support filing and review of the NDA? 

FDA Response 
No. Based on the information in your briefing package, we cannot agree that your 
nonclinical program is adequate to support filing an NDA.  While the studies 
described in your briefing package appear appropriate for an NDA submission, the 
NDA also must contain information on potential leachables and extractables, as 
noted in the End-of-Phase 2 meeting minutes dated April 28, 2016.  See the 
additional nonclinical comments below for detailed comments regarding the 
leachable and extractables evaluation.  Note that all of the relevant data must be 
submitted at the time of the NDA submission or the application may not be fileable.  
The adequacy of the nonclinical studies to support approval of your product can 
only be determined after a full review of all the information submitted. 

Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017) 
Trevena acknowledges and understands the Agency’s feedback regarding the assessment 
of potential extractables/leachables from the drug product container closure system and 
will include this information in the NDA.  Information on extractables/leachables was 
included in Trevena’s CMC Pre-NDA Meeting Information Package, but is summarized 
below. 
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Oliceridine drug product is a 1 mg/mL aqueous solution for intravenous administration. 
The primary container closure system is comprised of Type glass vials with 
stoppers. Based on the drug product formulation and primary container closure system, 

 was chosen as an 

(b
) 

(4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4) (b) (4)

(b) (4)

The extracts were evaluated for volatile (using headspace GC/MS), semi-volatile (using 
direct injection GC/MS) and non-volatile (using HPLC/MS) extractables, as well as 
metal and elemental extractables (using ICP/MS).  In addition to the analysis of the 
extracts, an aged drug product sample was analyzed using the same techniques to serve 
as an initial assessment of leachables. 

The results from these preliminary extraction and leachable studies were used to 
implement leachables analysis as part of primary drug product stability program. 
Specifically, at least four (4) primary (registration) batches of drug product stored in the 
inverted orientation will be analyzed for leachables on long term (25°C ± 2°C/60% RH ± 
5% RH) stability at initial, 3-, 6-, 12-, 24-, 36- and 48-months and on accelerated (40°C 
± 2°C/75% RH ± 5% RH) stability at initial, 3- and 6-months.  

(b) (4)

(b) (4)(b) (4)

Trevena’s intended 
(b) (4)stability data set for leachables should include at least one and one 

batch of 1 mL fill in 2 mL vials and one and one  batch of 30mL fill in 30 
mL vials. 

All data will be presented in the NDA, but to date, there have been no leachable 
(b) 
(4)compounds measured in the drug product solution that would exceed mcg/day. 

Meeting Discussion 
The Sponsor stated that they plan to submit their NDA application in early Fall 2017.  
The Sponsor further stated that the testing plan regarding potential leachables and 
extractables was previously discussed and agreed to at the CMC-only pre-NDA meeting 
on April 11, 2017. The Sponsor plans to provide all testing data in the NDA.  Refer to 
the minutes of the April 11, 2017, pre-NDA CMC-only meeting for more detail.  

The Division referred the Sponsor to the additional nonclinical comments at the end of 
this document for additional guidance on current expectations regarding extractables and 
leachables testing. 

Question 2 
Does the Division agree that the metabolites, impurities, and degradation products 
qualification data are adequate to support filing and review of the oliceridine NDA? 
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FDA Response 
No, we do not agree that the justification for metabolite qualification described in 
the briefing package is adequate to support filing of your NDA.  (b) (4)

total drug-related exposure

  It is also unclear if the metabolite’s 

(b) (4)
It appears that M22 represents a large majority (e.g., approximately 62%) of the 

contribution to the overall toxicity profile of the drug has been evaluated since there 
do not appear to be any in vivo data for M22 in any nonclinical test species to date.  
In the absence of these data, M22 must be adequately qualified in accordance with 
FDA guidance for industry, Safety Testing of Drug Metabolites, available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/ 
Guidances/UCM079266.pdf. 

As such, the potential general toxicology, genotoxicity, and embryofetal 
developmental toxicity of M22 will need to be addressed.  As noted in the ICH 
M3(R2) Questions and Answers document, “when a metabolite composes the 
majority of the total human exposure, it is appropriate for exposure to the 
metabolite in animals to exceed that in humans”.  With respect to the embryofetal 
development assessment, we note that your in vitro metabolism data from Study 
QBRMU10130_TRV01 suggest that M22 may only be produced in monkeys and 
humans, but not in rats and therefore, you may need to determine if rabbit produces 
the metabolite if in vivo studies confirm that it is not produced in the rat. 

Based on the summary information in your briefing package, the strategies outlined 
to qualify the TRV0109662 metabolite, and impurities and degradants appear 
appropriate to support filing of your NDA.  However, the final adequacy of the data 
to support approval of your product can only be determined after a full review of all 
of the information submitted. 

Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017) 
(b) (4)

Preliminary data are now available from several assays that evaluated the 
pharmacological activity of M22, as well as the potential for drug-(b) (4)
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drug interactions.  Based upon the findings from these assays, it is unlikely that M22 will 
contribute to the pharmacologic or toxicologic profile of oliceridine.  This position is 
based upon the following findings: 

	 A functional cell-based assay evaluating M22 activity at the human mu- (MOR), 
delta- (DOR), kappa- (KOR) and nociception-opioid (NOP) receptors identified 
no activity at the projected mean human Cmax of 60 nM based on exposure levels 
from the human 14C-TRV130 study. M22 stimulated G protein activation as 
measured by inhibition of forskolin stimulated cAMP accumulation with an EC50 
at the human MOR of 6.3 μM (the EC50 of oliceridine at MOR is 8 nM, 
approximately three orders of magnitude lower than the EC50 for M22). M22 had 
an EC50 value of 63 μM at human DOR and non-quantifiable activity at human 
KOR and NOP. Additionally, M22 showed low efficacy (span = 13%) at human 
MOR and only 44% at human DOR, while having non-quantifiable activity at 
human KOR and NOP. These data indicate that M22 will not contribute to the 
pharmacologic activity of oliceridine at clinically relevant plasma concentrations. 

 
(b) (4)

	 In a series of in vitro cytochrome P450 (CYP) inhibition assays, M22 tested at 
concentrations up to 3 µM (50-fold above the projected human Cmax) showed no 
direct, time-, or metabolism-dependent inhibition of CYPs 1A2, 2B6, 2C19, 2C8, 
2C9, 2D6, or 3A4/5. 

	 Multi-dimensional NMR spectroscopy has unambiguously identified M22 as a 
secondary, nonreactive ether glucuronide that is highly polar and may therefore 
cross membranes with difficulty and distribute poorly to extravascular sites, 
minimizing potential tissue distribution. 

	 DEREK analysis determined that M22 contains no structural alerts for 
mutagenicity.  

	 To date there is no evidence of an M22-mediated effect on human uptake 
transporters (MATE1, MATE2-K, OAT1, OAT3, OATP1B1, OATP1B3, OCT1 and 
OCT2) when tested at concentrations 50-fold above the estimated human Cmax. 
Assessment of potential effects on human efflux (ABC) transporters (BSEP, 
BCRP, MDR1, MRP2, MRP3 and MRP4) is in progress. 

	 No toxicity, other than expected opioid-related effects, has been identified in 
nonclinical or clinical studies following oliceridine dosing. 

	 Oliceridine will be indicated for the acute treatment of moderate to severe pain, 
and chronic administration is not anticipated. 
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Based upon the points above it is Trevena’s position that it is unlikely that M22 will 
contribute to either to the pharmacologic or toxicologic profile of oliceridine and that 
further evaluation of this metabolite is not needed.  Does the Agency agree? 

Meeting Discussion 
The Sponsor noted that the primary metabolite (the M23 metabolite) is an oxygenated version 
that is transformed to the M22 metabolite as the secondary metabolite.  They stated that the 
transporter work is still ongoing.  The Sponsor noted that they have seen only the expected 
opioid-related toxicities.       

The Division recommended that the Sponsor test existing plasma samples from their toxicology 
studies, particularly in the rabbit and monkey, to determine if the M22 metabolite is actually 
produced in those species.  The Sponsor agreed to see if the samples they had available from 
previously-conducted animal studies could be analyzed for data on the M22 metabolite. 

However, as the firm intends to submit the NDA in the early Fall of 2017, they asked if a 
validated assay was necessary to support filing.  The Agency indicated that they would discuss 
this internally and provide a Post-Meeting Note (see Post-Meeting Note below.) 

***Post-Meeting Note 
The Agency discussed this question internally and determined that in order to 
support NDA filing, the assay should be validated. 

The Agency stated the Sponsor may submit preliminary information prior to the NDA along with 
any specific questions and the Agency would make an effort to provide the firm with feedback 
on this as they proceed in order to ensure they are undertaking the proper analyses.  

The Division also recommended that the Sponsor include data in the NDA to support their 
conclusion that the ether glucuronide is nonreactive, as well as pharmacologically inactive.  The 
NDA should also include a review of the literature on ether glucuronides to support the 
Sponsor’s conclusion that these glucuronides do not present any toxicological concern.  If the 
existing monkey and rabbit studies resulted in exposure of those species to the M22 metabolite at 
comparable levels as humans, those studies would serve as adequate safety justification for 
general toxicity and embryofetal development studies. 

Clinical Questions 

Question 6 
Does the Division agree that the current safety database is sufficient to support filing and review 
of the NDA? 

FDA Response 
While this product will be titrated to effect, it is unclear what the highest intended dose and 
duration will be. 
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We noted in our comments at the End-of-Phase 2 meeting, that your plan to provide safety 
data in approximately 1100 patients across the targeted dose range appeared acceptable for 
your product. However, we also noted that those exposures must occur within the intended 
dose range with at least 350 exposed to the highest intended doses for the longest expected 
duration of use. Clarify the highest intended dose and duration, and provide a table 
showing the total number of exposures by dose and duration to support that at least 350 
patients have been exposed to the highest intended doses for the longest expected duration 
of use. 

In addition, you state that, “At the data cutoff, some data may be incomplete and data 
clarification requests unresolved.  Safety data will be updated as appropriate during the 
NDA review.”  Be advised that the NDA must be complete at the time of submission and 
include the complete safety database.  An incomplete application may be at risk of a 
refusal-to-file action. 

Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017)
 
First, we would like to clarify that the highest intended dose and duration will be informed by the 

observed collective experience in the oliceridine clinical development program.
 

In the APOLLO phase 3 efficacy and safety studies, patients were assigned to one of three 
oliceridine treatment regimens or placebo or active control regimens. Due to the fact that study 
medications were administered PRN in the APOLLO studies (as is appropriate for the treatment 
of acute pain), cumulative exposure differences between patients assigned to any given 
oliceridine treatment regimen could vary widely - in effect, treatment assignment represents an 
opportunity for exposure but does not guarantee an exposure experience. In the ATHENA phase 
3 open-label safety study, the same concept applies: despite the availability of multiple dosing 
regimens to meet clinical practice needs (PCA dosing regimen, bolus dosing regimen, PACU 
regimen, emergency department regimen), selection of a regimen represents an opportunity for 
exposure but does not guarantee an exposure experience. 

The planned safety database (all phase 2 and phase 3 population in the ISS) for the initial NDA 
submission will include at least 350 patients that have a cumulative dose greater than or equal to 
approximately 37 mg and a total duration greater than or equal to approximately 42 hours.  This 
group of patients represents the patients who have received the highest doses for the longest 
duration in our clinical program. 

The patient population in the ISS that most closely represents these highest dose and longest 
duration patients is the highest cumulative dose quartile of the all phase 2 and 3 population.  We 
plan to provide a table showing the total number of exposures within cumulative dosing quartiles 
and categories of total durations. 

In the ATHENA study, a general correlation was observed between cumulative dose and 
duration of treatment, such that patients with a greater duration of treatment were generally 
exposed to more drug than patients with a shorter duration of treatment. This relationship is 
curvilinear, in that the burden of acute pain lessens with adequate treatment and with the 
passage of time, such that dosing requirements generally decreased over time.  See graph below: 
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APPEARS THIS WAY ON ORIGINAL

Though oliceridine exposures in the APOLLO studies are truncated by the duration of the 
randomized treatment period (48 hours in APOLLO 1; 24 hours in APOLLO 2), they are 
congruent with those of the ATHENA study.  See graph below: 
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APPEARS THIS WAY ON ORIGINAL

The addition of CP130-2001 and CP130-2002 demonstrates that this relationship is 
preserved for the all Phase 2 and 3 population. See graph below: 
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Meeting Discussion 
The Sponsor stated that they expected their database to reflect the intended clinical usage 
of the product (titration of dose to effect), where some patients will have higher doses and 
exposures and those patients will comprise the 350 patients at higher exposure levels that 
will be described in the ISS. 

***Post-Meeting Note 
Following the meeting, the firm provided corrected versions of the last two 
graphs above (“All phase 3” and “All phase 2 and 3”) which included 
oliceridine patients only instead of morphine patients as originally provided.  

The corrected graphs are included below for completeness of the record, but 
were not used by the Agency for any decision making or discussion at the 
meeting. 
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APPEARS THIS WAY ON ORIGINAL

Question 7 
Does the Division agree with the proposed scope of patient narratives and eCRFs in the 
NDA? 

FDA Response 

Yes, overall, we agree with your proposal to provide patient narratives and 

electronic case report forms (eCRFs) for all patients with adverse events (AEs) 

leading to early study medication discontinuation, serious adverse events (SAEs) 

and deaths.  However, in addition, also provide narratives for the following:
 

o	 Patients who experience a Respiratory Safety Event 

o	 Patients who discontinue the study for any AE, regardless of whether study 
medication was discontinued. 

Narratives must provide the detail necessary to permit an adequate understanding 
of the nature of the adverse event experienced by the study subject.  Narrative 
summaries should not merely provide, in text format, the data that are already 
presented in the case report tabulation/forms, as this adds little value.  A valuable 
narrative summary is written like a discharge summary with a complete synthesis of 
all available clinical data and an informed discussion of the case, allowing a better 
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understanding of what the patient experienced.  The following is a list of 
components that would be found in a useful narrative summary: 

o	 Patient age and sex 

o	 Signs and symptoms related to the adverse event being discussed 

o	 An assessment of the relationship of exposure duration to the development of 

the adverse event 

o	 Pertinent medical history 

o	 Concomitant medications with start dates relative to the adverse event 

o	 Pertinent physical exam findings 

o	 Pertinent test results (e.g., lab data, ECG data, biopsy data) 

o	 Discussion of the diagnosis as supported by available clinical data 

o	 For events without a definitive diagnosis, a list of the differential diagnoses 

o	 Treatment provided 

o	 Re-challenge results (if performed) 

o	 Outcomes and follow-up information 

Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017) 
As a construct, respiratory safety events (RSE) were assessed in the APOLLO studies. 
Given the multifactorial nature of RSE evaluation, a certified registered nurse anesthetist 
(CRNA) or anesthesiologist monitored the patient for RSEs, and this expert used a source 
document to log all relevant parameters over the randomized treatment period, and, as 
would be expected, logged numerous unscheduled observations with an emerging, 
established and treated RSE. These logged parameters were combined with adverse event 
data and supplemental oxygen data (dosing interruption data and the actual RSE 
determination can be added) to create a patient profile for all patients who experienced a 
RSE. A sample of this patient profile from one of the patients in the APOLLO 1 study is 
depicted below. We believe that these patient profiles adequately depict a complete 
synthesis of all available clinical data allowing a better understanding of what the 
patient experienced. We therefore propose to provide these patient profiles in lieu of 
narrative summaries if that is acceptable. 
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(b) (6)

Regarding discontinuation narratives, we will provide narratives for patients who 
discontinued study medication due to an AE or discontinued the study due to an AE. To 
clarify, this “dual disposition” is limited to the APOLLO studies; for the balance of the 
oliceridine clinical development program, a single disposition was employed. 

Meeting Discussion 
The Agency stated that the proposed patient profile graphical representation of subjects 
who experienced a Respiratory Safety Event (RSE) is not an acceptable substitute for 
narrative summaries, as narratives provide more clinically relevant information (e.g., 
degree of oxygen desaturation) and context regarding the pertinent patient characteristics, 
treatment intervention, and outcome of the event.  The narrative text need not be 
extensively detailed, but must include adequate content to enable a clinically meaningful 
interpretation of the data.    

Biostatistics Questions 

Question 9 
Does the Division agree that the positive results on the primary endpoints from the 2 
pivotal efficacy studies, in conjunction with consistently supportive secondary efficacy 
results, adequately support the Division’s review of efficacy for the NDA? 
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FDA Response 
Positive results for the primary endpoints for the two key efficacy studies, along 
with support from the secondary endpoints will likely be adequate to demonstrate 
efficacy for your product; however, the final determination will be made following 
review of the entire NDA submission. 

You propose to include pooled efficacy data in the ISE.  We do not generally review 
pooled efficacy data to support the efficacy of a product.  Each study must stand on 
its own, and in the ISE, you should discuss how each individual study contributes to 
efficacy. 

We have the following comments on your proposed efficacy analyses: 

1.	  In addition to analyzing the primary endpoint as defined and additional 
secondary endpoints, also conduct a sensitivity analysis on the SPID 24 and 
SPID 48 for the APOLLO 1 and 2 studies. 

2.	 Provide results for the SPID at 6 hour intervals for the entire treatment duration 
(SPID6, SPID12, etc.) for the APOLLO 1 and 2 studies. 

3.	 Provide the efficacy results for the morphine arm in all efficacy tables. 

Show results separately for the components of the responder endpoint definition.  
Also show results for the three dimensions (intensity, prevalence, and duration) of 
respiratory events used in the calculation of the “respiratory safety burden” 
endpoint. 

Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017)
 
We will provide traditional SPID-48 and SPID-24 analyses for APOLLO 1 and 2, 

respectively, as sensitivity analyses.  These sensitivity analyses will employ an 

appropriate analysis of covariance model and include last observation carried forward 

(LOCF) imputation to the end of the randomized treatment period to account for rescue 

pain medication administration.
 

We will provide SPID results at 6 hour intervals for the entire randomized treatment 
period for both APOLLO studies. 

All planned efficacy tables for both APOLLO 1 and 2 will include the morphine treatment 
regimen. 

We will provide a summary of the reasons for non-response by treatment group for both 
APOLLO studies. This summary will have the n and percent of patients that fail to meet 
each component of the responder endpoint definition.  The 4 reasons for non-response 
corresponding to the components of the responder definition include 1) having less than 
30% improvement in SPID, 2) receiving rescue pain medication, 3) early discontinuation 
of study medication for any reason, and 4) meeting the protocol specified dosing limit.  
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The denominator used for the percent calculation will be the number of non-responders 
in each treatment group. 

With regard to displaying results for the three dimensions (intensity, prevalence, and 
duration) of respiratory events used in the calculation of the “respiratory safety burden” 
endpoint, we previously described that the two dimensions of prevalence and duration 
would be used, and that the dimension of severity would not be assessed (QS130-2004, 
SN0058). In that report, we described that an RSE has three primary dimensions: 
prevalence, severity and duration. In a clinical trial setting, interventions are usually 
imposed to limit the severity of observed RSEs within the study for the sake of patient 
safety. As a result, we expect that the vast majority of the RSEs in the oliceridine phase 3 
program will be mild in severity; therefore intensity was not captured for RSEs. 
However, the other two dimensions (prevalence and duration) were captured and the 
results for these two dimensions will be in the presented. 

Does the Agency agree? 

Meeting Discussion
 
The Sponsor stated that they would provide the sensitivity analysis the Agency requested, 

and provide results in 6-hour intervals.  They noted that all tables would include a
 
morphine arm.  


The Division stated that, regarding imputation of missing data for the SPID calculations, 
pain intensity recorded immediately before rescue should be used for LOCF imputation.  
LOCF is also appropriate for subjects who discontinue due to lack of efficacy.  For 
subjects who experience an adverse event, it is important that positive scores are not 
imputed.  The Sponsor should propose an alternative for those subjects. 

For the responder endpoint, the Sponsor should provide an indicator variable for each 
element of the responder definition (e.g., 30% improvement yes/no; received rescue 
medication yes/no; etc) with between group comparisons for each outcome.  The 
denominator will be the total number in each group. 

The presentation of the two domains of the RSE endpoint is acceptable.  

***Post-Meeting Note 
Following the meeting, the firm provided an additional statement in their 
submitted meeting minutes that the results will be provided for the SPID at 6 
hour intervals for up to 24 hours of the treatment duration (SPID6, SPID12, 
etc.) for the APOLLO 1 and 2 studies.  However, as specified in the 
APOLLO 1 study, the pain intensity scores were measured at 8 hour 
intervals after 24 hours (SPID32, SPID40, SPID48) and the Sponsor plans to 
provide these results in the NDA. 
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Question 10 
Does the Division agree with the proposed elements of the SAP for the ISS, including the 
study groupings, planned comparisons, safety analyses, and subgroup analyses? 

FDA Response 
Yes, your proposed elements of the SAP for the ISS appear acceptable for filing of 
the NDA. 

In the Phase 3 studies 3001 and 3002 (APOLLO studies) we note that you excluded 
subjects with chronic opioid therapy based on the following definition: Used chronic 
opioid therapy, defined as > 15 morphine equivalent units per day, for >3 out of 7 
days per week, for > one month, within 12 months before surgery.  Your NDA 
should address how the data from these Phase 3 studies with this exclusion criterion 
can be generalized to the general intended acute pain population.  Also, include a 
copy of the Nausea Scale used in these studies in the clinical study reports. 

Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017) 
Given this exclusion criterion in the APOLLO studies, we recognize that the observations 
from those studies, expectedly, would not extrapolate to the general intended acute pain 
population, in that the population may indeed include patients who are opioid tolerant. 
However, this exclusion did not exist in the ATHENA studies, and analysis of prior opioid 
medications (and any established medical history such as “opioid dependence” or 
“opioid tolerance”) could provide some exposure, safety and tolerability information in 
patients whose prior opioid medications could suggest a probability of tolerance or who 
have a relevant tolerance comorbidity. We expect the ATHENA results to not appreciably 
contribute to our understanding of use in an opioid tolerant population. 

Given the above, we would anticipate not only labeling language that would describe the 
lack of development experience in opioid tolerant patients, but also class labeling 
language that would qualitatively advise prescribers to the increased dosing 
requirements in that population. 

The context of the nausea scale used in the APOLLO studies is that it was used to 
determine if an APOLLO patient should receive a rescue antiemetic medication (from the 
protocols: “Patients may receive rescue antiemetic medication if the patient is actively 
vomiting, or at patient request if the patient reports nausea graded as moderate or severe 
on a 4-category scale (none, mild, moderate, severe)”). This was a merely a verbally-
administered question, such as “How would you grade your nausea right now – mild, 
moderate or severe?” and the response was not databased. However, the patient’s 
response may have informed the investigator assessment of nausea AE severity. 

Meeting Discussion 
The Sponsor is aware that given the exclusion criterion in the APOLLO studies (i.e., used 
chronic opioid therapy, defined as >15 morphine equivalent units per day for >3 out of 7 
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days per week, for >one month, within 12 months before surgery) it will not be possible 
to extrapolate efficacy and safety findings to the general acute pain population in that this 
population may include patients who are opioid tolerant.  Although the ATHENA studies 
do not have this exclusion criterion, it will likely be difficult to identify subjects who are 
opioid tolerant versus those who are not.  Given this understanding about the designs of 
the APOLLO and ATHENA studies, the Sponsor states that they would anticipate not 
only labeling language that would describe the lack of development experience in opioid-
tolerant patients, but also opioid analgesic class labeling language that would 
qualitatively advise prescribers to the increased dosing requirements in that population.  
The Division agreed with this general approach, although the determination of labeling 
language is an NDA review issue. 

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

DISCUSSION OF THE CONTENT OF A COMPLETE APPLICATION 

As stated in our March 22, 2017, communication granting this meeting, if, at the time of 
submission, the application that is the subject of this meeting is for a new molecular entity or an 
original biologic, the application will be subject to “the Program” under PDUFA V.  Therefore, 
at this meeting be prepared to discuss and reach agreement with FDA on the content of a 
complete application, including preliminary discussions on the need for risk evaluation and 
mitigation strategies (REMS) or other risk management actions.  You and FDA may also reach 
agreement on submission of a limited number of minor application components to be submitted 
not later than 30 days after the submission of the original application.  These submissions must 
be of a type that would not be expected to materially impact the ability of the review team to 
begin its review.  All major components of the application are expected to be included in the 
original application and are not subject to agreement for late submission. 

Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017) 
Based on the intended use of oliceridine for the treatment of moderate to severe acute 
pain in a highly controlled environment (i.e. parenteral administration under direct 
medical supervision), we feel that the proposed prescribing information will be sufficient 
to ensure safe use without the need for a separate REMS or other risk management 
actions. Does the Agency agree? 

Meeting Discussion 
The content of a complete application was discussed.  There were no proposals for 
submission of later amendments to the application by the Sponsor. 

All applications are expected to include a comprehensive and readily located list of 
all clinical sites and manufacturing facilities included or referenced in the 
application. 

A preliminary discussion of the need for a REMS was held and it was concluded 
that, at this point in time a REMS need not be submitted. 
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Major components of the application are expected to be submitted with the original 
application and are not subject to agreement for late submission.  The Sponsor 
stated that they intend to submit a complete application and therefore, there are no 
agreements for late submission of application components. 

In addition, the Division noted that a chemistry pre-submission meeting was held on 
April 11, 2017. We refer you to the minutes of that meeting for any additional 
agreements that may have been reached. 

NOTE: The Sponsor did not wish to discuss the remaining Questions and Responses at the 
face-to-face meeting.  They appear below (following the Action Items/Sponsor Summary 
section) in the remainder of their original order for completeness of the file. 

ACTION ITEMS (Includes Sponsor Summary of Meeting) 

1.	 The Sponsor plans to evaluate what samples they have available from their previous 
animal studies and whether any can be analyzed for data on the M22 metabolite.  The 
Agency will attempt to provide feedback as the Sponsor proceeds in this process in order 
to ensure it is the proper path. 

2.	 There was agreement that the highest cumulative dose quartile of the All Phase 2 and 3 
Population is sufficient to allow review of the highest dose and longest duration patients; 
this population will be included in the ISS. 

3.	 The Sponsor understands that the Respiratory Safety Events must be submitted in 

narrative format rather than the proposed graphical representation.
 

4.	 The Sponsor agreed to use SPID-48 and SPID-24 in the sensitivity analyses for APOLLO 
1 and 2. 

5.	 The Sponsor will add a request to include language regarding population generalizability 
in the NDA. 

6.	 There was agreement that a REMS was not required for the NDA at this time. 

ISSUES REQUIRING FURTHER DISCUSSION 
There were no issues that require additional discussion. 

ATTACHMENTS AND HANDOUTS 
There were no attachments of handouts for this meeting. 
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The Remaining items were not discussed at the meeting but are included for completeness of the 
record. 

Question 3 
Does the Division agree that the proposed primary pharmacology study data to be 
submitted in the NDA are sufficient to support the proposed labeling text in Section 12.1 
(Mechanism of Action) (Appendix 1)? 

FDA Response 
We cannot agree at this time whether the data are adequate to support the proposed 
labeling language.  Labeling language is determined following full review all of the 
pharmacology studies and literature intended to support it.  Note, however, that any 
language that conveys an advantage over other therapeutics (e.g., conventional 
opioids) must be adequately justified.

      Clinical Pharmacology Question 

Question 4 
Does the Division agree that the clinical pharmacology package is sufficient to support 
the filing and review of the oliceridine NDA? 

FDA Response 
We agree that the plan in your Pre-NDA package appears comprehensive with 
regard to the clinical pharmacology section of the NDA.  However, a decision on 
filing will be made once the reports themselves are evaluated after NDA submission.    
Also see our additional comments below. 

Clinical Questions 

Question 5 
Does the Division agree that the clinical development program for oliceridine is 
sufficient to support filing and review of the NDA? 

FDA Response 
You have conducted two adequate and well-controlled trials (Phase 3 study 
APOLLO 1 in bunionectomy patients, and Phase 3 study APOLLO 2 in 
abdominoplasty patients).  This is acceptable and consistent with our prior advice in 
which we advised you that two adequate and well-controlled trials were required to 
support a finding of efficacy. Whether the application is fileable will be determined 
at the time of NDA submission. 
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Regulatory Questions 

Question 11 
Does the Division agree that consensus has been reached on the proposed Pediatric 
Study Plan which will be used to generate post-marketing requirements related to the 
Pediatric Research and Equity Act (PREA)? 

FDA Response 
We acknowledge that we have received your proposed initial Pediatric Study Plan 
and that the review is currently underway.  To date, there is no agreed upon 
Pediatric Study Plan.  There must be an agreed upon Pediatric Study Plan before 
the NDA is submitted, or you risk a refusal-to-file action. 

Question 12 
Does the Division agree that the proposed abuse potential section of the NDA is sufficient 
for FDA Controlled Substance Staff to suggest appropriate labeling and draft a CSA 
scheduling recommendation? 

FDA Response 
Based on the list provided of nonclinical abuse-related studies (chemistry, receptor 
binding, pharmacokinetics, general  behavioral observations, drug discrimination, 
self-administration, and physical dependence), and clinical abuse-related 
evaluations (pharmacokinetics, human abuse potential study, abuse-related AEs, 
evaluation of physical dependence at end of Phase 3 study through use of Subjective 
Opiate Withdrawal Scale (SOWS), and information related to overdose and 
assessment of the incidence of abuse during clinical studies), your proposed 
program appears sufficient to assess the abuse potential of oliceridine and to 
provide the information necessary for the Controlled Substance Staff to make 
recommendations related to product labeling and drug scheduling. 

However, the adequacy of these studies will be determined when we review all 
abuse- and dependence-related data in your NDA submission.  

Question 13
 
Does the Division have any comments on the draft prescribing information provided?
 

FDA Response 

It is premature to comment. The label is reviewed during the NDA review cycle.
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Additional Comments 

Nonclinical 

1.	 For the NDA submission, any impurity or degradation product that exceeds ICH 
thresholds must be adequately qualified for safety as per ICH Q3A(R2), ICH Q3B(R2) 
or be demonstrated to be within the specifications of the referenced drug used for 
approval through the 505(b)(2) pathway.  In order to provide adequate qualification: 

a.	 You must complete a minimal genetic toxicology screen (two in vitro genetic 
toxicology studies, e.g., one point mutation assay and one chromosome 
aberration assay) with the isolated impurity, tested up to the limit dose for the 
assay. 

b.	 In addition, you must conduct a repeat-dose toxicology study of appropriate 
duration to support the proposed indication.  In this case, a study of 14 or 90 
days should be completed. 

Refer to the guidance for industry, Q3A(R2) Impurities in New Drug Substances, 
available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformati 
on/Guidances/ucm073385.pdf, and, the guidance for industry, Q3B(R2) 
Impurities in New Drug Products, available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformati 
on/Guidances/ucm073389.pdf. 

2.	 In Module 2 of your NDA (2.6.6.8 Toxicology Written Summary/Other Toxicity), 
include a table listing the drug substance and drug product impurity specifications, the 
maximum daily exposure to these impurities based on the maximum daily dose of the 
product, how these levels compare to ICH Q3A(R2) and ICH Q3B(R2) qualification 
thresholds, and if the impurity contains a structural alert for mutagenicity.  Any 
proposed specification that exceeds the qualification thresholds should be adequately 
justified for safety from a toxicological perspective. 

3.	 Genotoxic impurities, carcinogenic impurities, or impurities that contain a structural 
alert for genotoxicity must be adequately controlled during drug development.  Drug 
substance manufacturing often creates the potential for introduction of compounds 
with structural alerts for genotoxicity through use of reagents, catalysts and other 
processing aids or the interaction of these with starting materials or intermediates 
during the stages of chemical synthesis. For the appropriate framework for identifying, 
categorizing, qualifying, or controlling these impurities, refer to the ICH guidance 
document titled, M7 Assessment and Control of DNA Reactive (Mutagenic) Impurities in 
Pharmaceuticals to Limit Potential Carcinogenic Risk, available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui 
dances/UCM347725.pdf. 
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Briefly, actual and potential impurities likely to arise during synthesis and storage of a 
new drug substance and manufacture and storage of a new drug product should be 
identified for assessment. A hazard assessment should be undertaken to categorize 
these impurities with respect to mutagenic and carcinogenic potential and risk 
characterization applied to derive acceptable intakes during clinical development.  
Finally, a control strategy should be proposed and enacted where this is determined to 
be necessary to ensure levels are within the accepted limits established for the stage of 
drug development in order to mitigate risk. 

4.	 The NDA submission must contain adequate information on potential leachables and 
extractables from the drug container closure system and/or drug product formulation, 
unless specifically waived by the Division.  The evaluation of extractables and 
leachables from the drug container closure system or device should include specific 
assessments for residual monomers, solvents, polymerizers, etc.  Provide justification 
for the choice of solvents and conditions for the extraction studies (time, temperature, 
etc). The results of the extraction studies should be used to assure that you are 
adequately monitoring the drug product stability samples for potential leachables from 
the primary or secondary container closure systems and from your analysis of data 
from any upstream manufacturing processes that suggest the potential for additional 
leachable compounds in the final drug product formulation.  Your analytical evaluation 
threshold (AET) must be established to be able to detect, identify, and quantitate levels 
of compounds based on these thresholds or you must provide adequate justification that 
these thresholds are not possible to be met by current analytical methodology.  If you 
cannot meet these thresholds, safety evaluations will be based on the limits of 
quantitation (LOQ). Your submission must include a detailed discussion of how you 
established your AET as well as justification for the limits of detection (LOD) and LOQ 
for the analytical methods used.  

Evaluate at least three batches of your to-be-marketed drug product for leachables and 
include assessments at multiple timepoints over the course of your stability studies in 
order to identify trends in leachable levels over time.  The materials tested should 
include any secondary container closure systems, if present, and be subjected to the 
same sterilization methods, as appropriate.  These data are essential to determine the 
appropriate shelf life of your product. 

For all drug products, establish your AET to be able to detect potentially carcinogenic 
or genotoxic compounds as per ICH M7 qualification thresholds (e.g., not more than 1.5 
mcg/day or up to 120 mcg/day depending on the duration of treatment).  However, from 
a general toxicology perspective, for parenteral products, the AET must be able to 
detect and identify any leachable that is present in the product at 5 mcg/day or higher 
in order, unless justified otherwise, to permit an adequate toxicological risk assessment. 

For additional guidance on extractables and leachables testing, refer to the following 
documents: 
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	 USP <1663>: Assessment of Extractables Associated with Pharmaceutical 
Packaging/Delivery Systems 

	 USP <1664>: Assessment of Drug Product Leachables Associated with 
Pharmaceutical Packaging/Delivery Systems 

	 FDA guidance for industry, Container Closure Systems for Packaging Human 
Drugs and Biologics, available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformati 
on/Guidances/UCM070551.pdf 

The extractable/leachable data must be accompanied by an adequate toxicological risk 
assessment.  Although a toxicological risk assessment based on the results of the 
extraction studies may be adequate to support the safety assessment during 
development, evaluate at least three batches of your drug product that have been tested 
at multiple timepoints over the course of your stability studies, as discussed above, and 
base the final safety assessment on the maximum predicted levels of leachables 
identified to determine the safe level of exposure via the label-specified route of 
administration. The approach for toxicological evaluation of the safety of leachables 
must be based on good scientific principles and take into account the specific container 
closure system or patch, drug product formulation, dosage form, route of 
administration, and dose regimen (chronic or short-term dosing).  The safety 
assessment should be specifically discussed in Module 2.6.6.8 (Toxicology Written 
Summary/Other Toxicity) of the NDA submission.  The risk assessment should be based 
on the maximum level of each leachable detected in long-term stability samples that 
include any intended secondary container closure system(s) unless otherwise justified. 
Include copies of all referenced studies upon which a safety assessment is based.  

	 If you employ a Permissible Daily Exposure (PDE) assessment as described in 
ICH Q3C, provide justification for all safety factors employed. 

	 Published literature to support the safety of any compound rarely provides 
adequate detail of the study design and study results to permit a thorough 
independent evaluation of the data. Summary reviews, (e.g., BIBRA, CIR, 
HERA), although potentially useful to identify original source material, are not 
acceptable as the source material is not provided and the conclusions cannot be 
independently verified.  Submission of any published study reports must be 
accompanied by a detailed comparison to modern toxicology study endpoints 
and any shortcomings of the study must be discussed and justification must be 
provided to support your assertion that these data are adequate to support the 
safety of your drug product formulation. 

	 Safety justifications based on analogous compounds are also not acceptable 
unless you can provide adequate data to support your conclusions that a risk 
assessment based on one compound can be logically interpolated to represent an 
adequate safety evaluation for your leachable/extractable.  This should include a 
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detailed understanding of the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and 
elimination of the compounds and an adequate scientific bridge to interpolate a 
NOAEL for the novel leachable. 

5.	 NOTE: We may refuse to file your application if your NDA submission does not 
contain adequate safety qualification data for any identified impurity or degradant that 
exceeds the ICH qualification thresholds, safety justification for a new or novel 
excipient, or safety characterization of extractables and leachables. 

6.	 We note that all NDA applications filed after June 30, 2015 must submit labeling 
consistent with the Final Pregnancy Labeling and Lactation Rule (PLLR).  In order to 
prepare for this new labeling format, you should conduct a thorough review of the 
existing clinical and nonclinical literature for each drug substance in your drug product 
and propose a risk summary statement and text for Section 8 of the labeling.  
Information on the final rule and links to the FDA draft guidance document are 
available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/Labeli 
ng/ucm093307.htm. 

Clinical Pharmacology 

7.	 We note your plan to label “8.7 … (b) (4)these patients may require less frequent 
dosing.” Indicate if data from clinical safety or efficacy studies is available to support 
the claim. 

8.	 Regarding description of QT-prolongation risk:  Results of ECG monitoring in Phase 3 
clinical trials must be described in the submission in addition to the results of the TQT 
study. We will provide additional submission instructions in a Post-Meeting Note.    

9.	 For submission of population PK and PK/PD analyses adhere to the following: 
All datasets used for model development and validation should be submitted as SAS 
transport files (*.xpt). A description of each data item should be provided in a 
define.pdf file. Any concentrations and/or subjects that have been excluded from the 
analysis should be flagged and maintained in the datasets. 

Model codes or control streams and output listings should be provided for all major 
model building steps, e.g., base structural model, covariate model, final model and 
validation model. These files should be submitted as ASCII files with *.txt extension 
(e.g., myfile_ctl.txt, myfile_out.txt). 

10. Regarding pharmacogenetic/pharmacogenomics data submission: Submit all subject-
level CYP2D6 genotype data, in all available subjects.  Specifically, please include 
datasets (.xpt format) and any codes pertaining to genotyping data (i.e., all genotyped 
SNPs within CYP2D6) and CYP2D6 phenotypes. Also provide a study report with 
detailed descriptions of the analyses performed, genotyping assays utilized, and QC 
metrics for aforementioned assays. 
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OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Discussions and agreements will be summarized at the conclusion of the meeting and reflected in 
FDA’s meeting minutes.  If you decide to cancel this meeting and do not have agreement with 
FDA on the content of a complete application or late submission of any minor application 
components, your application is expected to be complete at the time of original submission. 

In addition, we remind you that the application is expected to include a comprehensive and 
readily located list of all clinical sites and manufacturing facilities.  

Information on PDUFA V and the Program is available at 
http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/UserFees/PrescriptionDrugUserFee/ucm272170.htm 

In addition, we note that a chemistry pre-submission meeting was held on April 11, 2017.  We 
refer you to the minutes of that meeting for any additional agreements that may have been 
reached. 

PREA REQUIREMENTS 

Under the Pediatric Research Equity Act (PREA) (21 U.S.C. 355c), all applications for new 
active ingredients (which includes new salts and new fixed combinations), new indications, new 
dosage forms, new dosing regimens, or new routes of administration are required to contain an 
assessment of the safety and effectiveness of the product for the claimed indication(s) in 
pediatric patients unless this requirement is waived, deferred, or inapplicable.  

Please be advised that under the Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act 
(FDASIA), you must submit an Initial Pediatric Study Plan (iPSP) within 60 days of an End of 
Phase 2 (EOP2) meeting.  In the absence of an EOP2 meeting, refer to the draft guidance below.  
The iPSP must contain an outline of the pediatric study or studies that you plan to conduct 
(including, to the extent practicable study objectives and design, age groups, relevant endpoints, 
and statistical approach); any request for a deferral, partial waiver, or waiver, if applicable, along 
with any supporting documentation, and any previously negotiated pediatric plans with other 
regulatory authorities.  The iPSP should be submitted in PDF and Word format. Failure to 
include an Agreed iPSP with a marketing application could result in a refuse to file action. 

For additional guidance on the timing, content, and submission of the iPSP, including an iPSP 
Template, please refer to the draft guidance for industry, Pediatric Study Plans: Content of and 
Process for Submitting Initial Pediatric Study Plans and Amended Pediatric Study Plans, 
available at,  
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 
CM360507.pdf. In addition, you may contact the Division of Pediatric and Maternal Health at 
301-796-2200 or email pdit@fda.hhs.gov. For further guidance on pediatric product 
development, please refer to: 
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/ucm049867.ht 
m. 
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PRESCRIBING INFORMATION 

In your application, you must submit proposed prescribing information (PI) that conforms to the 
content and format regulations found at 21 CFR 201.56(a) and (d) and 201.57 including the 
Pregnancy and Lactation Labeling Rule (PLLR) (for applications submitted on or after June 30, 
2015). As you develop your proposed PI, we encourage you to review the labeling review 
resources on the PLR Requirements for Prescribing Information and Pregnancy and Lactation 
Labeling Final Rule websites, which include: 

 The Final Rule (Physician Labeling Rule) on the content and format of the PI for human 
drug and biological products. 

 The Final Rule (Pregnancy and Lactation Labeling Rule) on the content and format of 
information related to pregnancy, lactation, and females and males of reproductive 
potential. 

 Regulations and related guidance documents. 
 A sample tool illustrating the format for Highlights and Contents, and 
 The Selected Requirements for Prescribing Information (SRPI) − a checklist of 

important format items from labeling regulations and guidances.  
 FDA’s established pharmacologic class (EPC) text phrases for inclusion in the 

Highlights Indications and Usage heading. 

The application should include a review and summary of the available published literature 
regarding drug use in pregnant and lactating women, a review and summary of reports from your 
pharmacovigilance database, and an interim or final report of an ongoing or closed pregnancy 
registry (if applicable), which should be located in Module 1.  Refer to the draft guidance for 
industry, Pregnancy, Lactation, and Reproductive Potential: Labeling for Human Prescription 
Drug and Biological Products – Content and Format , available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 
CM425398.pdf. 

Prior to submission of your proposed PI, use the SRPI checklist to ensure conformance with the 
format items in regulations and guidances. 

SUBMISSION FORMAT REQUIREMENTS 

The Electronic Common Technical Document (eCTD) is CDER and CBER’s standard format for 
electronic regulatory submissions.  As of May 5, 2017, the following submission types: NDA, 
ANDA, and BLA must be submitted in eCTD format.  Commercial IND and Master File 
submissions must be submitted in eCTD format beginning May 5, 2018. Submissions that do 
not adhere to the requirements stated in the eCTD Guidance will be subject to rejection. For 
more information please visit: http://www.fda.gov/ectd. 
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ABUSE POTENTIAL ASSESSMENT 

Drugs that affect the central nervous system, are chemically or pharmacologically similar to 
other drugs with known abuse potential, or produce psychoactive effects such as mood or 
cognitive changes (e.g., euphoria, hallucinations) need to be evaluated for their abuse potential 
and a proposal for scheduling will be required at the time of the NDA submission 
[21 CFR 314.50(d)(5)(vii)]. For information on the abuse potential evaluation and information 
required at the time of your NDA submission, see the guidance for industry, Assessment of Abuse 
Potential of Drugs, available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 
CM198650.pdf. 

MANUFACTURING FACILITIES 

To facilitate our inspectional process, we request that you clearly identify in a single location, 
either on the Form FDA 356h, or an attachment to the form, all manufacturing facilities 
associated with your application.  Include the full corporate name of the facility and address 
where the manufacturing function is performed, with the FEI number, and specific 
manufacturing responsibilities for each facility. 

Also provide the name and title of an onsite contact person, including their phone number, fax 
number, and email address.  Provide a brief description of the manufacturing operation 
conducted at each facility, including the type of testing and DMF number (if applicable).  Each 
facility should be ready for GMP inspection at the time of submission. 

Consider using a table similar to the one below as an attachment to Form FDA 356h.  Indicate 
under Establishment Information on page 1 of Form FDA 356h that the information is provided 
in the attachment titled, “Product name, NDA/BLA 012345, Establishment Information for Form 
356h.” 

Site Name Site Address 

Federal 
Establishment 

Indicator 
(FEI) or 

Registration 
Number 
(CFN) 

Drug 
Master 

File 
Number 

(if 
applicable) 

Manufacturing Step(s) 
or Type of Testing 

[Establishment 
function] 

1. 
2. 
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Corresponding names and titles of onsite contact: 

Site Name Site Address Onsite Contact 
(Person, Title) 

Phone and 
Fax 

number 
Email address 

1. 
2. 

Office of Scientific Investigations (OSI) Requests 

The Office of Scientific Investigations (OSI) requests that the following items be provided to 
facilitate development of clinical investigator and sponsor/monitor/CRO inspection assignments, 
and the background packages that are sent with those assignments to the FDA field investigators 
who conduct those inspections (Item I and II).  This information is requested for all major trials 
used to support safety and efficacy in the application (i.e., phase 2/3 pivotal trials).  Please note 
that if the requested items are provided elsewhere in submission in the format described, the 
Applicant can describe location or provide a link to the requested information. 

The dataset that is requested in Item III below is for use in a clinical site selection model that is 
being piloted in CDER.  Electronic submission of the site level dataset is voluntary and is 
intended to facilitate the timely selection of appropriate clinical sites for FDA inspection as part 
of the application and/or supplement review process.  
This request also provides instructions for where OSI requested items should be placed within an 
eCTD submission (Attachment 1, Technical Instructions: Submitting Bioresearch Monitoring 
(BIMO) Clinical Data in eCTD Format). 

I.	 Request for general study related information and comprehensive clinical investigator 
information (if items are provided elsewhere in submission, describe location or provide 
link to requested information). 

1.	 Please include the following information in a tabular format in the original NDA for each 
of the completed pivotal clinical trials: 
a.	 Site number 
b.	 Principal investigator 
c.	 Site Location: Address (e.g., Street, City, State, Country) and contact information 

(i.e., phone, fax, email) 
d.	 Location of Principal Investigator: Address (e.g., Street, City, State, and Country) and 

contact information (i.e., phone, fax, email).  If the Applicant is aware of changes to a 
clinical investigator’s site address or contact information since the time of the clinical 
investigator’s participation in the study, we request that this updated information also 
be provided. 

2.	 Please include the following information in a tabular format, by site, in the original NDA 
for each of the completed pivotal clinical trials: 
a.	 Number of subjects screened at each site 
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b.	 Number of subjects randomized at each site 
c.	 Number of subjects treated who prematurely discontinued for each site by site 

3.	 Please include the following information in a tabular format in the NDA for each of the 
completed pivotal clinical trials: 
a.	 Location at which sponsor trial documentation is maintained (e.g., , monitoring plans 

and reports, training records, data management plans, drug accountability records, 
IND safety reports, or other sponsor records as described ICH E6, Section 8).  This is 
the actual physical site(s) where documents are maintained and would be available for 
inspection 

b.	 Name, address and contact information of all Contract Research Organization (CROs) 
used in the conduct of the clinical trials and brief statement of trial related functions 
transferred to them.  If this information has been submitted in eCTD format 
previously (e.g., as an addendum to a Form FDA 1571, you may identify the 
location(s) and/or provide link(s) to information previously provided. 

c.	 The location at which trial documentation and records generated by the CROs with 
respect to their roles and responsibilities in conduct of respective studies is 
maintained.  As above, this is the actual physical site where documents would be 
available for inspection. 

4.	 For each pivotal trial, provide a sample annotated Case Report Form (or identify the 
location and/or provide a link if provided elsewhere in the submission). 

5.	 For each pivotal trial provide original protocol and all amendments ((or identify the 
location and/or provide a link if provided elsewhere in the submission). 

II. Request for Subject Level Data Listings by Site 

1.	 For each pivotal trial: Site-specific individual subject data listings (hereafter referred to as 
“line listings”).  For each site, provide line listings for: 
a.	 Listing for each subject consented/enrolled; for subjects who were not randomized to 

treatment and/or treated with study therapy, include reason not randomized and/or 
treated 

b.	 Subject listing for treatment assignment (randomization) 
c.	 Listing of subjects that discontinued from study treatment and subjects that 

discontinued from the study completely (i.e., withdrew consent) with date and reason 
discontinued 

d.	 Listing of per protocol subjects/ non-per protocol subjects and reason not per protocol 
e.	 By subject listing of eligibility determination (i.e., inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
f.	 By subject listing, of AEs, SAEs, deaths and dates 
g.	 By subject listing of protocol violations and/or deviations reported in the NDA, 

including a description of the deviation/violation 
h.	 By subject listing of the primary and secondary endpoint efficacy parameters or 

events. For derived or calculated endpoints, provide the raw data listings used to 
generate the derived/calculated endpoint. 

i.	 By subject listing of concomitant medications (as appropriate to the pivotal clinical 
trials) 
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j.	 By subject listing, of testing (e.g., laboratory, ECG) performed for safety monitoring 

2.	 We request that one PDF file be created for each pivotal Phase 2 and Phase 3 study using 
the following format: 

III. Request for Site Level Dataset: 

OSI is piloting a risk based model for site selection.  Voluntary electronic submission of site 
level datasets is intended to facilitate the timely selection of appropriate clinical sites for FDA 
inspection as part of the application and/or supplement review process.  If you wish to 
voluntarily provide a dataset, please refer to the draft Guidance for Industry Providing 
Submissions in Electronic Format – Summary Level Clinical Site Data for CDER’s Inspection 
Planning” (available at the following link 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequire 
ments/UCM332468.pdf ) for the structure and format of this data set. 
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Attachment 1 

Technical Instructions: 
Submitting Bioresearch Monitoring (BIMO) Clinical Data in eCTD Format 

A.	 Data submitted for OSI review belongs in Module 5 of the eCTD.  For items I and II in the chart 
below, the files should be linked into the Study Tagging File (STF) for each study.  Leaf titles for 
this data should be named “BIMO [list study ID, followed by brief description of file being 
submitted].”  In addition, a BIMO STF should be constructed and placed in Module 5.3.5.4, 
Other Study reports and related information.  The study ID for this STF should be “bimo.”  Files 
for items I, II and III below should be linked into this BIMO STF, using file tags indicated below.  
The item III site-level dataset filename should be “clinsite.xpt.” 

DSI Pre-
NDA 

Request 
Item1 

STF File Tag Used For Allowable 
File 

Formats 

I data-listing-dataset Data listings, by study .pdf 
I annotated-crf Sample annotated case report 

form, by study 
.pdf 

II data-listing-dataset Data listings, by study 
(Line listings, by site) 

.pdf 

III data-listing-dataset Site-level datasets, across 
studies 

.xpt 

III data-listing-data-definition Define file .pdf 

B. In addition, within the directory structure, the item III site-level dataset should be placed in the 
M5 folder as follows: 

C.	 It is recommended, but not required, that a Reviewer’s Guide in PDF format be included.  If this 
Guide is included, it should be included in the BIMO STF.  The leaf title should be “BIMO 
Reviewer Guide.”  The guide should contain a description of the BIMO elements being submitted 
with hyperlinks to those elements in Module 5.  

References: 

eCTD Backbone Specification for Study Tagging Files v. 2.6.1 
(http://www fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/ElectronicSu 
bmissions/UCM163560.pdf) 

FDA eCTD web page 
(http://www fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/ElectronicSubmissions/u 
cm153574.htm) 

For general help with eCTD submissions: ESUB@fda hhs.gov 

1 Please see the OSI Pre-NDA/BLA Request document for a full description of requested data files 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 
Silver Spring  MD  20993 

IND 113537 

MEETING MINUTES 

Trevena Inc. 
1018 West 8th Avenue, Suite A 
King of Prussia, PA  19406 

Attention:	� Pamela A. Swiggard 
VP, Regulatory Affairs and Project Management 

Dear Ms. Swiggard: 

Please refer to your Investigational New Drug Application (IND) submitted under Section 505(i) 
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act for TRV130 (oliceridine). 

We also refer to the meeting between representatives of your firm and the FDA on March 29, 
2016. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss preparations for Phase 3 studies with your 
product (an End-of-Phase 2, or EOP2 meeting) with the Division.  

A copy of the official minutes of the meeting is enclosed for your information.  Please notify us 
of any significant differences in understanding regarding the meeting outcomes. 

If you have any questions, call me at 301-796-1191. 

Sincerely, 

{See appended electronic signature page} 

Kimberly Compton, RPh 
Senior Regulatory Project Manager 
Division of Anesthesia, Analgesia, and 

Addiction Products 
Office of Drug Evaluation II 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

Enclosure: 
Meeting Minutes 



 
  

  

   
 

  

 

 

 

 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 
CENTER FOR DRUG EVALUATION AND RESEARCH 

MEMORANDUM OF MEETING MINUTES
�

Meeting Type/Category: Type B, End-of-Phase 2 (EOP2) 
Meeting Date and Time: March 29, 2016, 3:30 p.m. 
Meeting Location: White Oak Bldg 22, Rm 1315 
Application Number: IND 113537 
Product Name: TRV130 (oliceridine) 
Indication: Management of moderate to severe pain in patients 18 years of age or 

older for whom a parenteral opioid is warranted 
Sponsor/Applicant Name: Trevena, Inc. 
Meeting Chair: Ellen Fields, MD, MPH, Deputy Director, Division of Anesthesia, 

Analgesia, and Addiction Products (DAAAP), Center for Drug 
Evaluation and Research (CDER) 

Minutes Recorder: Kimberly Compton, Senior Regulatory Project Manager, DAAAP 
Trevena, Inc. Representatives Title 
Pam Swiggard, MS VP, Regulatory Affairs and Project Management 
Franck Skobieranda, MD VP, Clinical Development 
David Soergel, MD Chief Medical Officer 
Michael Fossler, PharmD, PhD VP, Quantitative Science 
David Burt, PhD Director of Biostatistics 
Mike Kramer, MS Director, Nonclinical Development 
Mike Lark, PhD Chief Scientific Officer 
Maxine Gowen, PhD Chief Executive Officer 
Sok Kang, PharmD Associate Director, Regulatory Affairs 
FDA Title 
Sharon Hertz, MD Director, DAAAP 
Ellen Fields, MD, MPH Deputy Director, DAAAP 
Joshua Lloyd, MD Clinical Team Leader, DAAAP 
Elizabeth Kilgore, MD Medical Officer, DAAAP 
Dan Mellon, PhD Pharmacology/Toxicology Supervisor, DAAAP 
Jay Chang, PhD Pharmacology/Toxicology Team Leader, DAAAP 
Armaghan Emami, PhD Pharmacology/Toxicology Reviewer, DAAAP 
Srikanth Nallani, PhD Clinical Pharmacology Reviewer, Office of Clinical Pharmacology (OCP) 
Yun Xu, PhD Clinical Pharmacology Team Leader, OCP 
David Petullo, PhD Biostatistics Team Leader, Division of Biometrics II (DBII) 
Danny Gonzalez, PharmD Analyst, Division of Risk Management, Office of Surveillance and Epidemiology 
Kim Compton Sr. Regulatory Project Manager, DAAAP 
Katherine Bonson, PhD Pharmacologist, Controlled Substance Staff (CSS) 
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BACKGROUND 
The Sponsor stated their objective for this meeting was to present their current development data 
for the product and obtain Agency agreement for further clinical, nonclinical, clinical 
pharmacology, and chemistry, manufacturing and control (CMC) development of the product in 
support of the planned NDA for TRV130 and the target product label. 

TRV130 is a G-protein biased ligand at the mu-opioid receptor that stimulates G protein 

coupling with reduced
  recruitment compared to conventional opioids like morphine, 
hydromorphone, and fentanyl.  In preclinical models, this biased-signaling profile resulted in 
potent analgesic efficacy with less respiratory depression, slowing of gastrointestinal (GI) 
motility, and sedation compared with morphine.  According to the Sponsor, TRV130 fumarate is 
a small molecule G-protein biased mu-opioid receptor agonist.  The TRV130 hydrochloride salt 
had been used for the initial development program, but development studies have shown that the 
TRV130 fumarate salt yields an improved stability profile and has been used for clinical trial 
material beginning with active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) batch TRV130 fumarate, Lot FP-
000016. The crossover preclinical studies have shown no change in the preclinical safety profile 
associated with this change in salt form. 

To date, the Sponsor has evaluated the product intravenously in seven Phase 1 and two Phase 2 
clinical studies, with a total of 185 healthy subjects having received single intravenous (IV) 
infusions of the product, in doses ranging from 0.15 mg to 7 mg.  Forty healthy subjects have 
received multiple IV infusions of up to 24 mg over 24 hours in Phase 1 studies.  The Sponsor 
states that the most common AEs reported in healthy subjects exposed to the product in Phase 1 
trials were similar to those reported with other mu-opioid agonists. 

A total of 296 post-operative patients have received IV infusions of the product in two Phase 2 
studies using fixed and as-needed (PRN) dosing regimens, finding that the product was generally 
well tolerated.  The most commonly reported AEs in Phase 2 studies were nausea, dizziness, 
vomiting, headache, and somnolence. 

The Sponsor is proposing to develop the product for management of moderate-to-severe acute 
pain in patients 18 years of age or older for whom a parenteral analgesic is appropriate. 

The Sponsor is planning to conduct the following Phase 3 studies in approximately 1100 patients 
to support approval for their intended indication: 

CP130-3001: A Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo and active-
controlled study of TRV130 for the treatment of moderate to severe acute pain after 
bunionectomy 

CP130-3002:  A Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo- and active-
controlled study of TRV130 for the treatment of moderate to severe acute pain after 
abdominoplasty 

CP130-3003: A Phase 3, open-label study to evaluate the safety of TRV130 in patients 
with acute pain for which parenteral opioid therapy is warranted 
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CP130-3004:  A Phase 3, open-label study to evaluate the safety of TRV130 in patients 
with acute pain for which parenteral opioid therapy is warranted in an emergency 
department setting 

They are also planning to conduct a hepatic impairment study, CP130-1010: A Phase 1, open-
label, parallel-group, single-dose study to evaluate the pharmacokinetics, safety, and tolerability 
of TRV130 in subjects with varying degrees of hepatic function.  The firm plans to defer studies 
in the pediatric population until TRV130 is determined to be safe in the adult population. 

The Sponsor stated that while available opioid analgesics such as morphine and hydromorphone 
are effective analgesics for treating moderate-to-severe acute pain, they have a narrow 
therapeutic window in that, at effective doses, these agents also produce adverse effects (AEs) 
and create care issues for patients and healthcare professionals, with the associated AEs 
frequently limiting achieving analgesic efficacy.  Of the typical opioid-related adverse effects, 
respiratory depression has the greatest impact on patient safety and care, and several factors may 
contribute to the development of intolerable AEs, such as the formation of active metabolites and 
high levels of inter-patient variability in both pain relief and adverse responses to current opioid 
analgesics.  All of which have left an unmet medical need in acute pain management for a 
therapy with an increased therapeutic window, improved safety and tolerability at equianalgesic 
doses, or, ideally both. 

Requests for breakthrough-therapy (BT) designation were received on January 28, 2014, and 
April 3, 2015, both being denied.  A third BT designation request was received December 23, 
2015, and was granted on February 19, 2016.  Fast-track designation was granted on December 
2, 2015. 

As a meeting is typically held with the firm to discuss the development program and plans after 
BT designation is granted, and this EOP2 meeting was already scheduled, the Sponsor was 
invited to submit an addendum to their original meeting background package and amend their 
agenda for the planned meeting to accommodate discussion of issues related to the BT 
designation.  The firm submitted a meeting package addendum on March 4, 2016, and has 
requested discussion of the items included in the addendum in addition to the original meeting 
questions. 

FDA sent Preliminary Comments to Trevena on March 23, 2016.  These comments are shown in 
bold font below, with the Sponsor’s original questions, and responses provided via email on 
March 25, 2016, in italic font.  Discussion that took place at the meeting follows the item to 
which it pertains in regular font. 

The questions and responses in this document have been re-ordered and grouped together in 
the order of priority in which the firm expressed they would like to discuss them at the 
meeting: 
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Clinical Questions 4 and 5 (one combined reply) 
Clinical Question 1 and Biostatistics Question 8 (one combined reply) 
Clinical Question 2 
Clinical Question 6 
Clinical Question 3 

The firm intends to provide, in a separate submission, responses to the other questions which 
they felt didn’t require discussion at the meeting. 

DISCUSSION 

Introductory Remarks 

In response to a Sponsor inquiry about the characteristics of the product that the Agency thought 
distinguished the product for BT, the Agency replied that it would be up to the Sponsor to decide 
what characteristics of the product they wanted to put forward for program development noting 
that only limited results had been shared with the Agency.  The Agency stated interest in helping 
to facilitate the development of novel analgesic products, particularly those with less abuse 
potential and/or improved safety profiles. 

Clinical Questions 

Question 4: Dosing and Administration 
The TRV130 dosing experience is described in 4.8.3 Extent of Exposure; efficacy results are 
described in 4.7 Summary of Clinical Efficacy; and safety and tolerability are described in 4.8 
Summary of Clinical Safety. Additionally, modeling and simulation of efficacy results are 
described in 4.6.5 Rationale for TRV130 dosing in Phase 3 studies.  We propose the following 
dosing and administration in phase 3 studies: 

In the two proposed adequate and well-controlled studies CP130-3001 and CP130-3002, 
patients will be randomized to one of five treatment groups, with TRV130 nominal dose names 
based on demand dose strength; i.e., “TRV130 0.1 mg”, “TRV130 0.35 mg”, “TRV130 0.5 mg”. 
Each TRV130 dose-regimen will consist of an initial clinician-administered loading dose 
(TRV130 1.5 mg), demand doses (0.1 mg, 0.35 mg or 0.5 mg) delivered by a patient-controlled 
analgesia (PCA) device PRN, beginning within 10 minutes after the initial dose, and a 6-minute 
lockout period.  Clinician-administered, blinded supplemental doses will be permitted beginning 
one hour after the initial dose and hourly thereafter, as needed. 

In the ongoing open-label safety study CP130-3003, patients will receive TRV130 using 
clinician-administered bolus dosing or PCA dosing, depending on the clinical situation. For 
clinician-administered bolus dosing, the TRV130 initial dose will be 1 mg to 2 mg.  If clinically 
indicated, a 1 mg supplemental dose may be administered within 15 minutes after the initial 
dose.  Subsequent doses will be 1 to 3 mg every 1 to 3 hours PRN based on individual patient 
need and previous response to TRV130.  For PCA dosing, the TRV130 regimen will consist of a 
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1.5 mg loading dose, a 0.5 mg demand dose PRN, and a 6-minute lockout interval.  A given 
patient may receive both clinician-administered bolus dosing and PCA dosing. 

In the proposed open-label safety study CP130-3004, clinician-administered bolus dosing, as 
described above for CP130-3003, will be used; PCA dosing will not be used in this study (4.9 
Clinical Investigational Plan). 

a.	� Does the FDA agree that the proposed dosing and administration in the phase 3 studies 
is supported by the available data? 

b.	� Does the FDA agree that the proposed dosing and administration in the phase 3 studies 
will adequately describe the PRN use of TRV130 for the proposed indication? 

c.	� The dosage and administration language proposed in the TPP describes that the TRV130 
initial dose is 1 mg to 2 mg.  If clinically indicated, a 1 mg supplemental dose may be 
administered within 15 minutes after the initial dose.  Subsequent doses of 1 to 3 mg 
every 1 to 3 hours PRN will be based on individual patient need and previous response to 
TRV130.  Does the FDA agree that the clinical development program can adequately 
support this language? 

FDA Response 
No, we do not agree that the proposed dosing and administration in the Phase 3 studies is 
supported by the available data.  You propose to dose up to 100 mg daily in the Phase 3 
studies, including a 0.75 mg every 1 hour as-needed clinician-administered blinded 
supplemental dosing regimen.  However, you do not have clinical safety data to support the 
proposed dosing, as the maximum daily dose you have studied in your clinical development 
program thus far is 36.8 mg.  PK simulations cannot support the proposed dosing for the 
Phase 3 studies. 

In order to exceed the previously studied doses in the proposed or ongoing studies, you 
must incorporate real-time PK stopping criteria, based on the rat LOAEL (as described in 
the response to Question 5).  We recommend that you incorporate the PK stopping criteria 
into the ongoing open-label safety study (CP130-3003) and collect PK (i.e., to explore the 
dose) and safety data in those patients to inform dosing in the adequate and well-controlled 
studies (CP130-3001 and CP130-3002).  This approach may support administering the 
higher doses in studies CP130-3001 and CP130-3002 without having to include the real-
time PK stopping criteria in those studies. 

The clinician-administered supplemental dose that you propose to incorporate into studies 
CP130-3001 and CP130-3002 may be acceptable.  However, you must describe, in the 
protocol, the criteria that will be used for administering those doses.  The proposed 
background dosing regimen may not be adequately supported if patients in the studies 
consistently require supplemental doses. 

Also, in protocols for the open-label studies, identify the criteria that clinicians will use to 
select the appropriate dose (i.e., 1 mg to 3 mg) and dosing interval (i.e., 1 to 3 hours) among 
the proposed ranges. 
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Labeling, including the dosage and administration section, will be determined during the 
NDA review. 

Question 5: Maximum Daily Dose 
The ongoing open-label safety study (CP130-3003) currently limits the 24-hour dose of TRV130 
to 36.8 mg; i.e., the same 24-hour dose limit used in the most recently completed Phase 2 study 
CP130-2002 (4.8.3 Extent of exposure).  Typically, the dosage and administration of parenteral 
opioids describes a wide dose range in order to allow effective dosing in patients with diverse 
painful stimuli and heterogeneous responses to opioids.  Given the available data from 
nonclinical toxicity studies (4.11.5 Nonclinical Toxicology), clinical studies (4.8.3 Extent of 
exposure), and CMC development (4.12 Chemistry, Manufacturing and Control), we plan to 
increase the daily dose limit in CP130-3003 and proposed clinical studies to 100 mg.  Does the 
FDA agree with this plan? 

FDA Response 
Note that there are inadequate nonclinical data to support your proposal to dose up to 100 
mg in your ongoing and proposed clinical studies.  Specifically, the 14-day rat toxicity 
study does not provide adequate safety margins based on a comparison of the exposure 
(AUC and Cmax) levels achieved at the lowest adverse effect level (LOAEL) in rat compared 
to your predicted AUC and Cmax for the proposed 100 mg clinical dose.  Unless you can 
provide either additional nonclinical or clinical data to justify the safety of this proposal, 
you must limit clinical dosing so that exposures do not exceed the AUC and Cmax associated 
with the LOAEL of 0.5 mg/kg in the rat study.  Variability in the data may require an 
additional safety margin in order to assure that no subject will exceed the exposures in the 
rat. 

Also refer to our response to Question 4. 

Sponsor Responses to Clinical Questions 4 and 5 combined (via email March 25, 2016) 
Trevena would like further clarification of the statement that we do not currently have adequate 
safety margins in rats to support a 100 mg daily clinical dose.  In a 14-day rat study (Study 
8242808), continuous infusion of 0.5 mg/kg/hr was considered the NOAEL dose based on 
adverse effects that included stereotypic behaviors associated with opioid administration 
(excessive swelling and biting of the paws) and decreased food consumption and body weights at 
the next highest dose  of 1 mg/kg/hr.  Pulmonary thrombosis is a common finding in intravenous 
infusion studies that include implanted catheters (Morton, 1997).  In the opinion of the study 
director and reviewing pathologist, the observed pulmonary thromboeis were not considered 
TRV130-related. 

Because animals in this study were euthanized approximately 24 hours after the completion of 
dosing, rats in all TRV130 dose groups exhibited signs of a stress response indicative of opioid 
withdrawal (clinical signs, elevated corticosterone levels, microscopic erosion/ulcers in the 
glandular stomach and degeneration/necrosis in the nonglandular stomach).  Previous work has 
shown that gastric erosion and ulceration can occur as a response to stress in laboratory 
animals (Greaves, 2007). Moreover, severe gastric ulceration has been shown to occur in 
morphine-dependent rats stressed during spontaneous or naloxone-precipitated withdrawal 
(Glavin, 1986).  Stress induced by cold and restraint can produce macroscopic stomach changes 
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in rats in as little as 2 hours (File, 1981).  None of these stress-related GI findings were observed 
when the study was repeated with animals euthanized immediately upon the completion of 
dosing, confirming that the findings were a secondary effect of withdrawal following 14 days of 
continuous infusion, and not a direct TRV130-induced toxicity. 

The mean total daily exposure (AUC0-24) in rats dosed at 0.5 mg/kg/hr was 2,341 hr*ng/mL.  
Based on the clearance of oliceridine in humans, 100 mg over a 24 hour period would result in 
an estimated daily exposure of 1,985 hr*ng/mL, lower than total exposure observed in the rats. 

File, SE and Pearce JB. Benzodiazepines Reduce Gastric Ulcers Induced in Rats by 
Stress. British Journal of Pharmacology. 74(3):593-599 (1981). 

Glavin, GB, et al. Effects of Morphine and Naloxone on Stress Ulcer Formation and 
Gastric Acid Secretion. European Journal of Pharmacology. 124:121-127 (1986). 

Greaves, P.  Histopathology of Preclinical Toxicity Studies: Interpretation and Relevance 
in Drug Safety Evaluation, 3rd Ed., 355-366, Academic Press: New York, New York 
(2007). 

Morton, D, et al. Histologic Lesions Associated with Intravenous Infusions of Large 
Volumes of Isotonic Saline Solution in Rats for 30 Days. Toxicologic Pathology. 25:390-
394 (1997). 

Meeting Discussion 
The Sponsor stated that they recognize that most patients will not need doses as high as 100 mg 
per day, but wanted the higher dose available if needed.  They asked for clarification of why the 
Division felt there was inadequate nonclinical coverage for this higher dosage.  The Division 
stated for NMEs, clinical dosing is generally not permitted to overlap the exposure range where 
animal toxicity was observed, or beyond nonclinical exposures when there are inadequate data to 
predict the adverse events that may occur at higher exposures.  The concern is for the Cmax as 
well as the AUC; and noted that the 14-day rat study did not provide an adequate safety margin 
for the Cmax predicted for the proposed clinical high dose of 100 mg per day. 

The Division commented that the stomach findings observed in the 14-day rat study, in which 
animals were sacrificed approximately 24 hours after dosing cessation, had not been seen with 
other opioids, noting that it was unusual to  use continuous infusion of an opioid for two weeks 
duration.  The Division encouraged the Sponsor to investigate the mechanisms underlying the 
stomach findings to help determine if they are clinically relevant and if so, the need for safety 
monitoring or possible inclusion in product labeling.  The Division also requested further 
evaluation of the pulmonary thrombi findings observed in rat, even though this finding was 
observed in only one of the 14-day rat studies conducted, because the incidence suggested these 
findings were drug-related.  The Division encouraged the Sponsor to design the planned 28-day 
rat study to address the concerns regarding the stomach and pulmonary findings and reminded 
them that the studies should attempt to mimic the clinical setting as closely as possible and 
include recovery animals to see if the findings are reversible.  The Sponsor noted that they will 
include the higher dose in rats and will examine the metabolites in the 28-day rat study.  The 
Sponsor asked for confirmation that a 28-day monkey study would not be needed.  The Division 
agreed, stating that the toxicological potential appears to have been characterized in the 
previously conducted 14-day monkey study and, since stomach and pulmonary findings were not 
observed in this species, no additional monkeys should be sacrificed. 
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The Division stated that, generally, 28-day toxicology studies are needed for the NDA per the 
ICH M3(R2) guidance, but a shorter length can sometimes be justified depending, in part, on 
how the Sponsor intends to label the product.  The Sponsor stated that, post-operative dosing is 
usually 2 to 3 days in duration and that they would expect similar use with their product.  They 
have no plans to pursue a clinical dosing regimen via continuous infusion.  They plan on patient-
controlled analgesia (PCA) via bolus injections with a 6-minute lockout between doses, noting 
that with PCA use, patients generally push the dose button 2 to 3 times per hour with most 
analgesic drugs.  If the product is given every 6 minutes at the maximum dose, that would reach 
the proposed 100 mg daily dose.  The Division stated that if the Sponsor plans to label the 
product as such, they will need to produce data up to that level of dosing to support it.  The 
Sponsor noted that 6 minutes is a standard lockout time for opioid PCAs, and that data show that 
the adverse event (AE) profile is higher with longer lockout periods.  

The Division inquired if the Sponsor had considered adding pharmacokinetic (PK) stopping 
criteria, noting that, as these studies are typically conducted in a cohort manner, this may be 
appropriate.  The Sponsor may need to stage the duration of dosing to evaluate the PK and safety 
findings.  Preliminary data could be obtained in healthy volunteers. The Division suggested that 
the Sponsor could look at this data in the Phase 2 studies while trying to also obtain efficacy 
data.  If patients need to administer the product every 6 minutes, these patients would probably 
be considered non-responders, but noted that PK data from non-responders may still be useful, 
while efficacy data could be obtained from responders.  There is a lot of latitude in the design of 
Phase 2 studies and several different ways to approach this.  The Sponsor could create limits that 
make it possible to go longer and obtain PK data as long as there are no gastrointestinal adverse 
events and the dosing does not go beyond the rat LOAEL exposures.  The Sponsor could 
consider integrating PK data with the stopping criteria to protect patient safety in order to ensure 
that dosing is stopped at appropriate exposure levels.  The Sponsor noted that obtaining real-time 
PK data from the planned clinical study as currently designed would be very difficult and asked 
the Division if a top dose of 60 mg would be acceptable.  The Division responded that 60 mg 
would likely be acceptable based on preliminary calculation of safety margins provided by the 
animal studies.  The Division requested that the Sponsor provide predicted exposure levels for 
both the parent compound and its metabolites at the high dose they end up proposing.  

The Sponsor plans to design the study such that anyone self-administering the product every 6 
minutes (i.e., up to the lockout), will be classified as a non-responder and a failure, but will 
continue on in order to obtain PK data and inform stopping criteria for safety.  The Division 
recommended that the Sponsor start with simulations and determine if the real data support the 
simulations or if the protocol needs to be adjusted appropriately.  The Sponsor noted that the vast 
majority of patients will fall well below these high-dose outliers.  The Division reinforced the 
need for safety stopping criteria in the study, and also advised that the Sponsor to see what data 
they can obtain in the clinical setting first before they consider studying naltrexone-blocked 
healthy volunteers. 

In summary, the Division concurred with obtaining PK data in the clinical trial setting, and if 
exposure is actually lower than the simulations predict, the study can proceed accordingly.  If the 
data show exposure is nearing the rat LOAEL, dosing will need to be lowered. 
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Question 1: Phase 3 Patient Population 
We plan to conduct two adequate and well-controlled studies, one in patients with moderate to 
severe acute pain following bunionectomy (CP130-3001), and a second in patients with 
moderate to severe acute pain following abdominoplasty (CP130-3002) (4.9 Clinical 
Investigational Plan).  Data from these two studies, supported by existing phase 2 data on dose-
response, onset of action and duration of efficacy, will serve as pivotal efficacy data for the 
proposed indication for TRV130 (management of moderate to severe acute pain in patients 18 
years or older for whom a parenteral analgesic is appropriate).  Does the FDA agree? 

FDA Response 
Yes, we agree that two adequate and well-controlled trials are required to support a 
finding of efficacy.  The draft Phase 3 protocol synopses provided for Studies 3001 and 
3002 include appropriate patient populations for the proposed indication.  These two 
studies are of similar design and are multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo- and 
active-controlled studies in post-bunionectomy (Study 3001) and post-abdominoplasty 
(Study 3002) patients. 

However we do not agree with the proposed primary efficacy endpoint for the following 
reasons: 

The proposed primary efficacy outcome for the Phase 3 Studies 3001 and 3002 is the 
proportion of patients who respond to study medication at the final numeric rating 
scale (NRS) assessment (i.e., at 48 hours for the bunionectomy study and at 24 hours 
for the abdominoplasty study).  A responder is defined as a final time-weighted sum 
of pain intensity difference from baseline (SPID-48 or SPID-24) that corresponds to 
at least a 30% improvement without early discontinuation due to lack of efficacy 
(LoE) and without rescue pain medication during the randomized treatment period 
of the study.  The primary efficacy endpoints in your Phase 2 studies were time-
weighted average changes from baseline on the 11-point (0-10) NRS for pain 
intensity.  

It is unclear how a 30% improvement from baseline based on a SPID correlates to 
an improvement in pain intensity scores on the NRS in this setting of acute 
postoperative pain and if that change is clinically relevant.  Ideally, you should 
evaluate the proposed primary endpoint in Phase 2 studies prior to Phase 3.  We 
recommend that you re-analyze the data collected from the existing Phase 2 
program using the proposed endpoint for the Phase 3 studies to explore how the 
analysis behaves with clinical trial data and provide the analysis as support for 
using the proposed primary endpoint in Phase 3.  

Additionally, if patients will be hospitalized for 48 hours, the primary endpoint 
should reflect a 48-hour period of time.  You must provide adequate justification to 
support a shorter evaluation interval, as is proposed for the abdominoplasty study 
(e.g., 24 hours). 

See further discussion regarding the primary efficacy endpoint under the 
Biostatistics questions. 
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Question 8: Primary Efficacy Endpoint 
The primary efficacy endpoint for both efficacy trials will be the proportion of patients who 
respond to study medication at the final numeric pain rating scale (NRS) assessment, i.e., at 
either 48 hours (CP130-3001) or 24 hours (CP130-3002).  A subject will be considered a 
‘responder’ if their final time-weighted Sum of Pain Intensity Differences (SPID) from baseline 
(SPID-48 in CP130-3001 and or SPID-24 in CP130-3002) corresponds to or is greater than a 
30% improvement without early discontinuation of study medication due to lack of efficacy 
(LoE) and without rescue pain medication use during the randomized treatment phase.  For 
example, a bunionectomy patient with a baseline NRS score of 8 would need to have a SPID-48 
of at least 115.2 without discontinuing due to LoE and without having taken rescue pain 
medication in order to be considered a responder. 
The main reasons for proposing a primary responder endpoint as opposed to the mean change in 
the reported pain rating scale include: 

A responder endpoint can be clinically relevant and easily interpretable. 
A responder endpoint can mitigate many of the issues related to missing data. For 
example, patients who are missing pain scores because they discontinue due to LoE 
would contribute complete data in a responder analysis since they would be, by 
definition, considered a non-responder. 
A responder endpoint can provide an unambiguous method for discounting the effect of 
rescue medication use for ineffective therapies. 
Although the draft guidance (guidance for industry Analgesic Indications, “Developing 
Drug and Biological Products”, February 2014, line 1075) states that “this form of a 
responder analysis may not be the most powerful method of demonstrating a beneficial 
effect”, our estimate of power, based on our Phase 2 results, is quite robust and 
comparable to or greater than that of other endpoints that are based on the change in 
mean pain scores such as SPID-24. 

Does the FDA agree with this primary efficacy endpoint for the 2 Phase 3 efficacy studies? 

FDA Response 
No, we do not agree with the primary efficacy endpoint for the two Phase 3 efficacy studies. 
Your proposed responder endpoint is a novel approach to demonstrate efficacy for treating 
acute pain and requires further support.  Discuss responsiveness to changes in pain, clinical 
relevance, and interpretation of the results.  Additionally, your responder definition should 
classify any subject who discontinues for any reason as a non-responder. 

See response to Question 1 for additional information regarding your primary endpoint. 

Additional Comments 
1.	� Your proposed statistical analysis plan includes an examination of the SPID endpoints 

using an ANCOVA model with terms for treatment and baseline NRS pain score.  
Although these are planned as supportive evidence only, the between-group 
comparisons on this endpoint could be considered as an alternative primary endpoint 
rather than the proposed responder endpoint. 
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2.	� The non-inferiority (NI) margin you proposed for the comparison of your product to 
morphine is not acceptable.  In this study, the inclusion of a placebo arm allows a direct 
comparison against placebo to evaluate the efficacy of TRV130.  Therefore, the goal of 
the comparison between TRV130 and morphine is not to establish efficacy and 
considerations regarding the NI margin are different.  You should pre-specify a NI 
margin that preserves a percentage of the observed effect of morphine such that any 
loss in efficacy is clinically acceptable given that the intent of your program is to also 
demonstrate your product has a safety advantage over morphine.  Further, since the 
study design you have proposed includes a placebo arm, the effect of morphine should 
be calculated directly from study results rather than relying on historical estimates. 
You should also justify the choice of SPID-12 as the endpoint for the NI assessment. 

3.	� Include total amount of rescue medication used as a secondary endpoint. 

Sponsor Response to Clinical Question 1 and Biostatistics Question 8 (via email March 25, 

2016)
�
Consistent with the FDA recommendation, we had previously analyzed the Phase 2 

abdominoplasty data using a responder definition that was based on a 30% improvement in
�
SPID-24 considering patients who discontinued for any reason or received rescue medication as 

non-responders. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 1:
�

Table 1:  CP130-2002 Responder Analysis based on a 30% Improvement in SPID-24 
Placebo 

N=39 
Oliceridine 0.1 mg 

N=39 
Oliceridine 0.35 mg 

N=39 
Morphine 

N=83 

N(%) 12 ( 30.8%) 25 ( 64.1%) 28 ( 71.8%) 55 ( 66.3%) 

Odds Ratio vs. Placebo 6.10 6.23 4.82 

95% CI ( 2.21, 16.78 ) ( 2.24, 17.27 ) ( 2.05, 11.31 ) 

p-value 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 

Odds Ratio vs. Morphine 0.21 1.27 1.29 

95% CI ( 0.09, 0.49 ) ( 0.55, 2.94 ) ( 0.54, 3.09 ) 

p-value 0.0003 0.5833 0.5635 

Patients who received rescue medication or discontinued the study for any reason were included in the analysis as non-responders 

Data Source: Protocol CP130-2002 Table 73.1 

In addition, we had previously evaluated the CP130-2002 efficacy data across the full range of 
percent improvement from 0 to 100% in cumulative responder curves by treatment group.  We 
based this analysis on SPID, first disregarding the use of rescue pain medication (Figure 1, left 
panel). This analysis appropriately identified morphine, as an effective analgesic, when 
compared to placebo across a considerable range of percentage improvements. Next, we 
assigned a non-responder status to patients who received rescue pain medication (Figure 1, 
right panel) and noted that this analysis further increased the ability to distinguish morphine 
(active) from placebo (inactive).  
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Figure 1: Cumulative Responder Curves
�

As these analyses demonstrated efficacy of a known, effective analgesic versus placebo control, 
they support the proposed primary efficacy outcome for the Phase 3 studies CP130-3001 and 
CP1230-3002 (the proportion of patients who respond to study medication at the final NRS 
assessment, as defined by at least a 30% improvement from baseline). 

Meeting Discussion 
The Division noted a lack of a dose response in the Sponsor’s cumulative responder curves.  The 
Sponsor stated that they do see a slight dose response but that they would not necessarily expect 
to see one because subjects are individually titrated to effect using patient-controlled analgesia 
(PCA).  Regarding the relevance of the proposed primary endpoint, the Sponsor plans to include 
multiple secondary endpoints in their analyses to reflect appropriate endpoints of clinical 
importance.  They have tried patient global assessments, but these have limitations in the acute 
setting.  The Division stated that while a 30% improvement in summed pain intensity difference 
(SPID) is acceptable statistically, the clinical relevance of a 30% improvement in this setting 
using this measure is not clear.  Interpretability of SPIDs can be challenging because the value is 
dependent on the formula for calculating the SPID and has no obvious meaning.  Further, the 
SPID may be different for the two treatment groups, but the difference can reflect only an early 
or late effect.  The Division stated that a 30% decrease in pain has typically been used as a 
marker to determine a clinically-meaningful difference in chronic pain settings.  The Division 
has no objection to use of a responder rate as an endpoint, however, the Sponsor must 
incorporate those patients who discontinue into the analysis as non-responders.  The Sponsor 
should provide  an analysis of the pain intensity over time in order to support the clinical 
meaningfulness of the chosen endpoint and product labeling. 

Question 2: Safety Database 
We plan to provide safety data in approximately 1100 patients across the targeted dose range in 
the TRV130 clinical development program. 
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Two completed phase 2 studies (CP130-2001 and CP130-2002) exposed 296 patients to 
TRV130, 254 of whom were exposed in the targeted dose range (4.8.3 Extent of 
exposure); 

Two proposed adequate and well-controlled studies (CP130-3001 and CP130-3002) will 
expose approximately 450 patients to TRV130 (4.9 Clinical Investigational Plan); 

The ongoing open-label safety study (CP130-3003) and a proposed open-label safety 
study (CP130-3004) will expose approximately 400 patients to TRV130 (4.9 Clinical 
Investigational Plan). 

This dataset is intended to provide adequate safety information to allow evaluation of TRV130 
for the proposed indication.  Does the FDA agree? 

FDA Response 
Your plan to provide safety data in approximately 1100 patients across the targeted dose 
range appears acceptable for your product intended to treat acute pain.  However, those 
exposures must occur within the intended dose range with at least 350 exposed to the 
highest intended doses for the longest expected duration of use.  The safety database 
requirements may change if safety signals arise during development that require further 
evaluation. 

You report that there have been no deaths reported in the clinical development program 
thus far.  However, in the EOP2 briefing package you note in Table 60 (MedDRA 
customized query for respiratory safety in healthy subjects) that one subject experienced a 
cardiac arrest.  A narrative for that subject was not included with the narratives in Section 
4.8.7.2. Explain this apparent discrepancy and provide additional details for this case, 
including a narrative, or identify where in the submission this information may be found. 

Sponsor Response (via email March 25, 2016) 
Large-scale patient databases in the hospital population indicate that the longest typical 
duration of use of parenteral opioids is between 2 and 3 days. Similarly, we anticipate that the 
longest expected duration of use of oliceridine in the clinical development program to be 
between 2 and 3 days. 

Meeting Discussion 
The Sponsor stated that the difficulty with providing safety data on the highest dose with the 
longest expected duration of use (e.g., 2 to 3 days) is that they expect the daily dose gradually to 
decrease over the treatment period.  The Division clarified that the highest proposed labeled 
dosing regimen must be adequately represented in the safety database.  The Sponsor should 
attempt to obtain as much data as possible on the highest dose and dosing regimen. 

***Post-Meeting Note-
Provide information about the subject reported in Table 60 of the EOP2 briefing 
package (MedDRA customized query for respiratory safety in healthy subjects) who 
experienced a cardiac arrest.  A narrative for that subject was not included with the 
narratives in Section 4.8.7.2.  Provide additional details for this case, including a 
narrative, or identify where in the submission this information may be found. 
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Question 6: Drug Enforcement Agency Scheduling 
TRV130 is a mu-opioid receptor targeted therapy under development as a parenteral 
formulation that will be administered only in a controlled setting under medical supervision. 
The abuse potential assessment data package for TRV130 currently comprises nonclinical data, 
including chemistry, molecular and in vivo pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, and preliminary 
data from in vivo assays examining drug discrimination, fixed-ratio self-administration and 
dependence data with the active comparator morphine (4.11 Nonclinical Summary).  The 
clinical component to date includes clinical pharmacodynamics (PD) and pharmacokinetics 
(PK), the assessment of existing clinical trial data relative to abuse potential (4.8.8 Drug abuse 
liability assessment) and the demonstrated medical benefit (4.7 Summary of Clinical Efficacy). 
Based on the available clinical and nonclinical data, TRV130 has an abuse potential profile 
similar to other Schedule II opioids and is anticipated to have the compulsory restrictions 
applied to all Schedule II opioids. 

a.	� Assuming that the pending results of the progressive ratio self-administration study results 
are consistent with the existing package (i.e., similar to other Schedule II opioid agonists), 
and considering the limited availability of this product, does the FDA agree that neither a 
human abuse liability study nor related pharmacology studies to evaluate other aspects of 
human pharmacology of TRV130, such as tolerance, cognitive impairment and performance 
impairment, are required to develop appropriate labeling and scheduling for the product? 

b.	� Is the proposed abuse liability package, as outlined, sufficient for FDA to make a scheduling 
recommendation for TRV130? 

FDA Response 
Oliceridine is a new molecular entity (NME) that produces abuse-related signals in animal 
behavioral tests that are consistent with its mu-opioid agonist mechanism of action.  In 
order to fully characterize the drug for labeling and scheduling purposes, it will be 
necessary to conduct both a human abuse potential study as well as a human physical 
dependence study.  However, the experimental evaluations of tolerance, cognitive 
impairment, and performance impairment are not required. 

The abuse potential section of an NDA should include (or cross-reference) complete study 
protocols and all primary abuse-related data from the following: 

a.	� Chemistry Studies 

b.	� Receptor-Ligand Binding Studies 

c.	� Pharmacokinetic Studies in Animals and Humans 

d.	� Animal Behavioral Studies (Safety Pharmacology and Abuse-Related Studies 
(Self-Administration and Drug Discrimination)) 

e.	� Human Abuse Potential Study 

f.	� Abuse-Related Adverse Event Data from Phase 1 and Phase 2/3 Studies 

g.	� Physical Dependence Studies in Animals and Humans 
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h. Integrated Summary of Safety 

The Eight-Factor Analysis will be written by the Department of Health and Human
�
Services and you are not required to duplicate this analysis.
�

Sponsor Response to Clinical Question 6 (via email March 25, 2016)
�
We agree to perform a human abuse liability study. 


We believe however that a human physical dependence study should not be required for the 
following reasons: 

1. A preclinical physical dependence study (Study 8317097) demonstrated that discontinuing 
oliceridine exposure resulted in similar withdrawal symptoms to those observed following 
discontinuation from morphine. Signs of stress response likely due to oliceridine withdrawal 
were also observed in a 14-day rodent toxicology study. 

2. Given oliceridine’s mechanism, it is likely that oliceridine will exhibit similar signs of physical 
dependence as other opioids, once sufficient exposure occurs to produce dependence. 

3. A clinical study would require multiple days of intravenous administration of oliceridine to 
produce neuroadaptation or physical dependence. This study would not provide a direct benefit 
to the subject and, we believe, would not meaningfully advance the understanding of the product 
attributes. 

Meeting Discussion 
The Agency stated that even though the Sponsor is proposing that oliceridine should be placed 
into Schedule II, the FDA still requires adequate data in order to properly label the product and 
write the Eight Factor Analysis to recommend a schedule under the Controlled Substances Act. 
At the time of the preliminary meeting responses, the Agency did not have the data from the 
animal physical dependence study.  While the summary of the animal study results submitted in 
the meeting package suggest that oliceridine produces physical dependence similar to that of 
other opioids, the Agency requested that the Sponsor also evaluate physical dependence at the 
conclusion of the clinical studies.  This may be accomplished using the Clinical Opiate 
Withdrawal Scale (COWS)/ Subjective Opiate Withdrawal Scale (SOWS) and pre-specified 
opioid withdrawal AEs, for at least 4-5 half-lives of the drug after product administration has 
ended.  The Division stated that the Sponsor should conduct an analysis of the data using the 
MedRA SMQ for opioid withdrawal in these studies as well. The collection of SOWS and 
COWS as patients transition to oral opioids will be useful, in addition to evaluating these 
parameters in patients who no longer require opioid therapy after oliceridine is discontinued. 

The Sponsor stated that their product had a very low oral bioavailability of around 5%.  They 
noted that they may consider developing a transmucosal form of the product in the future. 

Question 3: Evaluation of Safety and Tolerability 
The Phase 2 clinical program has demonstrated an improved safety/tolerability signal for 
TRV130 vs. morphine at equianalgesic doses.  The planned clinical evaluations of safety and 
tolerability (4.9 Clinical Investigational Plan) are intended to allow further evaluation of the 
potential advantage and benefit for TRV130 versus currently marketed product/standard of care 
(morphine) and support labeling language to describe this differentiation.  Does the FDA agree? 
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FDA Response 
You propose to show potential respiratory and gastrointestinal (GI) safety benefits for 
TRV130 versus morphine based on secondary safety endpoints.  The proposed GI safety 
benefit will be for nausea and vomiting.  

Based upon the addendum to the EOP2 briefing package you submitted on March 4, 2016, 
you plan to evaluate Respiratory Safety Events (RSE) at scheduled and unscheduled times.  
Although the planned assessments during the scheduled times were not fully specified, the 
assessments at the unscheduled times include assessments of oxygenation (peripheral 
oxygen saturation, measured through finger pulse oximetry) and ventilation (respiratory 
rate and end-tidal carbon dioxide, measured through nasal capnometry), as well as 
somnolence and sedation (Moline-Roberts Pharmacologic Sedation Scale).  You also plan to 
capture RSE-related treatments such as supplemental oxygen administration, naloxone 
administration, and treatment interruptions.  You plan to assess GI tolerability using the 
proportion of nausea and vomiting adverse events (AEs) and rescue antiemetic use. 

We recommend that you submit the full protocols intended to support comparative safety 
claims for your product for further review and comment to determine the acceptability of 
those protocols to support the intended claims and to incorporate relevant advice from 
additional groups within the Agency (e.g., Division of Pulmonary, Allergy, and 
Rheumatology Products (DPARP), the Division of Gastroenterology and Inborn Errors 
(DGIEP), and the Clinical Outcomes Assessment (COA) staff).  However, we have the 
following preliminary comments regarding your approach: 

Respiratory safety claims 

An approach that incorporates an assessment of both oxygenation and 
ventilation, in addition to other clinical parameters, may be acceptable. 
However, you must ensure that Body Mass Index (BMI) is balanced between 
treatment groups and assess the impact of BMI on respiratory safety outcomes, 
as a significant difference in BMI between groups may affect those outcomes.  
Additionally, the evaluation of respiratory drive should be done by comparing 
the ventilatory response to hypercapnia using minute ventilation and end-tidal 
CO2 pre-dose and after the TRV130, morphine, and placebo treatments.  It is 
also necessary to examine each of these parameters (i.e., minute ventilation and 
end-tidal CO2) individually, because analysis of the results as a ratio may 
obscure a change in one of the parameters.  For example, an increase in 
respiratory rate with a concomitant increase in end-tidal CO2 may result in a 
similar ratio to baseline, but would indicate ineffective ventilation, which might 
be clinically important. 

GI safety claims 

Evaluating the proportion of patients with AEs to demonstrate a GI safety 
advantage is not acceptable, as the clinical meaningfulness of any difference 
between groups is unclear.  Any improvement between treatments should be 
based on a “Complete Response” endpoint, defined on a per-subject basis as the 
absence of vomiting or rescue medication usage in a prespecified time period. 
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Post-operative nausea and vomiting (PONV) has been associated with many 
factors, including sex, smoking history, type of anesthesia, type of surgery, and 
others.  Control for the major risk factors (Apfel Criteria) in the trial.  Establish 
consistent use (or non-use) of PONV preventative and treatment therapy (e.g., 5-
HTC antagonists such as ondansetron) and control for the use of peri-operative 
antiemetics in the trial.  Enroll patients at high-risk for PONV (at least 3 Apfel 
criteria) and/or use stratification factors in the randomization. 

Determine how antiemetic rescue medication will be accounted for in the 
assessment of the primary endpoint, as well as other concomitant medications. 
Concomitant medications such as benzodiazepines, butyrophenones, 
antihistamines, corticosteroids, and similar medications can alleviate nausea and 
vomiting, whereas, medications such as NSAIDs can precipitate it. 

Consider conducting a study that enrolls patients undergoing a variety of 
surgery types to increase confidence in the extrapolation of the data to other 
types of surgeries. 

Any comparative safety claims must be replicated, adequately justified for clinical 
relevance, and established in the setting of comparable efficacy between comparators to be 
considered for inclusion in labeling. 

Sponsor Response to Clinical Question 3 (via email March 25, 2016) 
We would like to discuss the evaluation of respiratory drive using the ventilatory response to 
hypercapnia with oliceridine, morphine, and placebo treatments, as measured by minute 
ventilation and end-tidal CO2 in healthy subjects. We would expect the result of this evaluation 
to be consistent with the CP130-1003 pharmacodynamic study, which demonstrated a dose-
related, transient reduction in respiratory drive for oliceridine, and a more persistent reduction 
for morphine. 

Meeting Discussion 
The Division stated that a hypercapnia study could provide mechanistic support for what is 
observed clinically in the Phase 3 studies.   Conducting this study in healthy volunteers would 
likely be acceptable.  However, the Division will confer with the Division of Pulmonary, 
Allergy, and Rheumatology Products (DPARP) and provide a more detailed response in a Post-
Meeting Note. 

***Post-Meeting Note-
After further consideration, although we agree that a healthy volunteer population 
would be the appropriate population in which to conduct a hypercapnia study, a 
dedicated hypercapnia study will not be required.  Because opioids are titrated to effect 
clinically, a study of oliceridine versus another opioid analgesic in healthy volunteers 
cannot establish whether there were differences in respiratory depression at doses 
capable of providing similar analgesic effects. In contrast, in a clinical study conducted 
in an appropriate pain population, patients can be titrated to an equivalent level of 
analgesia to provide the context for interpreting any relative differences in safety.  
However, continue to plan to assess clinical evidence of impairment of ventilation and 
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oxygenation in any clinical studies intended to support a comparative safety claim.  We 
will obtain advice from DPARP on any protocols you submit for this purpose. 

The Division stated that the Sponsor should look at all aspects of respiratory safety based on 
their post-operative monitoring in order to see any effects that may appear in the context of 
adequate pain control.  The Division stated that it is important to collect data about whether 
patients are desaturating when dosed to the analgesic goal. 

As additional time remained in the meeting, the Sponsor requested that it be used to 
discuss other issues related to this development program: 

The Sponsor inquired about establishing an equianalgesic dose for the purposes of evaluating 
comparative safety.  The Division noted that this may be difficult, but the Sponsor may be able 
to start by identifying relative potency, perhaps with a comparative dose-response study, or a 
crossover approach.  The Division stated that conversion factors that are typically included in 
labeling are for one-way conversion and are not a marker of relative potency.  The Division 
additionally stated that cross-tolerance with their product could be low and this would have to be 
considered, as it would represent a potential safety issue.  This will be critical for labeling and 
properly directing safe use of the product.  The Division suggested that the Sponsor consider 
discussing this with us further as their program continues.  

The Division noted the difference between comparative potency between products versus 
making a comparative safety claim between products.  A comparative safety claim would need to 
be based on demonstrating similar pain control to the comparator, such as morphine, with a 
safety benefit, such as demonstration of a clinically-relevant difference in prespecified AEs.  The 
Division stated that pre-specifying a non-inferiority (NI) margin would be an acceptable 
approach to establish comparable efficacy and that the NI margin should be based on the effect 
size for morphine actually observed in the study.  The NI margin should take into account how 
much of that efficacy can be lost before oliceridine is no longer considered noninferior to 
morphine with regard to analgesic efficacy.  However, the Division cannot recommend what the 
NI margin should be in advance. With regard to initially establishing efficacy for an analgesic, 
the Division requires superiority against a comparator. 

The Sponsor proposed to stage the NI analysis by starting with a 50% NI margin and then 
proceeding up to a 75% NI margin, followed by testing superiority on the safety outcome.  The 
Division stated that a staged analysis may be acceptable but that it could not advise on what the 
low bar might be.  However, if the Sponsor can only win at 50%, that would not be an acceptable 
NI margin upon which to base a comparative safety claim.  The Sponsor stated that they still 
wish to start with testing a 50% NI margin for research purposes.  The Division stated that, 
conceptually, the strategy is fine, but that the Sponsor should understand that the NI margin may 
not be acceptable for a comparative safety claim in labeling, and for a comparative safety claim, 
the Sponsor must provide justification as to the clinical relevance of the NI margin intended to 
support the claim. 
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NOTE: The Sponsor did not wish to discuss the remaining Questions and Responses at the 
face-to-face meeting. They appear below in the remainder of their original order. 

Question 7: Pediatric Plan 
Trevena plans to request a deferral to study pediatric patients until TRV130 is determined to be 
safe and effective in the adult patient population at time of NDA approval.  The pediatric plan to 
be submitted 60 days post EOP2 meeting will include study descriptions and request deferral.  
Does the FDA agree with this approach? 

FDA Response 
Yes, we agree with your approach to submit an initial pediatric study plan.  Include 
adequate justification for the deferral request in that plan.  See further discussion of PREA 
requirements under the “Other Important Information” section of this document below. 

Biostatistics Questions 

Question 9: Data Imputation Approach 
In accordance with the National Research Council’s recommendation on the prevention and 
treatment of missing data in clinical trials, every effort will be made to collect as many of the 
scheduled assessments (particularly the scheduled NRS assessments) as possible from subjects 
who discontinue treatment administration regardless of reason (protocol specified stopping 
criteria, AE, LoE, or other) (Little RJ, 2012).  All of these data will be included in the primary 
Full Analysis Set (FAS) and used to compute all SPID-related measures. 
For the two Phase 3 efficacy trials, NRS data will be imputed in the computation of the SPID and 
SPID related measures as follows: 

Scheduled NRS measures collected for one dosing interval after the use of rescue 
medication will be replaced with the value of the most recent NRS assessment obtained 
prior to receiving rescue pain medication, using the dosing interval described in the label 
of the rescue medication; 

NRS scores following pain medication taken after premature discontinuation will be 
treated in the same manner as rescue pain medication taken during the randomized 
treatment period (i.e. imputed for one dosing interval); 

Intermittently missing NRS measures will be imputed by linear interpolation; 

For patients who are missing all NRS values after a certain time point, a model-based 
multiple imputation method (Lavori, 1995) will be applied. 

Note that, although the primary endpoint is based upon a SPID measure, the imputation due to 
rescue pain medication will not apply since all subjects who take rescue medication will be 
classified as a non-responder. 

Sensitivity analyses will be conducted to assess the robustness of the final results to potential 
biased missing data mechanisms and to the method of imputation used when patients take rescue 
medication. 
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Does the FDA agree with this approach of data imputation for the two pivotal trials? 

FDA Response 
In general, your approach to handling missing data appears acceptable in your Phase 3 
trials.  However, the model terms and processes for the model-based multiple imputation 
procedure must be pre-specified and fully described in the protocol with complete details. 
Further, your responder definition should consider subjects that discontinued for any 
reason as non-responders. 

Question 10: Multiplicity 
In addition to the primary endpoint for the comparison of TRV130 to placebo in the efficacy 
trials, a number of key secondary endpoints will be defined to compare TRV130 to morphine. 
The primary comparison and key secondary comparisons will be carried out for each of the 3 
TRV130 treatment groups.  In order to control for multiplicity and maintain the family wise type 
1 error rate at 0.05 for these primary and key secondary endpoints, a Hochberg tree-structured 
gatekeeping algorithm (Dmitrienko, 2007) will be implemented.  Does the FDA agree with the 
proposed method for controlling for multiplicity in the two efficacy trials? 

FDA Response 
Yes, the planned Hochberg tree-structured gatekeeping algorithm (Dmitrienko, 2007) is 
acceptable to control the family-wise Type I error rate.  

Our comments are based on the synopses for the two Phase 3 studies (CP130-3001 and 
CP130-3002) provided in the meeting package.  Complete details on the statistical analysis 
plan must be included with the final submitted protocols. 

Clinical Pharmacology Questions 

Question 11: CYP2D6 Status 
In vitro human liver microsomal data has shown that TRV130 is a substrate of both CYP3A4 and 
CYP2D6, with each enzyme contributing approximately 50% to its metabolism.  These in vitro 
results have been confirmed by the results in phase 1 clinical studies.  Mean TRV130 clearance 
in CYP2D6 extensive metabolizers (EMs) ranges between 34-59 L/hr.  In CYP2D6 poor 
metabolizers (PMs), TRV130 clearance ranges between 20-25 L/hr.  This difference in clearance 
translates into an approximately two-fold increase in TRV130 AUC in PMs relative to EMs.  In 
contrast, mean Cmax values show little difference between the EM and PM populations (4.6.3 
Comparison and Analyses of Results across Studies, Table 20). 

Since patients will receive TRV130 on an as-needed basis and the efficacy is highly related to 
parent plasma concentrations, it is likely that the impact of CYP2D6 PM status will be to 
lengthen the dosing interval and reduce the administered TRV130 dose compared to EMs. 
Simulations performed using a PK/PD model developed from the available phase 1-2 data and 
using adaptive designs, where doses of TRV130 are given only when needed (i.e., a pain score of 
4 or higher) and not using a fixed dosing paradigm, support this thesis.  When simulations are 
performed with TRV130 given as needed as an IV bolus, the median PM/EM AUC ratio ranges 
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between 1.3 and 1.5, substantially lower than the 2.0 ratio expected based on the difference in 
clearance.  When administration of TRV130 by PCA device is simulated, the median PM/EM 
AUC ratio decreases to 1.15.  These simulations suggest that if TRV130 is dosed in the manner 
that opioids are typically given (as-needed based on the patient’s pain intensity), there is no need 
to determine the patient’s CYP2D6 status prior to dosing (Report 
QS130-2001) since there is no clinically-relevant increase in exposure in PMs compared to EMs. 

Based on these results, Trevena plans to enroll patients in the Phase 3 studies without regard to 
CYP2D6 status.  Blood samples for the determination of CYP2D6 genotype will be taken from 
each patient, but will not be used for enrollment or to guide dosing.  The genotype data will be 
used, along with sparse PK sampling in the phase 3 trials, to estimate the TRV130 exposure in 
the two populations, and for safety evaluation. 

Since Phase 1 and simulation results demonstrate that dosing on an as-needed basis results in a 
minimal increase in total and peak TRV130 exposure in PMs, does the FDA agree that patients 
may be enrolled in the phase 3 registration trials without regard to CYP2D6 status? 

FDA Response 
In general, we agree with your assertion that based on limited clinical experience in 
CYP2D6 poor metabolizers, and in simulations, patients are likely to receive fewer “as-
needed” doses based on their individual pain response.  Therefore, you may enroll patients 
without regard to their CYP2D6 status.  We also note that you have no plan to co-develop 
and market a CYP2D6 genetic test with your product. 

However, at the time of NDA submission, you are required to submit data demonstrating 
that the dose requirements were actually lower in patients known to be CYP2D6 poor 
metabolizers.  Such an observation will support safe use of your product in specific 
populations.  Therefore, in studies 3001, 3002, 3003 and 3004, assess CYP2D6 metabolizer 
status in patients, post-study, by either genetic testing or phenotyping, as conducted 
previously.  

Although we note that you did not plan any blood sampling to assess the PK of TRV-130 in 
Study 3003, we strongly recommend that you evaluate the PK of TRV-130 in Studies 3003 
and 3004.  Submit a sparse sampling scheme based on a strategy to identify systemic 
exposure, particularly in cases of highest drug use.  Also, note our comments in response to 
Clinical Pharmacology Question 2 below. 

Additionally, it appears that based on your target product profile, you are seeking the 
following specific statements in the drug interactions section of labeling regarding strong 
inhibitors of CYP3A4 and CYP2D6: 

(b) (4)
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(b) (4)

Question 12: Drug-Drug Interactions 
Both non-clinical and clinical data show that TRV130 is a substrate for both CYP3A4 and 
CYP2D6. Two clinical drug interaction studies have been performed with CYP3A4 inhibitors 
(ketoconazole, itraconazole; Studies CP130-1005, CP130-1006) which suggest that the 
clearance of TRV130 may be reduced by up to 50% when given with concomitant CYP3A4 
inhibitors.  In addition, physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling was performed 
which broadly confirms the in vivo results (Report: Physiologically Based PK Modelling and 
Simulation to Quantify the Impact of CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 Inhibition on the Pharmacokinetics 
of TRV130 in Poor and Non-Poor Metabolizers of CYP2D6 Metabolism, and in Renally 
Impaired Individuals).  Although both PBPK simulations and the clinical drug-drug interaction 
(DDI) studies confirm that the clearance of TRV130 will be decreased in the presence of both 
CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 inhibitors, the clinical consequences of these interactions are 
substantially mitigated by the fact that TRV130 will be given on a PRN basis, and that peak 
concentrations of TRV130 after IV injection are primarily determined by the volume of 
distribution. 

Therefore, no adjustment of TRV130 dosing is necessary for patients taking concomitant 
CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 inhibitors in the phase 3 studies, as the initial dose exposure is not 
appreciably altered and these patients are likely to receive subsequently fewer “as-needed” 
doses based on their individual pain response. 

a. Does the FDA agree with the proposal for dosing concomitant CYP2D6 and CYP3A4 
inhibitors in the phase 3 registration studies? 

b. Since we have confirmed the drug interaction effects using PBPK, does the FDA agree that 
no further DDI studies are necessary? 

FDA Response 

Question 12a 
We note that in past clinical trials, a very limited number of recruited patients later tested 
positive as CYP2D6 poor metabolizers (PM).  The number of patients who were CYP2D6 
PM was less than the usual prevalence for this status in the United States in various ethnic 
groups.  Therefore, we recommend that you continue assessing CYP2D6 metabolizer status 
in subjects by either genetic testing or phenotyping to support the safety of TRV-130. 

In light of the observed effect of CYP2D6 PM status on AUC and not Cmax, you may 
conduct studies in patients taking concomitant CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 inhibitors.  However, 
it is very important to document clinical experience in the NDA and support the safety of 
TRV-130 use in such patients by collecting all possible information including: 

– specific name and duration of use for the CYP3A4 or CYP2D6 inhibitor 
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–	� proactive collection of  PK (sparse samples), particularly after any report of 
adverse events 

Also see our response to Question 11. 

Question 12b 
Your proposal appears reasonable for the intravenous route of administration for your 
drug.  

The submitted PBPK model of TRV130 appears adequate to predict untested drug-drug 
interaction (DDI) and genetic-drug interaction (GDI) scenarios in subjects with normal 
renal function.  Caution should be taken when predicting CYP-based DDI and GDI in 
subjects with severe renal impairment (see comments to Question 15).  Recent analysis 
demonstrated that CYP2D6 activity may be decreased in subjects with severe renal 
impairment (Yoshida et al, Clin Pharmcol Ther, 2016). 

By the time of your NDA submission, provide the following information: 

1.	� Simulations to consider such effects in subjects with renal impairment. 

2.	� Information on model performance regarding CYP inhibition for ketoconazole, 
itraconazole, and quinidine. 

3.	� Parameters of the quinidine model. 

4.	� Model files used to generate the final PBPK simulations (e.g.,  drug model files, 
workspace files, and output files, such as .mbd, .ipd, and .mdd). The model files 
should be executable using GastroPlus®. 

Question 13: QTc Evaluation 
The effects of TRV130 on cardiac repolarization have been characterized in both preclinical 
(4.11.3 Safety Pharmacology) and a thorough QTc study in healthy male and female volunteers 
(Study CP130-1008).  No clinically significant effects on cardiac repolarization or the QTcF 
have been identified.  Therefore, no electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring (beyond that used in 
study screening to exclude significant cardiac comorbidity and those performed as part of 
standard patient care) is necessary for phase 3.  Does FDA agree? 

FDA Response
�
Refer to our advice letter dated March 3, 2016.
�

Question 14: Hepatic Impairment 
As TRV130 is extensively metabolized by the liver, patients with hepatic impairment are likely to 
experience decreased clearance relative to unimpaired patients.  Trevena proposes to study the 
impact of hepatic impairment on the clearance and disposition of TRV130 in mild and moderate 
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hepatically impaired subjects as compared with age, sex and weight-matched controls (Study 
CP130-1010, 4.6.6. Planned Phase 1 Studies). 

Does the FDA agree that the proposed hepatic impairment study will be sufficient for the
�
labeling of TRV130 in this population?
�

FDA Response 
Inclusion of patients with severe hepatic impairment is necessary to fully describe the need 
for dose adjustment in patients with different grades of hepatic impairment. 

Question 15: Renal Impairment 
Trevena proposes not to conduct a standard renal impairment study for TRV130.  The available 
data suggests that very little parent drug is excreted in the urine (2.17-5.2%; CP130-1005, 
CP130-1007).  Additionally, TRV130 is proposed to be given as needed, under close medical 
supervision, with the dose titrated based on patient response.  Given this method of 
administration, it is unlikely that a dose adjustment based on renal function in patients with mild 
or moderate renal impairment would be needed.  The use of TRV130 in patients with severe 
renal impairment is not recommended. 

Does the FDA agree that conducting a standard renal impairment study is not needed for the 
registration of TRV130? 

FDA Response 
Patients with severe renal impairment have been reported to exhibit hepatic impairment to 
a certain extent.  Therefore, evaluate the impact of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) on 
TRV-130 PK in a reduced design renal impairment study.  If no difference in PK is seen 
between patients at the extremes of renal function, no additional studies will be required in 
this setting. 

See the draft guidance for industry, Pharmacokinetics in Patients with Impaired Renal 
Function — Study Design, Data Analysis, and Impact on Dosing and Labeling, available at  
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidan 
ces/UCM204959.pdf. 

Nonclinical Questions 

Question 16 Characterization of Human Metabolites 
Radiochemical and mass spectrometric profiling of plasma collected from a single dose clinical 
14C mass balance and excretion study (Study CP130-1007) identified 2 metabolites with mean 
AUC values greater than 10% of total drug-related material— M22 (61.9%), a glucuronide 
conjugate of hydroxylated TRV130, and TRV0109662 (17.4%), an amine formed from N-
dealkylation of TRV130. 

M22 is a stable, non-acyl glucuronide, and while the precise site of conjugation is presently 
under investigation, there are no apparent reactivity alerts in the proposed structure; therefore, 
no further toxicological evaluation is required. 

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidan
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A fit-for-purpose bioanalytical assay was used to confirm that total daily TRV0109662 exposure 
at the no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL) dose in rat and monkey toxicology studies 
exceeded the exposure in humans administered repeated 4.5 mg doses of TRV130 (Study CP130-
1005), indicating that TRV0109662 has been adequately characterized in nonclinical species.  
Trevena is validating a bioanalytical method that will be used to measure TRV0109662 
concentrations in plasma from 28-day Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) toxicology studies in 
rats and monkeys and compared to exposures in planned clinical studies. 

Therefore, the major human metabolites of TRV130 have been identified and adequately 
characterized (4.11.4.4 Metabolite Qualification), and no further in vivo nonclinical safety 
studies are required prior to initiation of the phase 3 clinical program or to support the NDA.  
Does the FDA agree? 

FDA Response 
No, we cannot agree at this time.  As you are proposing a new clinical dosing regimen (up 
to approximately 100 mg per day) that may result in much higher exposures to the 
TRV0109662 metabolite, provide justification that the levels that may potentially be 
achieved in humans are qualified for safety per our guidance for industry, Safety Testing of 
Drug Metabolites, available at,  
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidan 
ces/UCM079266.pdf. Note that adequate qualification must address general, reproductive 
and development, and genetic toxicology endpoints.  In addition, justify why you consider 
the M22 metabolite to be of no safety concern at the exposures expected in humans. 

Question 17: Nonclinical Drug-Drug Interaction 
Trevena has completed in vitro CYP inhibition and CYP induction studies with TRV130 and 
TRV0109662 (the amine formed from N-dealkylation of TRV130). Additionally, the potential for 
clinically relevant concentrations of TRV130 to inhibit the 11 major human uptake and efflux 
transporters was determined. A planned study will evaluate TRV0109662 as a substrate for or 
inhibitor of human efflux and uptake transporters.  Pending successful isolation, structural 
elucidation, and synthesis of M22 (the non-acyl glucuronide conjugate of hydroxylated TRV130), 
this metabolite will be tested in CYP inhibition and transporter assays. 

Pending results from these in vitro assays, the potential for TRV130 and its major human 
metabolites to be perpetrators of clinically meaningful drug interactions have been adequately 
characterized (4.11.4.5 Drug-Drug Interaction) and no further nonclinical DDI studies (in vitro 
or in vivo) are necessary prior to initiation of the phase 3 clinical program or to support the 
NDA. Does the FDA agree? 

FDA Response 
The ongoing and planned in vitro studies appear appropriate to address the potential for 
TRV130 and its major metabolites to interact with CYPs and transporters.  Nevertheless, 
ensure that the in vitro interaction studies were conducted to assess potential of TRV130 
and its major metabolite on inhibition and induction of major drug metabolizing enzymes 
and drug transporters in compliance with recommendations in the draft guidance for 
industry, Drug Interaction Studies —Study Design, Data Analysis, Implications for Dosing, 

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidan
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and Labeling Recommendations, available at 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidan 
ces/UCM292362.pdf. A final determination of the adequacy of these studies can only be 
made once we have reviewed the final study reports. 

At the pre-NDA stage, justify the need for or lack of any in vivo studies and any labeling 
based on the results from the in vitro studies.  Additionally discuss the results of any 
ongoing/planned transporter drug interaction study results at the pre-NDA stage. 

Question 18: Nonclinical Program 
To support TRV130 clinical development, Trevena has conducted cardiovascular, respiratory, 
and central nervous system (CNS) safety pharmacology studies, 14-day continuous infusion 
toxicology studies in rats and monkeys, a complete set of genetic toxicology studies, reproductive 
toxicology studies in rats and rabbits, and assessed the compatibility of the TRV130 formulation 
with human blood.  Rat abuse liability studies (drug discrimination, self-administration and drug 
dependence) are currently on-going. In parallel with phase 3 clinical development, Trevena 
plans to conduct 28-day continuous infusion toxicology studies in rats and monkeys, as well as a 
rat peri- and postnatal development study. 

Therefore, the completed, on-going and planned safety pharmacology/toxicology studies (4.11.3 
Safety Pharmacology and 4.11.5 Nonclinical Toxicology) evaluate the safety of TRV130 and no 
additional nonclinical toxicology studies are required to support the NDA. Does the FDA agree? 

FDA Response 
The completed and ongoing nonclinical studies appear appropriate to support NDA 
submission.  However, the adequacy of these studies will be determined upon a full review 
of the study reports.  We note that your completed 14-day studies in rats and monkeys 
tested doses that produced frank toxicity and, therefore, the toxicological potential of your 
drug product appears to have been characterized.  However, we have concerns about the 
findings of lung thrombi and gastric erosions/ulcers and degeneration/necrosis observed in 
the 14-day studies in rats.  We acknowledge that the thrombus findings were only observed 
in one study (Study 8292859), but the incidence appeared notably higher in the TRV130-
treatment arms compared to control.  We also acknowledge that the gastric findings 
appear to be related to withdrawal of drug; however, it is unclear what the mechanisms are 
that may underlie this response as this has not been noted in other opioid repeat-dose 
toxicology studies submitted to date.  Moreover, if the gastric findings are clinically 
relevant, it will be important to propose approaches to mitigate this response.  As we noted 
in our response to Question 5, the current rat data do not provide adequate coverage to 
support the safety of the proposed clinical dosing regimen.  Therefore, we strongly 
recommend that you design your planned 28-day rat study including recovery groups such 
that you push the dose to address and characterize these concerns and ultimately to 
establish adequate safety margins based on exposure comparisons between the nonclinical 
species and humans at the highest proposed clinical dose.  Since the 14-day monkey study 
appears to provide adequate safety margins to support the safety of the proposed 100 mg 
clinical dose and similar adverse findings were not observed in this species while achieving 
frank toxicity, an additional 28-day monkey study is not required.  

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidan
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We have the following comments for your consideration that may impact the need for 
additional nonclinical data for your NDA submission: 

1.	� We are currently reviewing the reproductive and developmental toxicology studies 
submitted to your IND and note that, although TRV130-related reproductive and early 
embryonic toxicities (e.g., prolonged estrous cycle lengths and reduced number of 
implantation sites and viable fetuses) were observed in the female rat fertility study, 
these findings were not summarized in the investigator brochure (IB).  Note that these 
findings must be adequately described in both the IB and the informed consent to 
appropriately inform risk to patients. 

2.	� If the drug substance batch(es) proposed for use in your clinical study are not the same 
batches as those used in your nonclinical toxicology studies, in your IND submission, 
include a table that compares the impurity profile across batches.  Include justification 
for why the levels of impurities in the pivotal nonclinical toxicology studies provide 
adequate coverage for the proposed levels in the clinical batches or do not otherwise 
represent a safety concern. 

3.	� Genotoxic impurities, carcinogenic impurities, or impurities that contain a structural 
alert for genotoxicity must be adequately controlled during drug development.  Drug 
substance manufacturing often creates the potential for introduction of compounds 
with structural alerts for genotoxicity through use of reagents, catalysts and other 
processing aids or the interaction of these with starting materials or intermediates 
during the stages of chemical synthesis.  Refer to the ICH guidance for industry, M7 
Assessment and Control of DNA Reactive (Mutagenic) Impurities in Pharmaceuticals to 
Limit Potential Carcinogenic Risk, available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui 
dances/UCM347725.pdf for the appropriate framework for identifying, categorizing, 
qualifying, or controlling these impurities.  Briefly, actual and potential impurities 
likely to arise during synthesis and storage of a new drug substance and manufacture 
and storage of a new drug product should be identified for assessment.  A hazard 
assessment should be undertaken to categorize these impurities with respect to 
mutagenic and carcinogenic potential and risk characterization applied to derive 
acceptable intakes during clinical development.  Finally, a control strategy should be 
proposed and enacted where this is determined to be necessary to ensure levels are 
within the accepted limits established for the stage of drug development in order to 
mitigate risk. 

4.	� For the NDA submission, any impurity or degradation product that exceeds ICH 
thresholds must be adequately qualified for safety as per ICH Q3A(R2), ICH Q3B(R2). 
In order to provide adequate qualification: 

a)	� You must complete a minimal genetic toxicology screen (two in vitro genetic 
toxicology studies, e.g., one point mutation assay and one chromosome 
aberration assay) with the isolated impurity, tested up to the limit dose for the 
assay. 

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui
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b)	� In addition, you must conduct a repeat-dose toxicology study of appropriate 
duration to support the proposed indication.  In this case, a study of 14 days 
should be completed. 

5.	� In Module 2 of your NDA (2.6.6.8 Toxicology Written Summary/Other Toxicity), 
include a table listing the drug substance and drug product impurity specifications, the 
maximum daily exposure to these impurities based on the maximum daily dose of the 
product and how these levels compare to ICH Q3A(R2) and ICH Q3B(R2) qualification 
thresholds and determination if the impurity contains a structural alert for 
mutagenicity.  Any proposed specification that exceeds the qualification thresholds 
should be adequately justified for safety from a toxicological perspective. 

6.	� The NDA submission must contain information on potential leachables and extractables 
from the drug container closure system and/or drug product formulation, unless 
specifically waived by the Division.  The evaluation of extractables and leachables from 
the drug container closure system or device should include specific assessments for 
residual monomers, solvents, polymerizers, etc.  The choice of solvents and conditions 
for the extraction studies should be justified.  The results of the extraction studies 
should be used to assure that you are adequately monitoring the drug product stability 
samples for potential leachables.  Although a toxicological risk assessment based on the 
results of the extraction studies may be adequate to support the safety assessment 
during development, you should still evaluate at least three batches of your drug 
product over the course of your stability studies and base the final safety assessment on 
the levels of leachables identified to determine the safe level of exposure via the label-
specified route of administration.  The approach for toxicological evaluation of the 
safety of leachables must be based on good scientific principles and take into account 
the specific container closure system or patch, drug product formulation, dosage form, 
route of administration, and dose regimen (chronic or short-term dosing).  As many 
residual monomers are known genotoxic agents, your safety assessment must take into 
account the potential that these leachables may either be known or suspected highly 
reactive and/or genotoxic compounds.  The safety assessment should be specifically 
discussed in Module 2.6.6.8 (Toxicology Written Summary/Other Toxicity) of the NDA 
submission.  For additional guidance on extractables and leachables testing, refer to the 
guidance for industry, Container Closure Systems for Packaging Human Drugs and 
Biologics, available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui 
dances/UCM070551.pdf and the guidance for industry, Nasal Spray and Inhalation 
Solution, Suspension, and Spray Drug Products – Chemistry, Manufacturing, and 
Controls Documentation, available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui 
dances/UCM070575.pdf. Submit a toxicological risk assessment for any leachable that 
exceeds 5 mcg/day.  

From a genetic toxicology perspective, any leachable that contains a structural alert for 
mutagenicity must not exceed 1.5 mcg/day total daily exposure for a chronic indication, 
or 120 mcg/day for an acute indication, or be adequately qualified for safety.  The risk 
assessment should be based on the maximum level of each leachable detected in long-

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui
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term stability samples that include any intended secondary container closure system(s) 
unless otherwise justified. 

7.	� NOTE:  We may refuse to file your application if your NDA submission does not 
contain adequate safety qualification data for any identified impurity or degradant that 
exceeds the ICH qualification thresholds, safety justification for a new or novel 
excipient, or safety characterization of extractables and leachables. 

8.	� We note that all NDA applications filed after June 30, 2015, must submit labeling 
consistent with the Final Pregnancy Labeling and Lactation Rule (PLLR).  In order to 
prepare for this new labeling format, you should conduct a thorough review of the 
existing clinical and nonclinical literature for each drug substance in your drug product 
and propose a risk summary statement and text for Section 8 of the labeling.  
Information on the final rule and links to the draft guidance document are available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/Labeli 
ng/ucm093307.htm. 

Chemistry Questions 

Question 19: Regulatory Starting Material 
Control of Materials (3.2.S.2.3) and Manufacturing Process Development with subsequent 
Design of Experiments (DoE) study results (3.2.S.2.6) were presented in the October 2, 2015 
IND amendment (Serial 0045).  As shown in the Control of Materials section, (b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/Labeli
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FDA Response 
No  we do not agree 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
(b) (4)
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(b) (4)

Does the FDA agree with the approach for batch manufacture and stability assessments? 

FDA Response 
For the drug substance, as per ICH Q1A, the long-term testing should cover a minimum of 
12-months duration on at least three primary batches at the time of submission and should 
be continued for a period of time sufficient to cover the proposed retest period.  Any other 
data on earlier batches should be submitted as supportive stability.  

For the drug product, we generally expect at least 12 months of long-term data on three 
primary batches of each strength of drug product, at the time of NDA submission.  There is 
insufficient information to address the proposed bracketing protocol.  We recommend that 
you submit a Special Protocol Assessment (SPA) that specifically outlines your stability 
bracketing protocol, per ICH Q1D. 

See ICH Q1D, available at 
http://www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public Web Site/ICH Products/Guidelines/Quality/Q1D/Ste 
p4/Q1D Guideline.pdf 

General Question 

Question 22: Development Plan 
The combination of data resulting from the four planned pivotal Phase 3 clinical studies, 
planned nonclinical studies, planned CMC work and stability assessments, along with all of the 
development data already collected will provide the information needed for the evaluation of 
efficacy and safety in the NDA.  Does the FDA agree with the overall development plan for 
oliceridine (TRV130)? 

FDA Response 
Yes, your overall development plan appears acceptable.  However, see our comments to 
CMC Question 21 regarding your proposed stability assessments. 

http://www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public
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OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

PREA REQUIREMENTS 

Under the Pediatric Research Equity Act (PREA) (21 U.S.C. 355c), all applications for new 
active ingredients (which includes new salts and new fixed combinations), new indications, new 
dosage forms, new dosing regimens, or new routes of administration are required to contain an 
assessment of the safety and effectiveness of the product for the claimed indication(s) in 
pediatric patients unless this requirement is waived, deferred, or inapplicable.  

Please be advised that under the Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act 
(FDASIA), you must submit an Initial Pediatric Study Plan (iPSP) within 60 days of an End of 
Phase (EOP2) meeting.  In the absence of an End-of-Phase 2 meeting, refer to the draft guidance 
below.  The PSP must contain an outline of the pediatric study or studies that you plan to 
conduct (including, to the extent practicable study objectives and design, age groups, relevant 
endpoints, and statistical approach); any request for a deferral, partial waiver, or waiver, if 
applicable, along with any supporting documentation, and any previously negotiated pediatric 
plans with other regulatory authorities.  The PSP should be submitted in PDF and Word format. 
Failure to include an agreed iPSP with a marketing application could result in a refuse to file 
action. 

We remind you that you must submit an iPSP within 60-days of your EOP2 meeting.  In 
addition, your iPSP should specifically provide your justification why you believe that 
nonclinical juvenile animal studies are or are not needed to support your pediatric drug 
development taking into consideration the specific age ranges to be studied.  The justification 
should be based on a comprehensive literature search focusing on the specific toxicological 
concerns related to the drug substance and each individual excipient in your drug product and 
any data you have generated suggesting a unique vulnerability to toxicological insult for the 
proposed age range to be tested.  This risk assessment should take into consideration the 
expected maximum daily dose of the drug product for the intended patient population and 
include rationale for your proposed maximum daily dose.  In addition, your risk assessment 
should address how the drug substance and excipients are absorbed, distributed, metabolized, 
and excreted by the ages of the children you will be studying.  You must include copies of all 
referenced citations.  If you conclude that a juvenile animal study is necessary, provide a detailed 
outline of the specific study you propose to conduct, including what toxicological endpoints you 
will include in the study design to address any specific questions, and justification for your 
selection of species and the age of the animal to be tested.  We recommend that you refer to the 
FDA guidance for industry, Nonclinical Safety Evaluation of Pediatric Drug Products, available 
at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 
CM079247.pdf. 

For additional guidance on the timing, content, and submission of the PSP, including a PSP 
Template, please refer to the draft guidance for industry, Pediatric Study Plans: Content of and 
Process for Submitting Initial Pediatric Study Plans and Amended Pediatric Study Plans, 
available at, 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 
CM360507.pdf. In addition, you may contact the Division of Pediatric and Maternal Health at 

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U
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301-796-2200 or email pdit@fda.hhs.gov. For further guidance on pediatric product
�
development, please refer to:
�
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/ucm049867.ht 
m. 

DATA STANDARDS FOR STUDIES 

Under section 745A(a) of the FD&C Act, electronic submissions “shall be submitted in such  
electronic format as specified by [FDA].”  FDA has determined that study data contained in 
electronic submissions (i.e., NDAs, BLAs, ANDAs, and INDs) must be in a format that the 
Agency can process, review, and archive.  Currently, the Agency can process, review, and 
archive electronic submissions of clinical and nonclinical study data that use the standards 
specified in the Data Standards Catalog (Catalog) (See 
http://www.fda.gov/forindustry/datastandards/studydatastandards/default.htm). 

On December 17, 2014, FDA issued final guidance, Providing Electronic Submissions in 
Electronic Format--- Standardized Study Data, available at, 
(http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ 
UCM292334.pdf). This guidance describes the submission types, the standardized study data 
requirements, and when standardized study data will be required.  Further, it describes the 
availability of implementation support in the form of a technical specifications document,  Study 
Data Technical Conformance Guide (Conformance Guide) (See 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/ForIndustry/DataStandards/StudyDataStandards/UCM384744.pd 
f), as well as email access to the eData Team (cder-edata@fda.hhs.gov) for specific questions 
related to study data standards.  Standardized study data will be required in marketing 
application submissions for clinical and nonclinical studies that start on or after December 17, 
2016. Standardized study data will be required in commercial IND application submissions for 
clinical and nonclinical studies that start on or after December 17, 2017.  CDER has produced a 
Study Data Standards Resources web page that provides specifications for sponsors regarding 
implementation and submission of clinical and nonclinical study data in a standardized format. 
This web page will be updated regularly to reflect CDER's growing experience in order to meet 
the needs of its reviewers. 

Although the submission of study data in conformance to the standards listed in the FDA Data 
Standards Catalog will not be required in studies that start before December 17, 2016, CDER 
strongly encourages IND sponsors to use the FDA supported data standards for the submission of 
IND applications and marketing applications.  The implementation of data standards should 
occur as early as possible in the product development lifecycle, so that data standards are 
accounted for in the design, conduct, and analysis of clinical and nonclinical studies.  For clinical 
and nonclinical studies, IND sponsors should include a plan (e.g., in the IND) describing the 
submission of standardized study data to FDA. This study data standardization plan (see the 
Conformance Guide) will assist FDA in identifying potential data standardization issues early in 
the development program. 

Additional information can be found at, 
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/Electr 
onicSubmissions/ucm248635.htm 

http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/Electr
mailto:cder-edata@fda.hhs.gov
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/ForIndustry/DataStandards/StudyDataStandards/UCM384744.pd
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances
http://www.fda.gov/forindustry/datastandards/studydatastandards/default.htm
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/ucm049867.ht
mailto:pdit@fda.hhs.gov
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For general toxicology, supporting nonclinical toxicokinetic, and carcinogenicity studies, 
CDER encourages sponsors to use Standards for the Exchange of Nonclinical Data (SEND) and 
submit sample or test data sets before implementation becomes required.  CDER will provide 
feedback to sponsors on the suitability of these test data sets.  Information about submitting a test 
submission can be found here: 
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/Electr 
onicSubmissions/ucm174459.htm 

LABORATORY TEST UNITS FOR CLINICAL TRIALS 

CDER strongly encourages IND sponsors to identify the laboratory test units that will be 
reported in clinical trials that support applications for investigational new drugs and product 
registration.  Although Système International (SI) units may be the standard reporting 
mechanism globally, dual reporting of a reasonable subset of laboratory tests in U.S. 
conventional units and SI units might be necessary to minimize conversion needs during review.  
Identification of units to be used for laboratory tests in clinical trials and solicitation of input 
from the review divisions should occur as early as possible in the development process.  For 
more information, please see the FDA website entitled, Study Data Standards Resources and the 
CDER/CBER Position on Use of SI Units for Lab Tests website found at 
http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/DataStandards/StudyDataStandards/ucm372553.htm 

ABUSE POTENTIAL ASSESSMENT 

Drugs that affect the central nervous system, are chemically or pharmacologically similar to 
other drugs with known abuse potential, or produce psychoactive effects such as mood or 
cognitive changes (e.g., euphoria, hallucinations) need to be evaluated for their abuse potential 
and a proposal for scheduling will be required at the time of the NDA submission 
[21 CFR 314.50(d)(5)(vii)].  For information on the abuse potential evaluation and information 
required at the time of your NDA submission, see the draft guidance for industry, Guidance for 
Industry Assessment of Abuse Potential of Drugs, available at: 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 
CM198650.pdf. 

OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS (OSI) REQUESTS 

The Office of Scientific Investigations (OSI) requests that the following items be provided to 
facilitate development of clinical investigator and sponsor/monitor/CRO inspection assignments, 
and the background packages that are sent with those assignments to the FDA field investigators 
who conduct those inspections (Item I and II).  This information is requested for all major trials 
used to support safety and efficacy in the application (i.e., phase 2/3 pivotal trials).  Please note 
that if the requested items are provided elsewhere in submission in the format described, the 
Applicant can describe location or provide a link to the requested information. 

The dataset that is requested in Item III below is for use in a clinical site selection model that is 
being piloted in CDER.  Electronic submission of the site level dataset is voluntary and is 
intended to facilitate the timely selection of appropriate clinical sites for FDA inspection as part 
of the application and/or supplement review process.  

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U
http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/DataStandards/StudyDataStandards/ucm372553.htm
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/Electr
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This request also provides instructions for where OSI requested items should be placed within an 
eCTD submission (Attachment 1, Technical Instructions: Submitting Bioresearch Monitoring 
(BIMO) Clinical Data in eCTD Format). 

I.	� Request for general study related information and comprehensive clinical investigator 
information (if items are provided elsewhere in submission, describe location or provide 
link to requested information). 

1.	� Please include the following information in a tabular format in the original NDA for each 
of the completed pivotal clinical trials: 

a.	� Site number 
b.	� Principal investigator 
c.	� Site Location: Address (e.g., Street, City, State, Country) and contact information (i.e., 

phone, fax, email) 
d.	� Location of Principal Investigator: Address (e.g., Street, City, State, and Country) and 

contact information (i.e., phone, fax, email).  If the Applicant is aware of changes to a 
clinical investigator’s site address or contact information since the time of the clinical 
investigator’s participation in the study, we request that this updated information also be 
provided. 

2.	� Please include the following information in a tabular format, by site, in the original NDA 
for each of the completed pivotal clinical trials: 

a.	� Number of subjects screened at each site 
b.	� Number of subjects randomized at each site 
c.	� Number of subjects treated who prematurely discontinued for each site by site 

3.	� Please include the following information in a tabular format in the NDA for each of the 
completed pivotal clinical trials: 
a.	� Location at which sponsor trial documentation is maintained (e.g., , monitoring plans 

and reports, training records, data management plans, drug accountability records, 
IND safety reports, or other sponsor records as described ICH E6, Section 8).  This is 
the actual physical site(s) where documents are maintained and would be available for 
inspection 

b.	� Name, address and contact information of all Contract Research Organization (CROs) 
used in the conduct of the clinical trials and brief statement of trial related functions 
transferred to them.  If this information has been submitted in eCTD format 
previously (e.g., as an addendum to a Form FDA 1571, you may identify the 
location(s) and/or provide link(s) to information previously provided. 

c.	� The location at which trial documentation and records generated by the CROs with 
respect to their roles and responsibilities in conduct of respective studies is 
maintained.  As above, this is the actual physical site where documents would be 
available for inspection. 

4.	� For each pivotal trial, provide a sample annotated Case Report Form (or identify the 
location and/or provide a link if provided elsewhere in the submission). 

5.	� For each pivotal trial provide original protocol and all amendments ((or identify the 
location and/or provide a link if provided elsewhere in the submission). 
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II. Request for Subject Level Data Listings by Site 

1.	� For each pivotal trial: Site-specific individual subject data listings (hereafter referred to as 
“line listings”).  For each site, provide line listings for: 
a. Listing for each subject consented/enrolled; for subjects who were not randomized to 

treatment and/or treated with study therapy, include reason not randomized and/or 
treated 

b. Subject listing for treatment assignment (randomization) 
c. Listing of subjects that discontinued from study treatment and subjects that 

discontinued from the study completely (i.e., withdrew consent) with date and reason 
discontinued 

d. Listing of per protocol subjects/ non-per protocol subjects and reason not per protocol 
e. By subject listing of eligibility determination (i.e., inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
f. By subject listing, of AEs, SAEs, deaths and dates 
g. By subject listing of protocol violations and/or deviations reported in the NDA, 

including a description of the deviation/violation 
h. By subject listing of the primary and secondary endpoint efficacy parameters or 

events.  For derived or calculated endpoints, provide the raw data listings used to 
generate the derived/calculated endpoint. 

i. By subject listing of concomitant medications (as appropriate to the pivotal clinical 
trials) 

j. By subject listing, of testing (e.g., laboratory, ECG) performed for safety monitoring 

2. We request that one PDF file be created for each pivotal Phase 2 and Phase 3 study using 
the following format: 

III. Request for Site Level Dataset:
�
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OSI is piloting a risk based model for site selection.  Voluntary electronic submission of site 
level datasets is intended to facilitate the timely selection of appropriate clinical sites for FDA 
inspection as part of the application and/or supplement review process.  If you wish to 
voluntarily provide a dataset, please refer to the draft Guidance for Industry Providing 
Submissions in Electronic Format – Summary Level Clinical Site Data for CDER’s Inspection 
Planning” (available at the following link 
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequire 
ments/UCM332468.pdf ) for the structure and format of this data set.  

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequire
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Attachment 1 
Technical Instructions:  

Submitting Bioresearch Monitoring (BIMO) Clinical Data in eCTD Format 

A.	� Data submitted for OSI review belongs in Module 5 of the eCTD.  For items I and II in the chart below, the files 
should be linked into the Study Tagging File (STF) for each study.  Leaf titles for this data should be named 
“BIMO [list study ID, followed by brief description of file being submitted].” In addition, a BIMO STF should 
be constructed and placed in Module 5.3.5.4, Other Study reports and related information. The study ID for this 
STF should be “bimo.”  Files for items I, II and III below should be linked into this BIMO STF, using file tags 
indicated below.  The item III site-level dataset filename should be “clinsite.xpt.” 

DSI Pre-
NDA 

Request 
Item1 

STF File Tag Used For Allowable 
File 

Formats 

I data-listing-dataset Data listings, by study .pdf 
I annotated-crf Sample annotated case report 

form, by study 
.pdf 

II data-listing-dataset Data listings, by study 
(Line listings, by site) 

.pdf 

III data-listing-dataset Site-level datasets, across 
studies 

.xpt 

III data-listing-data-definition Define file .pdf 

B. In addition, within the directory structure, the item III site-level dataset should be placed in the M5 folder as 
follows: 

C.	� It is recommended, but not required, that a Reviewer’s Guide in PDF format be included.  If this Guide is 
included, it should be included in the BIMO STF. The leaf title should be “BIMO Reviewer Guide.” The guide 
should contain a description of the BIMO elements being submitted with hyperlinks to those elements in 
Module 5. 

References: 

eCTD Backbone Specification for Study Tagging Files v. 2.6.1 
(http://www fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/ElectronicSubmis 
sions/UCM163560.pdf) 

FDA eCTD web page 
(http://www fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/ElectronicSubmissions/ucm1 
53574 htm) 

For general help with eCTD submissions: ESUB@fda hhs.gov 

1 Please see the OSI Pre-NDA/BLA Request document for a full description of requested data files 

http://www
http://www
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ISSUES REQUIRING FURTHER DISCUSSION 
There were no issues that require additional discussion. 

ACTION ITEMS (Includes Sponsor Summary of Meeting) 

1.	� The Sponsor will conduct a 28-day repeat-dose toxicity study in rat that mimics as closely as 
possible the clinical setting and submit the results with the NDA.  The mechanisms 
underlying the stomach and pulmonary findings observed in previous studies and their 
potential clinical relevance will be investigated. 

2.	� Regarding support for higher dosing, the Sponsor will include clinical stopping criteria in the 
protocol, and provide exposure estimates for both the parent and metabolites based on the 
proposed repeat-bolus dosing regimen with a 6-minute lockout.  They will incorporate a non-
responder definition in the protocol and collect PK data which they will submit to the 
Agency and adjust the study based on the data as appropriate.  The Sponsor stated that, as 
Study 3003 is currently ongoing, they will amend the study to provide a similar approach to 
those outlined above, to include the collection of PK data and stopping criteria as discussed. 

3.	� Regarding the endpoint, the Sponsor understands that the Division is not opposed to the use 
of the responder rate and noted that they intend to utilize a responder analysis.  They 
understand that the Division typically recognizes a 30% decrease in pain intensity as a 
determinant for clinical relevance in the chronic pain setting.  However, the Sponsor will 
provide data to establish the clinical relevance of the proposed responder definition, 
including an analysis of pain over time. 

4.	� Regarding safety, the Sponsor stated that the expected duration of use for the product in the 
post-operative setting is 24 to 72 hours and noted that they will focus on that window for 
their analyses.  The Sponsor did note that any patients who go past the expected duration of 
use will be listed as outliers, but their data will be analyzed as well. 

5.	� Regarding abuse liability, the Sponsor recognizes that they have provided only draft 
preclinical data, but plan to provide the finalized data once they are available.  A decision 
about the need for a physical dependence study can be provided after the final data are 
evaluated.  The Sponsor plans to use SOWS/COWS, as appropriate to the setting, and opioid 
withdrawal AEs and SMQ terms.  The collection of SOWS and COWS as patients transition 
to oral opioids will be useful, in addition to evaluating these parameters in patients who no 
longer require opioid therapy after oliceridine is discontinued. 

6.	� The Division will provide a post-meeting note regarding the hypercapnia study.  (See Post-
Meeting Note following Question 3 above.) 

ATTACHMENTS AND HANDOUTS 
There were no slides or handouts for this meeting. 



This is a representation of an electronic record that was signed 
electronically and this page is the manifestation of the electronic 
signature. 

/s/ 

KIMBERLY A COMPTON 
04/28/2016 

Reference ID: 3923562 
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	BACKGROUND 
	The Sponsor’s objective for this meeting is to reach agreement on their plan for submission of a 505(b)(1) NDA for their product.  They have listed their specific objectives as: 
	. Confirm that the nonclinical program - including strategies for qualification of metabolites, impurities, and degradation products - is adequate to support filing and review of the oliceridine NDA. 
	. Confirm that the clinical pharmacology program - including the analysis of clinical information relevant to dosing recommendations - is sufficient to support filing and review of the oliceridine NDA. 
	 Agree on Trevena’s plans for analyzing and presenting clinical safety and efficacy data in the NDA.  Agree on various regulatory aspects of the oliceridine NDA. 
	TRV130 is a G-protein biased ligand at the mu-opioid receptor that stimulates G protein coupling with reduced β-arrestin recruitment compared to conventional opioids like morphine, hydromorphone, and fentanyl.  The Sponsor is developing the product for the management of moderate-to-severe acute pain in patients 18 years of age or older for whom a parenteral analgesic is appropriate. 
	The Sponsor states that oliceridine is a clear, colorless, sterile, preservative-free solution in a glass vial which they plan to make available in 1 mL, 2 mL, and 30 mL single-dose vials.  The Sponsor is proposing a dosing regimen which is to be individualized for each patient, with an initial dose typically between 1 and 3 mg, and then titrated to effect, with maintenance dosages every 1 to 3 hours as needed, or via patient-controlled analgesia (PCA).   
	The Sponsor states that they have evaluated the product in multiple Phase 1 and Phase 2 studies, and two pivotal efficacy and safety Phase 3 studies, with a total of over 2000 subjects exposed to the product.  
	The Sponsor has conducted the following Phase 3 studies to support approval for their intended indication and have provided key results in their meeting package: 
	. CP130-3001/APOLLO 1: A Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo and active-controlled study of TRV130 for the treatment of moderate to severe acute pain after bunionectomy 
	. CP130-3002/APOLLO 2: A Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo- and active-controlled study of TRV130 for the treatment of moderate to severe acute pain after abdominoplasty 
	In addition, they have provided preliminary results as of February 13, 2017, for the following ongoing Phase 3 study: 
	. CP130-3003/ATHENA: A Phase 3, open-label study to evaluate the safety of TRV130 in patients with acute pain for which parenteral opioid therapy is warranted 
	They also conducted a hepatic impairment study, CP130-1010, and an Abuse Liability Study, CP130-1011, and a renal impairment study, CP130-1012.  The firm plans to defer studies in the pediatric population until TRV130 is determined to be safe in the adult population. 
	Breakthrough-therapy (BT) designation was granted on February 19, 2016.  Fast-track designation was granted on December 2, 2015. 
	The Agency issued Preliminary Comments to the firm on May 22, 2017.  These comments are shown in bold font below, with the Sponsor’s original questions and responses provided via email on May 24, 2017, in italic font. Discussion that took place at the meeting follows the item to which it pertains in regular font. 
	The questions and responses in this document have been re-ordered and grouped together in the order of priority in which the firm expressed they wanted to discuss them at the meeting. 
	DISCUSSION Nonclinical Questions 
	Question 1 Does the Division agree that the nonclinical program conducted for oliceridine is sufficient to support filing and review of the NDA? 
	No. Based on the information in your briefing package, we cannot agree that your nonclinical program is adequate to support filing an NDA.  While the studies described in your briefing package appear appropriate for an NDA submission, the NDA also must contain information on potential leachables and extractables, as noted in the End-of-Phase 2 meeting minutes dated April 28, 2016.  See the additional nonclinical comments below for detailed comments regarding the leachable and extractables evaluation.  Note 
	FDA Response 

	Trevena acknowledges and understands the Agency’s feedback regarding the assessment of potential extractables/leachables from the drug product container closure system and will include this information in the NDA.  Information on extractables/leachables was included in Trevena’s CMC Pre-NDA Meeting Information Package, but is summarized below. 
	Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017) 

	Oliceridine drug product is a 1 mg/mL aqueous solution for intravenous administration. 
	The primary container closure system is comprised of Type glass vials with stoppers. Based on the drug product formulation and primary container closure system,  was chosen as an 
	The extracts were evaluated for volatile (using headspace GC/MS), semi-volatile (using direct injection GC/MS) and non-volatile (using HPLC/MS) extractables, as well as metal and elemental extractables (using ICP/MS).  In addition to the analysis of the extracts, an aged drug product sample was analyzed using the same techniques to serve as an initial assessment of leachables. 
	The results from these preliminary extraction and leachable studies were used to implement leachables analysis as part of primary drug product stability program. Specifically, at least four (4) primary (registration) batches of drug product stored in the inverted orientation will be analyzed for leachables on long term (25°C ± 2°C/60% RH ± 5% RH) stability at initial, 3-, 6-, 12-, 24-, 36- and 48-months and on accelerated (40°C ± 2°C/75% RH ± 5% RH) stability at initial, 3- and 6-months.  Trevena’s intended
	Figure
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	and one  batch of 30mL fill in 30 mL vials. 
	All data will be presented in the NDA, but to date, there have been no leachable compounds measured in the drug product solution that would exceed 
	Figure

	mcg/day. 
	The Sponsor stated that they plan to submit their NDA application in early Fall 2017.  The Sponsor further stated that the testing plan regarding potential leachables and extractables was previously discussed and agreed to at the CMC-only pre-NDA meeting on April 11, 2017. The Sponsor plans to provide all testing data in the NDA.  Refer to the minutes of the April 11, 2017, pre-NDA CMC-only meeting for more detail.  
	Meeting Discussion 

	The Division referred the Sponsor to the additional nonclinical comments at the end of this document for additional guidance on current expectations regarding extractables and leachables testing. 
	Question 2 Does the Division agree that the metabolites, impurities, and degradation products qualification data are adequate to support filing and review of the oliceridine NDA? 
	No, we do not agree that the justification for metabolite qualification described in 
	FDA Response 

	the briefing package is adequate to support filing of your NDA.  
	It appears that M22 represents a large majority (e.g., approximately 62%) of the 
	total drug-related exposure  It is also unclear if the metabolite’s 

	contribution to the overall toxicity profile of the drug has been evaluated since there do not appear to be any in vivo data for M22 in any nonclinical test species to date.  In the absence of these data, M22 must be adequately qualified in accordance with FDA guidance for industry, Safety Testing of Drug Metabolites, available at, 
	. 
	/ Guidances/UCM079266.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation


	As such, the potential general toxicology, genotoxicity, and embryofetal developmental toxicity of M22 will need to be addressed.  As noted in the ICH M3(R2) Questions and Answers document, “when a metabolite composes the majority of the total human exposure, it is appropriate for exposure to the metabolite in animals to exceed that in humans”.  With respect to the embryofetal development assessment, we note that your in vitro metabolism data from Study QBRMU10130_TRV01 suggest that M22 may only be produced
	Based on the summary information in your briefing package, the strategies outlined to qualify the TRV0109662 metabolite, and impurities and degradants appear appropriate to support filing of your NDA.  However, the final adequacy of the data to support approval of your product can only be determined after a full review of all of the information submitted. 
	Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017) 
	Preliminary data are now available from several assays that evaluated the pharmacological activity of M22, as well as the potential for 
	drug-
	drug interactions.  Based upon the findings from these assays, it is unlikely that M22 will contribute to the pharmacologic or toxicologic profile of oliceridine.  This position is based upon the following findings: 
	. A functional cell-based assay evaluating M22 activity at the human mu- (MOR), delta- (DOR), kappa- (KOR) and nociception-opioid (NOP) receptors identified no activity at the projected mean human Cmax of 60 nM based on exposure levels from the human C-TRV130 study. M22 stimulated G protein activation as measured by inhibition of forskolin stimulated cAMP accumulation with an EC50 at the human MOR of 6.3 μM (the EC50 of oliceridine at MOR is 8 nM, approximately three orders of magnitude lower than the EC50
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	. In a series of in vitro cytochrome P450 (CYP) inhibition assays, M22 tested at concentrations up to 3 µM (50-fold above the projected human Cmax) showed no direct, time-, or metabolism-dependent inhibition of CYPs 1A2, 2B6, 2C19, 2C8, 2C9, 2D6, or 3A4/5. 
	. Multi-dimensional NMR spectroscopy has unambiguously identified M22 as a secondary, nonreactive ether glucuronide that is highly polar and may therefore cross membranes with difficulty and distribute poorly to extravascular sites, minimizing potential tissue distribution. 
	. DEREK analysis determined that M22 contains no structural alerts for mutagenicity.  
	. To date there is no evidence of an M22-mediated effect on human uptake transporters (MATE1, MATE2-K, OAT1, OAT3, OATP1B1, OATP1B3, OCT1 and OCT2) when tested at concentrations 50-fold above the estimated human Cmax. Assessment of potential effects on human efflux (ABC) transporters (BSEP, BCRP, MDR1, MRP2, MRP3 and MRP4) is in progress. 
	. No toxicity, other than expected opioid-related effects, has been identified in nonclinical or clinical studies following oliceridine dosing. 
	. Oliceridine will be indicated for the acute treatment of moderate to severe pain, and chronic administration is not anticipated. 
	Based upon the points above it is Trevena’s position that it is unlikely that M22 will 
	contribute to either to the pharmacologic or toxicologic profile of oliceridine and that 
	further evaluation of this metabolite is not needed.  Does the Agency agree? 
	The Sponsor noted that the primary metabolite (the M23 metabolite) is an oxygenated version that is transformed to the M22 metabolite as the secondary metabolite.  They stated that the transporter work is still ongoing.  The Sponsor noted that they have seen only the expected opioid-related toxicities.       
	Meeting Discussion 

	The Division recommended that the Sponsor test existing plasma samples from their toxicology studies, particularly in the rabbit and monkey, to determine if the M22 metabolite is actually produced in those species.  The Sponsor agreed to see if the samples they had available from previously-conducted animal studies could be analyzed for data on the M22 metabolite. 
	However, as the firm intends to submit the NDA in the early Fall of 2017, they asked if a validated assay was necessary to support filing.  The Agency indicated that they would discuss this internally and provide a Post-Meeting Note (see Post-Meeting Note below.) 
	***The Agency discussed this question internally and determined that in order to support NDA filing, the assay should be validated. 
	Post-Meeting Note 

	The Agency stated the Sponsor may submit preliminary information prior to the NDA along with any specific questions and the Agency would make an effort to provide the firm with feedback on this as they proceed in order to ensure they are undertaking the proper analyses.  
	The Division also recommended that the Sponsor include data in the NDA to support their conclusion that the ether glucuronide is nonreactive, as well as pharmacologically inactive.  The NDA should also include a review of the literature on ether glucuronides to support the Sponsor’s conclusion that these glucuronides do not present any toxicological concern.  If the existing monkey and rabbit studies resulted in exposure of those species to the M22 metabolite at comparable levels as humans, those studies wo
	Clinical Questions 
	Question 6 Does the Division agree that the current safety database is sufficient to support filing and review of the NDA? 
	While this product will be titrated to effect, it is unclear what the highest intended dose and duration will be. 
	FDA Response 

	We noted in our comments at the End-of-Phase 2 meeting, that your plan to provide safety data in approximately 1100 patients across the targeted dose range appeared acceptable for your product. However, we also noted that those exposures must occur within the intended dose range with at least 350 exposed to the highest intended doses for the longest expected duration of use. Clarify the highest intended dose and duration, and provide a table showing the total number of exposures by dose and duration to supp
	In addition, you state that, “At the data cutoff, some data may be incomplete and data clarification requests unresolved.  Safety data will be updated as appropriate during the NDA review.”  Be advised that the NDA must be complete at the time of submission and include the complete safety database.  An incomplete application may be at risk of a refusal-to-file action. 
	First, we would like to clarify that the highest intended dose and duration will be informed by the .observed collective experience in the oliceridine clinical development program.. 
	Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017). 

	In the APOLLO phase 3 efficacy and safety studies, patients were assigned to one of three oliceridine treatment regimens or placebo or active control regimens. Due to the fact that study medications were administered PRN in the APOLLO studies (as is appropriate for the treatment of acute pain), cumulative exposure differences between patients assigned to any given oliceridine treatment regimen could vary widely - in effect, treatment assignment represents an opportunity for exposure but does not guarantee a
	The planned safety database (all phase 2 and phase 3 population in the ISS) for the initial NDA submission will include at least 350 patients that have a cumulative dose greater than or equal to approximately 37 mg and a total duration greater than or equal to approximately 42 hours.  This group of patients represents the patients who have received the highest doses for the longest duration in our clinical program. 
	The patient population in the ISS that most closely represents these highest dose and longest duration patients is the highest cumulative dose quartile of the all phase 2 and 3 population.  We plan to provide a table showing the total number of exposures within cumulative dosing quartiles and categories of total durations. 
	In the ATHENA study, a general correlation was observed between cumulative dose and duration of treatment, such that patients with a greater duration of treatment were generally exposed to more drug than patients with a shorter duration of treatment. This relationship is curvilinear, in that the burden of acute pain lessens with adequate treatment and with the passage of time, such that dosing requirements generally decreased over time.  See graph below: 
	In the ATHENA study, a general correlation was observed between cumulative dose and duration of treatment, such that patients with a greater duration of treatment were generally exposed to more drug than patients with a shorter duration of treatment. This relationship is curvilinear, in that the burden of acute pain lessens with adequate treatment and with the passage of time, such that dosing requirements generally decreased over time.  See graph below: 
	In the ATHENA study, a general correlation was observed between cumulative dose and duration of treatment, such that patients with a greater duration of treatment were generally exposed to more drug than patients with a shorter duration of treatment. This relationship is curvilinear, in that the burden of acute pain lessens with adequate treatment and with the passage of time, such that dosing requirements generally decreased over time.  See graph below: 
	Though oliceridine exposures in the APOLLO studies are truncated by the duration of the randomized treatment period (48 hours in APOLLO 1; 24 hours in APOLLO 2), they are congruent with those of the ATHENA study.  See graph below: 

	The addition of CP130-2001 and CP130-2002 demonstrates that this relationship is preserved for the all Phase 2 and 3 population. See graph below: 

	Figure
	Figure
	The Sponsor stated that they expected their database to reflect the intended clinical usage of the product (titration of dose to effect), where some patients will have higher doses and exposures and those patients will comprise the 350 patients at higher exposure levels that will be described in the ISS. 
	Meeting Discussion 

	***Following the meeting, the firm provided corrected versions of the last two graphs above (“All phase 3” and “All phase 2 and 3”) which included oliceridine patients only instead of morphine patients as originally provided.  
	Post-Meeting Note 

	The corrected graphs are included below for completeness of the record, but were not used by the Agency for any decision making or discussion at the meeting. 
	Figure
	Question 7 Does the Division agree with the proposed scope of patient narratives and eCRFs in the NDA? 
	Yes, overall, we agree with your proposal to provide patient narratives and .electronic case report forms (eCRFs) for all patients with adverse events (AEs) .leading to early study medication discontinuation, serious adverse events (SAEs) .and deaths.  However, in addition, also provide narratives for the following:. 
	FDA Response .

	o. Patients who experience a Respiratory Safety Event 
	o. Patients who experience a Respiratory Safety Event 
	o. Patients who experience a Respiratory Safety Event 

	o. Patients who discontinue the study for any AE, regardless of whether study medication was discontinued. 
	o. Patients who discontinue the study for any AE, regardless of whether study medication was discontinued. 


	Narratives must provide the detail necessary to permit an adequate understanding of the nature of the adverse event experienced by the study subject.  Narrative summaries should not merely provide, in text format, the data that are already presented in the case report tabulation/forms, as this adds little value.  A valuable narrative summary is written like a discharge summary with a complete synthesis of all available clinical data and an informed discussion of the case, allowing a better 
	Narratives must provide the detail necessary to permit an adequate understanding of the nature of the adverse event experienced by the study subject.  Narrative summaries should not merely provide, in text format, the data that are already presented in the case report tabulation/forms, as this adds little value.  A valuable narrative summary is written like a discharge summary with a complete synthesis of all available clinical data and an informed discussion of the case, allowing a better 
	understanding of what the patient experienced.  The following is a list of components that would be found in a useful narrative summary: 

	o. Patient age and sex 
	o. Patient age and sex 
	o. Patient age and sex 

	o. Signs and symptoms related to the adverse event being discussed 
	o. Signs and symptoms related to the adverse event being discussed 

	o. An assessment of the relationship of exposure duration to the development of the adverse event 
	o. An assessment of the relationship of exposure duration to the development of the adverse event 

	o. Pertinent medical history 
	o. Pertinent medical history 

	o. Concomitant medications with start dates relative to the adverse event 
	o. Concomitant medications with start dates relative to the adverse event 

	o. Pertinent physical exam findings 
	o. Pertinent physical exam findings 

	o. Pertinent test results (e.g., lab data, ECG data, biopsy data) 
	o. Pertinent test results (e.g., lab data, ECG data, biopsy data) 

	o. Discussion of the diagnosis as supported by available clinical data 
	o. Discussion of the diagnosis as supported by available clinical data 

	o. For events without a definitive diagnosis, a list of the differential diagnoses 
	o. For events without a definitive diagnosis, a list of the differential diagnoses 

	o. Treatment provided 
	o. Treatment provided 

	o. Re-challenge results (if performed) 
	o. Re-challenge results (if performed) 

	o. Outcomes and follow-up information 
	o. Outcomes and follow-up information 


	As a construct, respiratory safety events (RSE) were assessed in the APOLLO studies. Given the multifactorial nature of RSE evaluation, a certified registered nurse anesthetist (CRNA) or anesthesiologist monitored the patient for RSEs, and this expert used a source document to log all relevant parameters over the randomized treatment period, and, as would be expected, logged numerous unscheduled observations with an emerging, established and treated RSE. These logged parameters were combined with adverse ev
	Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017) 

	Figure
	Regarding discontinuation narratives, we will provide narratives for patients who discontinued study medication due to an AE or discontinued the study due to an AE. To clarify, this “dual disposition” is limited to the APOLLO studies; for the balance of the oliceridine clinical development program, a single disposition was employed. 
	The Agency stated that the proposed patient profile graphical representation of subjects who experienced a Respiratory Safety Event (RSE) is not an acceptable substitute for narrative summaries, as narratives provide more clinically relevant information (e.g., degree of oxygen desaturation) and context regarding the pertinent patient characteristics, treatment intervention, and outcome of the event.  The narrative text need not be extensively detailed, but must include adequate content to enable a clinicall
	Meeting Discussion 

	Biostatistics Questions 
	Question 9 Does the Division agree that the positive results on the primary endpoints from the 2 pivotal efficacy studies, in conjunction with consistently supportive secondary efficacy results, adequately support the Division’s review of efficacy for the NDA? 
	Positive results for the primary endpoints for the two key efficacy studies, along with support from the secondary endpoints will likely be adequate to demonstrate efficacy for your product; however, the final determination will be made following review of the entire NDA submission. 
	FDA Response 

	You propose to include pooled efficacy data in the ISE.  We do not generally review pooled efficacy data to support the efficacy of a product.  Each study must stand on its own, and in the ISE, you should discuss how each individual study contributes to efficacy. 
	We have the following comments on your proposed efficacy analyses: 
	1..
	1..
	1..
	 In addition to analyzing the primary endpoint as defined and additional secondary endpoints, also conduct a sensitivity analysis on the SPID 24 and SPID 48 for the APOLLO 1 and 2 studies. 

	2.. 
	2.. 
	Provide results for the SPID at 6 hour intervals for the entire treatment duration (SPID6, SPID12, etc.) for the APOLLO 1 and 2 studies. 

	3.. 
	3.. 
	Provide the efficacy results for the morphine arm in all efficacy tables. 


	Show results separately for the components of the responder endpoint definition.  Also show results for the three dimensions (intensity, prevalence, and duration) of respiratory events used in the calculation of the “respiratory safety burden” endpoint. 
	We will provide traditional SPID-48 and SPID-24 analyses for APOLLO 1 and 2, .respectively, as sensitivity analyses.  These sensitivity analyses will employ an .appropriate analysis of covariance model and include last observation carried forward .(LOCF) imputation to the end of the randomized treatment period to account for rescue .pain medication administration.. 
	Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017). 

	We will provide SPID results at 6 hour intervals for the entire randomized treatment period for both APOLLO studies. 
	All planned efficacy tables for both APOLLO 1 and 2 will include the morphine treatment regimen. 
	We will provide a summary of the reasons for non-response by treatment group for both APOLLO studies. This summary will have the n and percent of patients that fail to meet each component of the responder endpoint definition.  The 4 reasons for non-response corresponding to the components of the responder definition include 1) having less than 30% improvement in SPID, 2) receiving rescue pain medication, 3) early discontinuation of study medication for any reason, and 4) meeting the protocol specified dosin
	The denominator used for the percent calculation will be the number of non-responders in each treatment group. 
	With regard to displaying results for the three dimensions (intensity, prevalence, and duration) of respiratory events used in the calculation of the “respiratory safety burden” endpoint, we previously described that the two dimensions of prevalence and duration would be used, and that the dimension of severity would not be assessed (QS130-2004, SN0058). In that report, we described that an RSE has three primary dimensions: prevalence, severity and duration. In a clinical trial setting, interventions are us
	Does the Agency agree? 
	The Sponsor stated that they would provide the sensitivity analysis the Agency requested, .and provide results in 6-hour intervals.  They noted that all tables would include a. morphine arm.  .
	Meeting Discussion. 

	The Division stated that, regarding imputation of missing data for the SPID calculations, pain intensity recorded immediately before rescue should be used for LOCF imputation.  LOCF is also appropriate for subjects who discontinue due to lack of efficacy.  For subjects who experience an adverse event, it is important that positive scores are not imputed.  The Sponsor should propose an alternative for those subjects. 
	For the responder endpoint, the Sponsor should provide an indicator variable for each element of the responder definition (e.g., 30% improvement yes/no; received rescue medication yes/no; etc) with between group comparisons for each outcome.  The denominator will be the total number in each group. 
	The presentation of the two domains of the RSE endpoint is acceptable.  
	***Following the meeting, the firm provided an additional statement in their submitted meeting minutes that the results will be provided for the SPID at 6 hour intervals for up to 24 hours of the treatment duration (SPID6, SPID12, etc.) for the APOLLO 1 and 2 studies.  However, as specified in the APOLLO 1 study, the pain intensity scores were measured at 8 hour intervals after 24 hours (SPID32, SPID40, SPID48) and the Sponsor plans to provide these results in the NDA. 
	Post-Meeting Note 

	Question 10 Does the Division agree with the proposed elements of the SAP for the ISS, including the study groupings, planned comparisons, safety analyses, and subgroup analyses? 
	Yes, your proposed elements of the SAP for the ISS appear acceptable for filing of the NDA. 
	FDA Response 

	In the Phase 3 studies 3001 and 3002 (APOLLO studies) we note that you excluded subjects with chronic opioid therapy based on the following definition: Used chronic opioid therapy, defined as > 15 morphine equivalent units per day, for >3 out of 7 days per week, for > one month, within 12 months before surgery.  Your NDA should address how the data from these Phase 3 studies with this exclusion criterion can be generalized to the general intended acute pain population.  Also, include a copy of the Nausea Sc
	Given this exclusion criterion in the APOLLO studies, we recognize that the observations from those studies, expectedly, would not extrapolate to the general intended acute pain population, in that the population may indeed include patients who are opioid tolerant. However, this exclusion did not exist in the ATHENA studies, and analysis of prior opioid medications (and any established medical history such as “opioid dependence” or “opioid tolerance”) could provide some exposure, safety and tolerability inf
	Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017) 

	Given the above, we would anticipate not only labeling language that would describe the lack of development experience in opioid tolerant patients, but also class labeling language that would qualitatively advise prescribers to the increased dosing requirements in that population. 
	The context of the nausea scale used in the APOLLO studies is that it was used to determine if an APOLLO patient should receive a rescue antiemetic medication (from the protocols: “Patients may receive rescue antiemetic medication if the patient is actively vomiting, or at patient request if the patient reports nausea graded as moderate or severe on a 4-category scale (none, mild, moderate, severe)”). This was a merely a verbally-administered question, such as “How would you grade your nausea right now – mi
	The Sponsor is aware that given the exclusion criterion in the APOLLO studies (i.e., used chronic opioid therapy, defined as >15 morphine equivalent units per day for >3 out of 7 
	The Sponsor is aware that given the exclusion criterion in the APOLLO studies (i.e., used chronic opioid therapy, defined as >15 morphine equivalent units per day for >3 out of 7 
	Meeting Discussion 

	days per week, for >one month, within 12 months before surgery) it will not be possible to extrapolate efficacy and safety findings to the general acute pain population in that this population may include patients who are opioid tolerant.  Although the ATHENA studies do not have this exclusion criterion, it will likely be difficult to identify subjects who are opioid tolerant versus those who are not.  Given this understanding about the designs of the APOLLO and ATHENA studies, the Sponsor states that they 

	OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
	DISCUSSION OF THE CONTENT OF A COMPLETE APPLICATION 
	DISCUSSION OF THE CONTENT OF A COMPLETE APPLICATION 

	As stated in our March 22, 2017, communication granting this meeting, if, at the time of submission, the application that is the subject of this meeting is for a new molecular entity or an original biologic, the application will be subject to “the Program” under PDUFA V.  Therefore, at this meeting be prepared to discuss and reach agreement with FDA on the content of a complete application, including preliminary discussions on the need for risk evaluation and mitigation strategies (REMS) or other risk manag
	Based on the intended use of oliceridine for the treatment of moderate to severe acute pain in a highly controlled environment (i.e. parenteral administration under direct medical supervision), we feel that the proposed prescribing information will be sufficient to ensure safe use without the need for a separate REMS or other risk management actions. Does the Agency agree? 
	Sponsor Response (received via email May 24, 2017) 

	The content of a complete application was discussed.  There were no proposals for submission of later amendments to the application by the Sponsor. 
	Meeting Discussion 

	All applications are expected to include a comprehensive and readily located list of all clinical sites and manufacturing facilities included or referenced in the application. 
	A preliminary discussion of the need for a REMS was held and it was concluded that, at this point in time a REMS need not be submitted. 
	Major components of the application are expected to be submitted with the original application and are not subject to agreement for late submission.  The Sponsor stated that they intend to submit a complete application and therefore, there are no agreements for late submission of application components. 
	In addition, the Division noted that a chemistry pre-submission meeting was held on April 11, 2017. We refer you to the minutes of that meeting for any additional agreements that may have been reached. 
	: The Sponsor did not wish to discuss the remaining Questions and Responses at the face-to-face meeting.  They appear below (following the Action Items/Sponsor Summary section) in the remainder of their original order for completeness of the file. 
	NOTE

	ACTION ITEMS (Includes Sponsor Summary of Meeting) 
	1.. 
	1.. 
	1.. 
	The Sponsor plans to evaluate what samples they have available from their previous animal studies and whether any can be analyzed for data on the M22 metabolite.  The Agency will attempt to provide feedback as the Sponsor proceeds in this process in order to ensure it is the proper path. 

	2.. 
	2.. 
	There was agreement that the highest cumulative dose quartile of the All Phase 2 and 3 Population is sufficient to allow review of the highest dose and longest duration patients; this population will be included in the ISS. 

	3.. 
	3.. 
	The Sponsor understands that the Respiratory Safety Events must be submitted in .narrative format rather than the proposed graphical representation.. 

	4.. 
	4.. 
	The Sponsor agreed to use SPID-48 and SPID-24 in the sensitivity analyses for APOLLO 1 and 2. 

	5.. 
	5.. 
	The Sponsor will add a request to include language regarding population generalizability in the NDA. 

	6.. 
	6.. 
	There was agreement that a REMS was not required for the NDA at this time. 


	ISSUES REQUIRING FURTHER DISCUSSION 
	There were no issues that require additional discussion. 
	ATTACHMENTS AND HANDOUTS 
	There were no attachments of handouts for this meeting. 
	The Remaining items were not discussed at the meeting but are included for completeness of the record. 
	Question 3 Does the Division agree that the proposed primary pharmacology study data to be submitted in the NDA are sufficient to support the proposed labeling text in Section 12.1 (Mechanism of Action) (Appendix 1)? 
	We cannot agree at this time whether the data are adequate to support the proposed labeling language.  Labeling language is determined following full review all of the pharmacology studies and literature intended to support it.  Note, however, that any language that conveys an advantage over other therapeutics (e.g., conventional opioids) must be adequately justified.
	FDA Response 

	      Clinical Pharmacology Question 
	Question 4 Does the Division agree that the clinical pharmacology package is sufficient to support the filing and review of the oliceridine NDA? 
	We agree that the plan in your Pre-NDA package appears comprehensive with regard to the clinical pharmacology section of the NDA.  However, a decision on filing will be made once the reports themselves are evaluated after NDA submission.    Also see our additional comments below. 
	FDA Response 

	Clinical Questions 
	Question 5 Does the Division agree that the clinical development program for oliceridine is sufficient to support filing and review of the NDA? 
	You have conducted two adequate and well-controlled trials (Phase 3 study APOLLO 1 in bunionectomy patients, and Phase 3 study APOLLO 2 in abdominoplasty patients).  This is acceptable and consistent with our prior advice in which we advised you that two adequate and well-controlled trials were required to support a finding of efficacy. Whether the application is fileable will be determined at the time of NDA submission. 
	FDA Response 

	Regulatory Questions 
	Question 11 Does the Division agree that consensus has been reached on the proposed Pediatric Study Plan which will be used to generate post-marketing requirements related to the Pediatric Research and Equity Act (PREA)? 
	We acknowledge that we have received your proposed initial Pediatric Study Plan and that the review is currently underway.  To date, there is no agreed upon Pediatric Study Plan.  There must be an agreed upon Pediatric Study Plan before the NDA is submitted, or you risk a refusal-to-file action. 
	FDA Response 

	Question 12 Does the Division agree that the proposed abuse potential section of the NDA is sufficient for FDA Controlled Substance Staff to suggest appropriate labeling and draft a CSA scheduling recommendation? 
	Based on the list provided of nonclinical abuse-related studies (chemistry, receptor binding, pharmacokinetics, general  behavioral observations, drug discrimination, self-administration, and physical dependence), and clinical abuse-related evaluations (pharmacokinetics, human abuse potential study, abuse-related AEs, evaluation of physical dependence at end of Phase 3 study through use of Subjective Opiate Withdrawal Scale (SOWS), and information related to overdose and assessment of the incidence of abuse
	FDA Response 

	However, the adequacy of these studies will be determined when we review all abuse- and dependence-related data in your NDA submission.  
	Question 13. Does the Division have any comments on the draft prescribing information provided?. 
	It is premature to comment. The label is reviewed during the NDA review cycle.. 
	FDA Response .

	Additional Comments 
	Additional Comments 

	Nonclinical 
	Nonclinical 

	1.. For the NDA submission, any impurity or degradation product that exceeds ICH thresholds must be adequately qualified for safety as per ICH Q3A(R2), ICH Q3B(R2) or be demonstrated to be within the specifications of the referenced drug used for approval through the 505(b)(2) pathway.  In order to provide adequate qualification: 
	a.. 
	a.. 
	a.. 
	You must complete a minimal genetic toxicology screen (two in vitro genetic toxicology studies, e.g., one point mutation assay and one chromosome aberration assay) with the isolated impurity, tested up to the limit dose for the assay. 

	b.. 
	b.. 
	In addition, you must conduct a repeat-dose toxicology study of appropriate duration to support the proposed indication.  In this case, a study of 14 or 90 days should be completed. 



	Refer to the guidance for industry, Q3A(R2) Impurities in New Drug Substances, 
	Refer to the guidance for industry, Q3A(R2) Impurities in New Drug Substances, 
	available at, 
	, and, the guidance for industry, Q3B(R2) Impurities in New Drug Products, available at, 
	on/Guidances/ucm073385.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformati 


	. 
	on/Guidances/ucm073389.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformati 


	2.. In Module 2 of your NDA (2.6.6.8 Toxicology Written Summary/Other Toxicity), include a table listing the drug substance and drug product impurity specifications, the maximum daily exposure to these impurities based on the maximum daily dose of the product, how these levels compare to ICH Q3A(R2) and ICH Q3B(R2) qualification thresholds, and if the impurity contains a structural alert for mutagenicity.  Any proposed specification that exceeds the qualification thresholds should be adequately justified fo
	3.. Genotoxic impurities, carcinogenic impurities, or impurities that contain a structural alert for genotoxicity must be adequately controlled during drug development.  Drug substance manufacturing often creates the potential for introduction of compounds with structural alerts for genotoxicity through use of reagents, catalysts and other processing aids or the interaction of these with starting materials or intermediates during the stages of chemical synthesis. For the appropriate framework for identifyin
	dances/UCM347725.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui 


	Briefly, actual and potential impurities likely to arise during synthesis and storage of a new drug substance and manufacture and storage of a new drug product should be identified for assessment. A hazard assessment should be undertaken to categorize these impurities with respect to mutagenic and carcinogenic potential and risk characterization applied to derive acceptable intakes during clinical development.  Finally, a control strategy should be proposed and enacted where this is determined to be necessa
	4.. The NDA submission must contain adequate information on potential leachables and extractables from the drug container closure system and/or drug product formulation, unless specifically waived by the Division.  The evaluation of extractables and leachables from the drug container closure system or device should include specific assessments for residual monomers, solvents, polymerizers, etc.  Provide justification for the choice of solvents and conditions for the extraction studies (time, temperature, et
	Evaluate at least three batches of your to-be-marketed drug product for leachables and include assessments at multiple timepoints over the course of your stability studies in order to identify trends in leachable levels over time.  The materials tested should include any secondary container closure systems, if present, and be subjected to the same sterilization methods, as appropriate.  These data are essential to determine the appropriate shelf life of your product. 
	For all drug products, establish your AET to be able to detect potentially carcinogenic or genotoxic compounds as per ICH M7 qualification thresholds (e.g., not more than 1.5 mcg/day or up to 120 mcg/day depending on the duration of treatment).  However, from a general toxicology perspective, for parenteral products, the AET must be able to detect and identify any leachable that is present in the product at 5 mcg/day or higher in order, unless justified otherwise, to permit an adequate toxicological risk as
	For additional guidance on extractables and leachables testing, refer to the following documents: 
	. USP <1663>: Assessment of Extractables Associated with Pharmaceutical Packaging/Delivery Systems 
	. USP <1664>: Assessment of Drug Product Leachables Associated with Pharmaceutical Packaging/Delivery Systems 

	. FDA guidance for industry, Container Closure Systems for Packaging Human Drugs and Biologics, available at, 
	. FDA guidance for industry, Container Closure Systems for Packaging Human Drugs and Biologics, available at, 
	on/Guidances/UCM070551.pdf 
	on/Guidances/UCM070551.pdf 
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformati 


	The extractable/leachable data must be accompanied by an adequate toxicological risk assessment. Although a toxicological risk assessment based on the results of the extraction studies may be adequate to support the safety assessment during development, evaluate at least three batches of your drug product that have been tested at multiple timepoints over the course of your stability studies, as discussed above, and base the final safety assessment on the maximum predicted levels of leachables identified to 
	. If you employ a Permissible Daily Exposure (PDE) assessment as described in ICH Q3C, provide justification for all safety factors employed. 
	. Published literature to support the safety of any compound rarely provides adequate detail of the study design and study results to permit a thorough independent evaluation of the data. Summary reviews, (e.g., BIBRA, CIR, HERA), although potentially useful to identify original source material, are not acceptable as the source material is not provided and the conclusions cannot be independently verified.  Submission of any published study reports must be accompanied by a detailed comparison to modern toxi
	. Safety justifications based on analogous compounds are also not acceptable unless you can provide adequate data to support your conclusions that a risk assessment based on one compound can be logically interpolated to represent an adequate safety evaluation for your leachable/extractable.  This should include a 
	. Safety justifications based on analogous compounds are also not acceptable unless you can provide adequate data to support your conclusions that a risk assessment based on one compound can be logically interpolated to represent an adequate safety evaluation for your leachable/extractable.  This should include a 
	detailed understanding of the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination of the compounds and an adequate scientific bridge to interpolate a NOAEL for the novel leachable. 

	5.. NOTE: We may refuse to file your application if your NDA submission does not contain adequate safety qualification data for any identified impurity or degradant that exceeds the ICH qualification thresholds, safety justification for a new or novel excipient, or safety characterization of extractables and leachables. 
	6.. We note that all NDA applications filed after June 30, 2015 must submit labeling consistent with the Final Pregnancy Labeling and Lactation Rule (PLLR).  In order to prepare for this new labeling format, you should conduct a thorough review of the existing clinical and nonclinical literature for each drug substance in your drug product and propose a risk summary statement and text for Section 8 of the labeling.  Information on the final rule and links to the FDA draft guidance document are available at,
	ng/ucm093307.htm
	http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/Labeli 


	Clinical Pharmacology 
	Clinical Pharmacology 

	7.. We note your plan to label “8.7 … these patients may require less frequent dosing.” Indicate if data from clinical safety or efficacy studies is available to support the claim. 
	7.. We note your plan to label “8.7 … these patients may require less frequent dosing.” Indicate if data from clinical safety or efficacy studies is available to support the claim. 
	7.. We note your plan to label “8.7 … these patients may require less frequent dosing.” Indicate if data from clinical safety or efficacy studies is available to support the claim. 
	Figure


	8.. 
	8.. 
	Regarding description of QT-prolongation risk:  Results of ECG monitoring in Phase 3 clinical trials must be described in the submission in addition to the results of the TQT study. We will provide additional submission instructions in a Post-Meeting Note.    


	9.. For submission of population PK and PK/PD analyses adhere to the following: All datasets used for model development and validation should be submitted as SAS transport files (*.xpt). A description of each data item should be provided in a define.pdf file. Any concentrations and/or subjects that have been excluded from the analysis should be flagged and maintained in the datasets. 
	Model codes or control streams and output listings should be provided for all major model building steps, e.g., base structural model, covariate model, final model and validation model. These files should be submitted as ASCII files with *.txt extension (e.g., myfile_ctl.txt, myfile_out.txt). 
	10. Regarding pharmacogenetic/pharmacogenomics data submission: Submit all subject-level CYP2D6 genotype data, in all available subjects.  Specifically, please include datasets (.xpt format) and any codes pertaining to genotyping data (i.e., all genotyped SNPs within CYP2D6) and CYP2D6 phenotypes. Also provide a study report with detailed descriptions of the analyses performed, genotyping assays utilized, and QC metrics for aforementioned assays. 
	OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
	Discussions and agreements will be summarized at the conclusion of the meeting and reflected in FDA’s meeting minutes.  If you decide to cancel this meeting and do not have agreement with FDA on the content of a complete application or late submission of any minor application components, your application is expected to be complete at the time of original submission. 
	In addition, we remind you that the application is expected to include a comprehensive and readily located list of all clinical sites and manufacturing facilities.  
	Information on PDUFA V and the Program is available at 
	http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/UserFees/PrescriptionDrugUserFee/ucm272170.htm 
	http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/UserFees/PrescriptionDrugUserFee/ucm272170.htm 
	http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/UserFees/PrescriptionDrugUserFee/ucm272170.htm 


	In addition, we note that a chemistry pre-submission meeting was held on April 11, 2017.  We refer you to the minutes of that meeting for any additional agreements that may have been reached. 
	PREA REQUIREMENTS 
	PREA REQUIREMENTS 

	Under the Pediatric Research Equity Act (PREA) (21 U.S.C. 355c), all applications for new active ingredients (which includes new salts and new fixed combinations), new indications, new dosage forms, new dosing regimens, or new routes of administration are required to contain an assessment of the safety and effectiveness of the product for the claimed indication(s) in pediatric patients unless this requirement is waived, deferred, or inapplicable.  
	Please be advised that under the Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act (FDASIA), you must submit an Initial Pediatric Study Plan (iPSP) within 60 days of an End of Phase 2 (EOP2) meeting.  In the absence of an EOP2 meeting, refer to the draft guidance below.  The iPSP must contain an outline of the pediatric study or studies that you plan to conduct (including, to the extent practicable study objectives and design, age groups, relevant endpoints, and statistical approach); any request for a
	For additional guidance on the timing, content, and submission of the iPSP, including an iPSP Template, please refer to the draft guidance for industry, Pediatric Study Plans: Content of and Process for Submitting Initial Pediatric Study Plans and Amended Pediatric Study Plans, 
	available at,  
	. In addition, you may contact the Division of Pediatric and Maternal Health at 301-796-2200 or email . For further guidance on pediatric product development, please refer to: 
	CM360507.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 

	pdit@fda.hhs.gov
	pdit@fda.hhs.gov


	http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/ucm049867.ht 
	http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/ucm049867.ht 
	http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/ucm049867.ht 


	m. 
	PRESCRIBING INFORMATION 
	PRESCRIBING INFORMATION 

	In your application, you must submit proposed prescribing information (PI) that conforms to the content and format regulations found at 21  and  including the Pregnancy and Lactation Labeling Rule (PLLR) (for applications submitted on or after June 30, 2015). As you develop your proposed PI, we encourage you to review the labeling review resources on the and  websites, which include: 
	CFR 201.56(a) and (d)
	201.57
	PLR Requirements for Prescribing Information 
	Pregnancy and Lactation Labeling Final Rule

	 The Final Rule (Physician Labeling Rule) on the content and format of the PI for human 
	drug and biological products. 
	 The Final Rule (Pregnancy and Lactation Labeling Rule) on the content and format of 
	information related to pregnancy, lactation, and females and males of reproductive 
	potential. 
	 Regulations and related guidance documents. 
	 A sample tool illustrating the format for Highlights and Contents, and 
	 The Selected Requirements for Prescribing Information (SRPI) − a checklist of 
	important format items from labeling regulations and guidances.  
	 FDA’s established pharmacologic class (EPC) text phrases for inclusion in the 
	Highlights Indications and Usage heading. 
	The application should include a review and summary of the available published literature regarding drug use in pregnant and lactating women, a review and summary of reports from your pharmacovigilance database, and an interim or final report of an ongoing or closed pregnancy registry (if applicable), which should be located in Module 1.  Refer to the draft guidance for industry, Pregnancy, Lactation, and Reproductive Potential: Labeling for Human Prescription Drug and Biological Products – Content and Form
	. 
	CM425398.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 


	Prior to submission of your proposed PI, use the SRPI checklist to ensure conformance with the format items in regulations and guidances. 
	SUBMISSION FORMAT REQUIREMENTS 
	SUBMISSION FORMAT REQUIREMENTS 

	The Electronic Common Technical Document (eCTD) is CDER and CBER’s standard format for electronic regulatory submissions.  As of May 5, 2017, the following submission types: NDA, ANDA, and BLA submitted in eCTD format.  Commercial IND and Master File submissions must be submitted in eCTD format beginning May 5, 2018. Submissions that  to the requirements stated in the eCTD Guidance will be subject to . For more information please visit: . 
	 must be
	do not adhere
	rejection
	http://www.fda.gov/ectd
	http://www.fda.gov/ectd


	ABUSE POTENTIAL ASSESSMENT 
	ABUSE POTENTIAL ASSESSMENT 

	Drugs that affect the central nervous system, are chemically or pharmacologically similar to other drugs with known abuse potential, or produce psychoactive effects such as mood or cognitive changes (e.g., euphoria, hallucinations) need to be evaluated for their abuse potential and a proposal for scheduling will be required at the time of the NDA submission [21 CFR 314.50(d)(5)(vii)]. For information on the abuse potential evaluation and information required at the time of your NDA submission, see the guida
	. 
	CM198650.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 


	MANUFACTURING FACILITIES 
	MANUFACTURING FACILITIES 

	To facilitate our inspectional process, we request that you clearly identify in a single location, either on the Form FDA 356h, or an attachment to the form, all manufacturing facilities associated with your application.  Include the full corporate name of the facility and address where the manufacturing function is performed, with the FEI number, and specific manufacturing responsibilities for each facility. 
	Also provide the name and title of an onsite contact person, including their phone number, fax number, and email address.  Provide a brief description of the manufacturing operation conducted at each facility, including the type of testing and DMF number (if applicable).  Each facility should be ready for GMP inspection at the time of submission. 
	Consider using a table similar to the one below as an attachment to Form FDA 356h.  Indicate under Establishment Information on page 1 of Form FDA 356h that the information is provided in the attachment titled, “Product name, NDA/BLA 012345, Establishment Information for Form 356h.” 
	Site Name 
	Site Name 
	Site Name 
	Site Address 
	Federal Establishment Indicator (FEI) or Registration Number (CFN) 
	Drug Master File Number (if applicable) 
	Manufacturing Step(s) or Type of Testing [Establishment function] 

	1. 
	1. 

	2. 
	2. 


	Corresponding names and titles of onsite contact: 
	Site Name 
	Site Name 
	Site Name 
	Site Address 
	Onsite Contact (Person, Title) 
	Phone and Fax number 
	Email address 

	1. 
	1. 

	2. 
	2. 


	Office of Scientific Investigations (OSI) Requests 
	Office of Scientific Investigations (OSI) Requests 

	The Office of Scientific Investigations (OSI) requests that the following items be provided to facilitate development of clinical investigator and sponsor/monitor/CRO inspection assignments, and the background packages that are sent with those assignments to the FDA field investigators who conduct those inspections (Item I and II).  This information is requested for all major trials used to support safety and efficacy in the application (i.e., phase 2/3 pivotal trials).  Please note that if the requested it
	The dataset that is requested in Item III below is for use in a clinical site selection model that is being piloted in CDER.  Electronic submission of the site level dataset is voluntary and is intended to facilitate the timely selection of appropriate clinical sites for FDA inspection as part of the application and/or supplement review process.  
	This request also provides instructions for where OSI requested items should be placed within an eCTD submission (Attachment 1, Technical Instructions: Submitting Bioresearch Monitoring (BIMO) Clinical Data in eCTD Format). 
	I.. Request for general study related information and comprehensive clinical investigator information (if items are provided elsewhere in submission, describe location or provide link to requested information). 
	1.. Please include the following information in a tabular format in the original NDA for each of the completed pivotal clinical trials: 
	a.. 
	a.. 
	a.. 
	Site number 

	b.. 
	b.. 
	Principal investigator 

	c.. 
	c.. 
	Site Location: Address (e.g., Street, City, State, Country) and contact information (i.e., phone, fax, email) 

	d.. 
	d.. 
	Location of Principal Investigator: Address (e.g., Street, City, State, and Country) and contact information (i.e., phone, fax, email).  If the Applicant is aware of changes to a clinical investigator’s site address or contact information since the time of the clinical investigator’s participation in the study, we request that this updated information also be provided. 


	2.. Please include the following information in a tabular format, by site, in the original NDA for each of the completed pivotal clinical trials: 
	a.. 
	a.. 
	a.. 
	Number of subjects screened at each site 

	b.. 
	b.. 
	Number of subjects randomized at each site 

	c.. 
	c.. 
	Number of subjects treated who prematurely discontinued for each site by site 


	3.. Please include the following information in a tabular format in the NDA for each of the completed pivotal clinical trials: 
	a.. 
	a.. 
	a.. 
	Location at which sponsor trial documentation is maintained (e.g., , monitoring plans and reports, training records, data management plans, drug accountability records, IND safety reports, or other sponsor records as described ICH E6, Section 8).  This is the actual physical site(s) where documents are maintained and would be available for inspection 

	b.. 
	b.. 
	Name, address and contact information of all Contract Research Organization (CROs) used in the conduct of the clinical trials and brief statement of trial related functions transferred to them.  If this information has been submitted in eCTD format previously (e.g., as an addendum to a Form FDA 1571, you may identify the location(s) and/or provide link(s) to information previously provided. 

	c.. 
	c.. 
	The location at which trial documentation and records generated by the CROs with respect to their roles and responsibilities in conduct of respective studies is maintained.  As above, this is the actual physical site where documents would be available for inspection. 


	4.. 
	4.. 
	4.. 
	For each pivotal trial, provide a sample annotated Case Report Form (or identify the location and/or provide a link if provided elsewhere in the submission). 

	5.. 
	5.. 
	For each pivotal trial provide original protocol and all amendments ((or identify the location and/or provide a link if provided elsewhere in the submission). 


	II. Request for Subject Level Data Listings by Site 
	1.. For each pivotal trial: Site-specific individual subject data listings (hereafter referred to as “line listings”).  For each site, provide line listings for: 
	a.. 
	a.. 
	a.. 
	Listing for each subject consented/enrolled; for subjects who were not randomized to treatment and/or treated with study therapy, include reason not randomized and/or treated 

	b.. 
	b.. 
	Subject listing for treatment assignment (randomization) 

	c.. 
	c.. 
	Listing of subjects that discontinued from study treatment and subjects that discontinued from the study completely (i.e., withdrew consent) with date and reason discontinued 

	d.. 
	d.. 
	Listing of per protocol subjects/ non-per protocol subjects and reason not per protocol 

	e.. 
	e.. 
	By subject listing of eligibility determination (i.e., inclusion and exclusion criteria) 

	f.. 
	f.. 
	By subject listing, of AEs, SAEs, deaths and dates 

	g.. 
	g.. 
	By subject listing of protocol violations and/or deviations reported in the NDA, including a description of the deviation/violation 

	h.. 
	h.. 
	By subject listing of the primary and secondary endpoint efficacy parameters or events. For derived or calculated endpoints, provide the raw data listings used to generate the derived/calculated endpoint. 

	i.. 
	i.. 
	By subject listing of concomitant medications (as appropriate to the pivotal clinical trials) 

	j.. 
	j.. 
	By subject listing, of testing (e.g., laboratory, ECG) performed for safety monitoring 


	2.. We request that one PDF file be created for each pivotal Phase 2 and Phase 3 study using the following format: 
	Figure
	III. Request for Site Level Dataset: 
	OSI is piloting a risk based model for site selection.  Voluntary electronic submission of site level datasets is intended to facilitate the timely selection of appropriate clinical sites for FDA inspection as part of the application and/or supplement review process.  If you wish to voluntarily provide a dataset, please refer to the draft Guidance for Industry Providing Submissions in Electronic Format – Summary Level Clinical Site Data for CDER’s Inspection Planning” (available at the following link 
	 ) for the structure and format of this data set. 
	ments/UCM332468.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequire 


	Attachment 1 
	Attachment 1 
	Technical Instructions: Submitting Bioresearch Monitoring (BIMO) Clinical Data in eCTD Format 
	A.. Data submitted for OSI review belongs in Module 5 of the eCTD.  For items I and II in the chart below, the files should be linked into the Study Tagging File (STF) for each study.  Leaf titles for this data should be named “BIMO [list study ID, followed by brief description of file being submitted].”  In addition, a BIMO STF should be constructed and placed in Module 5.3.5.4, Other Study reports and related information.  The study ID for this STF should be “bimo.”  Files for items I, II and III below sh
	DSI Pre-NDA Request Item1 
	DSI Pre-NDA Request Item1 
	DSI Pre-NDA Request Item1 
	STF File Tag 
	Used For 
	Allowable File Formats 

	I 
	I 
	data-listing-dataset 
	Data listings, by study 
	.pdf 

	I 
	I 
	annotated-crf 
	Sample annotated case report form, by study 
	.pdf 

	II 
	II 
	data-listing-dataset 
	Data listings, by study (Line listings, by site) 
	.pdf 

	III 
	III 
	data-listing-dataset 
	Site-level datasets, across studies 
	.xpt 

	III 
	III 
	data-listing-data-definition 
	Define file 
	.pdf 


	B. In addition, within the directory structure, the item III site-level dataset should be placed in the M5 folder as follows: 
	Figure
	C.. It is recommended, but not required, that a Reviewer’s Guide in PDF format be included.  If this Guide is included, it should be included in the BIMO STF.  The leaf title should be “BIMO Reviewer Guide.”  The guide should contain a description of the BIMO elements being submitted with hyperlinks to those elements in Module 5.  
	References: 
	eCTD Backbone Specification for Study Tagging Files v. 2.6.1 () 
	bmissions/UCM163560.pdf
	http://www fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/ElectronicSu 


	FDA eCTD web page () 
	cm153574.htm
	http://www fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/ElectronicSubmissions/u 


	For general help with eCTD submissions: 
	ESUB@fda hhs.gov 

	 Please see the OSI Pre-NDA/BLA Request document for a full description of requested data files 
	 Please see the OSI Pre-NDA/BLA Request document for a full description of requested data files 
	1




	This is a representation of an electronic record that was signed electronically and this page is the manifestation of the electronic signature. 
	This is a representation of an electronic record that was signed electronically and this page is the manifestation of the electronic signature. 
	/s/ 
	KIMBERLY A COMPTON 06/21/2017 
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	DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
	Food and Drug Administration Silver Spring  MD  20993 
	IND 113537 
	MEETING MINUTES 
	Trevena Inc. 1018 West 8th Avenue, Suite A King of Prussia, PA 19406 
	Attention:.ŁPamela A. Swiggard VP, Regulatory Affairs and Project Management 
	Dear Ms. Swiggard: 
	Please refer to your Investigational New Drug Application (IND) submitted under Section 505(i) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act for TRV130 (oliceridine). 
	We also refer to the meeting between representatives of your firm and the FDA on March 29, 2016. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss preparations for Phase 3 studies with your product (an End-of-Phase 2, or EOP2 meeting) with the Division.  
	A copy of the official minutes of the meeting is enclosed for your information.  Please notify us of any significant differences in understanding regarding the meeting outcomes. 
	If you have any questions, call me at 301-796-1191. 
	Sincerely, 
	{See appended electronic signature page} 
	Kimberly Compton, RPh 
	Senior Regulatory Project Manager 
	Division of Anesthesia, Analgesia, and 
	Addiction Products 
	Office of Drug Evaluation II 
	Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
	Enclosure: Meeting Minutes 
	Figure
	FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 
	CENTER FOR DRUG EVALUATION AND RESEARCH 
	MEMORANDUM OF MEETING MINUTES.Ł
	Meeting Type/Category: 
	Meeting Type/Category: 
	Meeting Type/Category: 
	Type B, End-of-Phase 2 (EOP2) 

	Meeting Date and Time: 
	Meeting Date and Time: 
	March 29, 2016, 3:30 p.m. 

	Meeting Location: 
	Meeting Location: 
	White Oak Bldg 22, Rm 1315 

	Application Number: 
	Application Number: 
	IND 113537 

	Product Name: 
	Product Name: 
	TRV130 (oliceridine) 

	Indication: 
	Indication: 
	Management of moderate to severe pain in patients 18 years of age or 

	TR
	older for whom a parenteral opioid is warranted 

	Sponsor/Applicant Name: 
	Sponsor/Applicant Name: 
	Trevena, Inc. 

	Meeting Chair: 
	Meeting Chair: 
	Ellen Fields, MD, MPH, Deputy Director, Division of Anesthesia, 

	TR
	Analgesia, and Addiction Products (DAAAP), Center for Drug 

	TR
	Evaluation and Research (CDER) 

	Minutes Recorder: 
	Minutes Recorder: 
	Kimberly Compton, Senior Regulatory Project Manager, DAAAP 


	Trevena, Inc. Representatives 
	Trevena, Inc. Representatives 
	Trevena, Inc. Representatives 
	Title 

	Pam Swiggard, MS 
	Pam Swiggard, MS 
	VP, Regulatory Affairs and Project Management 

	Franck Skobieranda, MD 
	Franck Skobieranda, MD 
	VP, Clinical Development 

	David Soergel, MD 
	David Soergel, MD 
	Chief Medical Officer 

	Michael Fossler, PharmD, PhD 
	Michael Fossler, PharmD, PhD 
	VP, Quantitative Science 

	David Burt, PhD 
	David Burt, PhD 
	Director of Biostatistics 

	Mike Kramer, MS 
	Mike Kramer, MS 
	Director, Nonclinical Development 

	Mike Lark, PhD 
	Mike Lark, PhD 
	Chief Scientific Officer 

	Maxine Gowen, PhD 
	Maxine Gowen, PhD 
	Chief Executive Officer 

	Sok Kang, PharmD 
	Sok Kang, PharmD 
	Associate Director, Regulatory Affairs 

	FDA 
	FDA 
	Title 

	Sharon Hertz, MD 
	Sharon Hertz, MD 
	Director, DAAAP 

	Ellen Fields, MD, MPH 
	Ellen Fields, MD, MPH 
	Deputy Director, DAAAP 

	Joshua Lloyd, MD 
	Joshua Lloyd, MD 
	Clinical Team Leader, DAAAP 

	Elizabeth Kilgore, MD 
	Elizabeth Kilgore, MD 
	Medical Officer, DAAAP 

	Dan Mellon, PhD 
	Dan Mellon, PhD 
	Pharmacology/Toxicology Supervisor, DAAAP 

	Jay Chang, PhD 
	Jay Chang, PhD 
	Pharmacology/Toxicology Team Leader, DAAAP 

	Armaghan Emami, PhD 
	Armaghan Emami, PhD 
	Pharmacology/Toxicology Reviewer, DAAAP 

	Srikanth Nallani, PhD 
	Srikanth Nallani, PhD 
	Clinical Pharmacology Reviewer, Office of Clinical Pharmacology (OCP) 

	Yun Xu, PhD 
	Yun Xu, PhD 
	Clinical Pharmacology Team Leader, OCP 

	David Petullo, PhD 
	David Petullo, PhD 
	Biostatistics Team Leader, Division of Biometrics II (DBII) 

	Danny Gonzalez, PharmD 
	Danny Gonzalez, PharmD 
	Analyst, Division of Risk Management, Office of Surveillance and Epidemiology 

	Kim Compton 
	Kim Compton 
	Sr. Regulatory Project Manager, DAAAP 

	Katherine Bonson, PhD 
	Katherine Bonson, PhD 
	Pharmacologist, Controlled Substance Staff (CSS) 


	The Sponsor stated their objective for this meeting was to present their current development data for the product and obtain Agency agreement for further clinical, nonclinical, clinical pharmacology, and chemistry, manufacturing and control (CMC) development of the product in support of the planned NDA for TRV130 and the target product label. 
	BACKGROUND 

	TRV130 is a G-protein biased ligand at the mu-opioid receptor that stimulates G protein .coupling with reduced.
	 recruitment compared to conventional opioids like morphine, hydromorphone, and fentanyl.  In preclinical models, this biased-signaling profile resulted in potent analgesic efficacy with less respiratory depression, slowing of gastrointestinal (GI) motility, and sedation compared with morphine. According to the Sponsor, TRV130 fumarate is a small molecule G-protein biased mu-opioid receptor agonist.  The TRV130 hydrochloride salt had been used for the initial development program, but development studies hav
	Figure
	-

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	To date, the Sponsor has evaluated the product intravenously in seven Phase 1 and two Phase 2 clinical studies, with a total of 185 healthy subjects having received single intravenous (IV) infusions of the product, in doses ranging from 0.15 mg to 7 mg.  Forty healthy subjects have received multiple IV infusions of up to 24 mg over 24 hours in Phase 1 studies.  The Sponsor states that the most common AEs reported in healthy subjects exposed to the product in Phase 1 trials were similar to those reported wit
	A total of 296 post-operative patients have received IV infusions of the product in two Phase 2 studies using fixed and as-needed (PRN) dosing regimens, finding that the product was generally well tolerated.  The most commonly reported AEs in Phase 2 studies were nausea, dizziness, vomiting, headache, and somnolence. 
	The Sponsor is proposing to develop the product for management of moderate-to-severe acute pain in patients 18 years of age or older for whom a parenteral analgesic is appropriate. 
	The Sponsor is planning to conduct the following Phase 3 studies in approximately 1100 patients to support approval for their intended indication: 
	CP130-3001: A Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo and active-controlled study of TRV130 for the treatment of moderate to severe acute pain after bunionectomy 
	Figure

	CP130-3002: A Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo- and active-controlled study of TRV130 for the treatment of moderate to severe acute pain after abdominoplasty 
	Figure

	CP130-3003: A Phase 3, open-label study to evaluate the safety of TRV130 in patients with acute pain for which parenteral opioid therapy is warranted 
	Figure

	CP130-3004: A Phase 3, open-label study to evaluate the safety of TRV130 in patients with acute pain for which parenteral opioid therapy is warranted in an emergency department setting 
	Figure

	They are also planning to conduct a hepatic impairment study, CP130-1010: A Phase 1, open-label, parallel-group, single-dose study to evaluate the pharmacokinetics, safety, and tolerability of TRV130 in subjects with varying degrees of hepatic function.  The firm plans to defer studies in the pediatric population until TRV130 is determined to be safe in the adult population. 
	The Sponsor stated that while available opioid analgesics such as morphine and hydromorphone are effective analgesics for treating moderate-to-severe acute pain, they have a narrow therapeutic window in that, at effective doses, these agents also produce adverse effects (AEs) and create care issues for patients and healthcare professionals, with the associated AEs frequently limiting achieving analgesic efficacy.  Of the typical opioid-related adverse effects, respiratory depression has the greatest impact 
	Requests for breakthrough-therapy (BT) designation were received on January 28, 2014, and April 3, 2015, both being denied. A third BT designation request was received December 23, 2015, and was granted on February 19, 2016.  Fast-track designation was granted on December 2, 2015. 
	As a meeting is typically held with the firm to discuss the development program and plans after BT designation is granted, and this EOP2 meeting was already scheduled, the Sponsor was invited to submit an addendum to their original meeting background package and amend their agenda for the planned meeting to accommodate discussion of issues related to the BT designation.  The firm submitted a meeting package addendum on March 4, 2016, and has requested discussion of the items included in the addendum in addi
	FDA sent Preliminary Comments to Trevena on March 23, 2016.  These comments are shown in bold font below, with the Sponsor’s original questions, and responses provided via email on March 25, 2016, in italic font.  Discussion that took place at the meeting follows the item to which it pertains in regular font. 
	The questions and responses in this document have been re-ordered and grouped together in the order of priority in which the firm expressed they would like to discuss them at the meeting: 
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	Clinical Questions 4 and 5 (one combined reply) 
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	Clinical Question 1 and Biostatistics Question 8 (one combined reply) 
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	Clinical Question 2 
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	Clinical Question 6 
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	Clinical Question 3 


	The firm intends to provide, in a separate submission, responses to the other questions which they felt didn’t require discussion at the meeting. 
	DISCUSSION 
	DISCUSSION 

	Introductory Remarks 
	Introductory Remarks 

	In response to a Sponsor inquiry about the characteristics of the product that the Agency thought distinguished the product for BT, the Agency replied that it would be up to the Sponsor to decide what characteristics of the product they wanted to put forward for program development noting that only limited results had been shared with the Agency.  The Agency stated interest in helping to facilitate the development of novel analgesic products, particularly those with less abuse potential and/or improved safe
	Clinical Questions 
	Question 4: Dosing and Administration The TRV130 dosing experience is described in 4.8.3 Extent of Exposure; efficacy results are described in 4.7 Summary of Clinical Efficacy; and safety and tolerability are described in 4.8 Summary of Clinical Safety. Additionally, modeling and simulation of efficacy results are described in 4.6.5 Rationale for TRV130 dosing in Phase 3 studies.  We propose the following dosing and administration in phase 3 studies: 
	In the two proposed adequate and well-controlled studies CP130-3001 and CP130-3002, patients will be randomized to one of five treatment groups, with TRV130 nominal dose names based on demand dose strength; i.e., “TRV130 0.1 mg”, “TRV130 0.35 mg”, “TRV130 0.5 mg”. Each TRV130 dose-regimen will consist of an initial clinician-administered loading dose (TRV130 1.5 mg), demand doses (0.1 mg, 0.35 mg or 0.5 mg) delivered by a patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) device PRN, beginning within 10 minutes after the i
	In the ongoing open-label safety study CP130-3003, patients will receive TRV130 using clinician-administered bolus dosing or PCA dosing, depending on the clinical situation. For clinician-administered bolus dosing, the TRV130 initial dose will be 1 mg to 2 mg.  If clinically indicated, a 1 mg supplemental dose may be administered within 15 minutes after the initial dose.  Subsequent doses will be 1 to 3 mg every 1 to 3 hours PRN based on individual patient need and previous response to TRV130.  For PCA dosi
	In the ongoing open-label safety study CP130-3003, patients will receive TRV130 using clinician-administered bolus dosing or PCA dosing, depending on the clinical situation. For clinician-administered bolus dosing, the TRV130 initial dose will be 1 mg to 2 mg.  If clinically indicated, a 1 mg supplemental dose may be administered within 15 minutes after the initial dose.  Subsequent doses will be 1 to 3 mg every 1 to 3 hours PRN based on individual patient need and previous response to TRV130.  For PCA dosi
	1.5 mg loading dose, a 0.5 mg demand dose PRN, and a 6-minute lockout interval.  A given patient may receive both clinician-administered bolus dosing and PCA dosing. 

	In the proposed open-label safety study CP130-3004, clinician-administered bolus dosing, as described above for CP130-3003, will be used; PCA dosing will not be used in this study (4.9 Clinical Investigational Plan). 
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	Does the FDA agree that the proposed dosing and administration in the phase 3 studies is supported by the available data? 

	b..Ł
	b..Ł
	Does the FDA agree that the proposed dosing and administration in the phase 3 studies will adequately describe the PRN use of TRV130 for the proposed indication? 

	c..Ł
	c..Ł
	The dosage and administration language proposed in the TPP describes that the TRV130 initial dose is 1 mg to 2 mg.  If clinically indicated, a 1 mg supplemental dose may be administered within 15 minutes after the initial dose.  Subsequent doses of 1 to 3 mg every 1 to 3 hours PRN will be based on individual patient need and previous response to TRV130. Does the FDA agree that the clinical development program can adequately support this language? 


	No, we do not agree that the proposed dosing and administration in the Phase 3 studies is supported by the available data.  You propose to dose up to 100 mg daily in the Phase 3 studies, including a 0.75 mg every 1 hour as-needed clinician-administered blinded supplemental dosing regimen.  However, you do not have clinical safety data to support the proposed dosing, as the maximum daily dose you have studied in your clinical development program thus far is 36.8 mg.  PK simulations cannot support the propose
	FDA Response 

	In order to exceed the previously studied doses in the proposed or ongoing studies, you must incorporate real-time PK stopping criteria, based on the rat LOAEL (as described in the response to Question 5).  We recommend that you incorporate the PK stopping criteria into the ongoing open-label safety study (CP130-3003) and collect PK (i.e., to explore the dose) and safety data in those patients to inform dosing in the adequate and well-controlled studies (CP130-3001 and CP130-3002).  This approach may suppor
	The clinician-administered supplemental dose that you propose to incorporate into studies CP130-3001 and CP130-3002 may be acceptable.  However, you must describe, in the protocol, the criteria that will be used for administering those doses.  The proposed background dosing regimen may not be adequately supported if patients in the studies consistently require supplemental doses. 
	Also, in protocols for the open-label studies, identify the criteria that clinicians will use to select the appropriate dose (i.e., 1 mg to 3 mg) and dosing interval (i.e., 1 to 3 hours) among the proposed ranges. 
	Labeling, including the dosage and administration section, will be determined during the NDA review. 
	Question 5: Maximum Daily Dose The ongoing open-label safety study (CP130-3003) currently limits the 24-hour dose of TRV130 to 36.8 mg; i.e., the same 24-hour dose limit used in the most recently completed Phase 2 study CP130-2002 (4.8.3 Extent of exposure).  Typically, the dosage and administration of parenteral opioids describes a wide dose range in order to allow effective dosing in patients with diverse painful stimuli and heterogeneous responses to opioids.  Given the available data from nonclinical to
	Note that there are inadequate nonclinical data to support your proposal to dose up to 100 mg in your ongoing and proposed clinical studies.  Specifically, the 14-day rat toxicity study does not provide adequate safety margins based on a comparison of the exposure (AUC and Cmax) levels achieved at the lowest adverse effect level (LOAEL) in rat compared to your predicted AUC and Cmax for the proposed 100 mg clinical dose.  Unless you can provide either additional nonclinical or clinical data to justify the s
	FDA Response 

	Also refer to our response to Question 4. 
	Trevena would like further clarification of the statement that we do not currently have adequate safety margins in rats to support a 100 mg daily clinical dose.  In a 14-day rat study (Study 8242808), continuous infusion of 0.5 mg/kg/hr was considered the NOAEL dose based on adverse effects that included stereotypic behaviors associated with opioid administration (excessive swelling and biting of the paws) and decreased food consumption and body weights at the next highest dose of 1 mg/kg/hr.  Pulmonary thr
	Sponsor Responses to Clinical Questions 4 and 5 combined (via email March 25, 2016) 

	Because animals in this study were euthanized approximately 24 hours after the completion of dosing, rats in all TRV130 dose groups exhibited signs of a stress response indicative of opioid withdrawal (clinical signs, elevated corticosterone levels, microscopic erosion/ulcers in the glandular stomach and degeneration/necrosis in the nonglandular stomach).  Previous work has shown that gastric erosion and ulceration can occur as a response to stress in laboratory animals (Greaves, 2007). Moreover, severe gas
	Because animals in this study were euthanized approximately 24 hours after the completion of dosing, rats in all TRV130 dose groups exhibited signs of a stress response indicative of opioid withdrawal (clinical signs, elevated corticosterone levels, microscopic erosion/ulcers in the glandular stomach and degeneration/necrosis in the nonglandular stomach).  Previous work has shown that gastric erosion and ulceration can occur as a response to stress in laboratory animals (Greaves, 2007). Moreover, severe gas
	in rats in as little as 2 hours (File, 1981).  None of these stress-related GI findings were observed when the study was repeated with animals euthanized immediately upon the completion of dosing, confirming that the findings were a secondary effect of withdrawal following 14 days of continuous infusion, and not a direct TRV130-induced toxicity. 

	The mean total daily exposure (AUC0-24) in rats dosed at 0.5 mg/kg/hr was 2,341 hr*ng/mL.  Based on the clearance of oliceridine in humans, 100 mg over a 24 hour period would result in an estimated daily exposure of 1,985 hr*ng/mL, lower than total exposure observed in the rats. 
	File, SE and Pearce JB. Benzodiazepines Reduce Gastric Ulcers Induced in Rats by Stress. British Journal of Pharmacology. 74(3):593-599 (1981). 
	Figure

	Glavin, GB, et al. Effects of Morphine and Naloxone on Stress Ulcer Formation and Gastric Acid Secretion. European Journal of Pharmacology. 124:121-127 (1986). 
	Figure

	Greaves, P.  Histopathology of Preclinical Toxicity Studies: Interpretation and Relevance in Drug Safety Evaluation, 3rd Ed., 355-366, Academic Press: New York, New York (2007). 
	Figure

	Morton, D, et al. Histologic Lesions Associated with Intravenous Infusions of Large Volumes of Isotonic Saline Solution in Rats for 30 Days. Toxicologic Pathology. 25:390394 (1997). 
	Figure
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	The Sponsor stated that they recognize that most patients will not need doses as high as 100 mg per day, but wanted the higher dose available if needed. They asked for clarification of why the Division felt there was inadequate nonclinical coverage for this higher dosage.  The Division stated for NMEs, clinical dosing is generally not permitted to overlap the exposure range where animal toxicity was observed, or beyond nonclinical exposures when there are inadequate data to predict the adverse events that m
	Meeting Discussion 

	The Division commented that the stomach findings observed in the 14-day rat study, in which animals were sacrificed approximately 24 hours after dosing cessation, had not been seen with other opioids, noting that it was unusual to  use continuous infusion of an opioid for two weeks duration.  The Division encouraged the Sponsor to investigate the mechanisms underlying the stomach findings to help determine if they are clinically relevant and if so, the need for safety monitoring or possible inclusion in pro
	The Division stated that, generally, 28-day toxicology studies are needed for the NDA per the ICH M3(R2) guidance, but a shorter length can sometimes be justified depending, in part, on how the Sponsor intends to label the product.  The Sponsor stated that, post-operative dosing is usually 2 to 3 days in duration and that they would expect similar use with their product.  They have no plans to pursue a clinical dosing regimen via continuous infusion.  They plan on patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) via bolu
	The Division inquired if the Sponsor had considered adding pharmacokinetic (PK) stopping criteria, noting that, as these studies are typically conducted in a cohort manner, this may be appropriate.  The Sponsor may need to stage the duration of dosing to evaluate the PK and safety findings.  Preliminary data could be obtained in healthy volunteers. The Division suggested that the Sponsor could look at this data in the Phase 2 studies while trying to also obtain efficacy data. If patients need to administer 
	The Sponsor plans to design the study such that anyone self-administering the product every 6 minutes (i.e., up to the lockout), will be classified as a non-responder and a failure, but will continue on in order to obtain PK data and inform stopping criteria for safety.  The Division recommended that the Sponsor start with simulations and determine if the real data support the simulations or if the protocol needs to be adjusted appropriately.  The Sponsor noted that the vast majority of patients will fall w
	In summary, the Division concurred with obtaining PK data in the clinical trial setting, and if exposure is actually lower than the simulations predict, the study can proceed accordingly.  If the data show exposure is nearing the rat LOAEL, dosing will need to be lowered. 
	Question 1: Phase 3 Patient Population We plan to conduct two adequate and well-controlled studies, one in patients with moderate to severe acute pain following bunionectomy (CP130-3001), and a second in patients with moderate to severe acute pain following abdominoplasty (CP130-3002) (4.9 Clinical Investigational Plan).  Data from these two studies, supported by existing phase 2 data on dose-response, onset of action and duration of efficacy, will serve as pivotal efficacy data for the proposed indication 
	Yes, we agree that two adequate and well-controlled trials are required to support a finding of efficacy.  The draft Phase 3 protocol synopses provided for Studies 3001 and 3002 include appropriate patient populations for the proposed indication.  These two studies are of similar design and are multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo- and active-controlled studies in post-bunionectomy (Study 3001) and post-abdominoplasty (Study 3002) patients. 
	FDA Response 

	However we do not agree with the proposed primary efficacy endpoint for the following reasons: 
	The proposed primary efficacy outcome for the Phase 3 Studies 3001 and 3002 is the proportion of patients who respond to study medication at the final numeric rating scale (NRS) assessment (i.e., at 48 hours for the bunionectomy study and at 24 hours for the abdominoplasty study).  A responder is defined as a final time-weighted sum of pain intensity difference from baseline (SPID-48 or SPID-24) that corresponds to at least a 30% improvement without early discontinuation due to lack of efficacy (LoE) and wi
	It is unclear how a 30% improvement from baseline based on a SPID correlates to an improvement in pain intensity scores on the NRS in this setting of acute postoperative pain and if that change is clinically relevant.  Ideally, you should evaluate the proposed primary endpoint in Phase 2 studies prior to Phase 3.  We recommend that you re-analyze the data collected from the existing Phase 2 program using the proposed endpoint for the Phase 3 studies to explore how the analysis behaves with clinical trial da
	Additionally, if patients will be hospitalized for 48 hours, the primary endpoint should reflect a 48-hour period of time.  You must provide adequate justification to support a shorter evaluation interval, as is proposed for the abdominoplasty study (e.g., 24 hours). 
	See further discussion regarding the primary efficacy endpoint under the Biostatistics questions. 
	Question 8: Primary Efficacy Endpoint The primary efficacy endpoint for both efficacy trials will be the proportion of patients who respond to study medication at the final numeric pain rating scale (NRS) assessment, i.e., at either 48 hours (CP130-3001) or 24 hours (CP130-3002).  A subject will be considered a ‘responder’ if their final time-weighted Sum of Pain Intensity Differences (SPID) from baseline (SPID-48 in CP130-3001 and or SPID-24 in CP130-3002) corresponds to or is greater than a 30% improvemen
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	A responder endpoint can be clinically relevant and easily interpretable. 
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	A responder endpoint can mitigate many of the issues related to missing data. For example, patients who are missing pain scores because they discontinue due to LoE would contribute complete data in a responder analysis since they would be, by definition, considered a non-responder. 
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	A responder endpoint can provide an unambiguous method for discounting the effect of rescue medication use for ineffective therapies. 
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	Although the draft guidance (guidance for industry Analgesic Indications, “Developing Drug and Biological Products”, February 2014, line 1075) states that “this form of a responder analysis may not be the most powerful method of demonstrating a beneficial effect”, our estimate of power, based on our Phase 2 results, is quite robust and comparable to or greater than that of other endpoints that are based on the change in mean pain scores such as SPID-24. 


	Does the FDA agree with this primary efficacy endpoint for the 2 Phase 3 efficacy studies? 
	No, we do not agree with the primary efficacy endpoint for the two Phase 3 efficacy studies. Your proposed responder endpoint is a novel approach to demonstrate efficacy for treating acute pain and requires further support.  Discuss responsiveness to changes in pain, clinical relevance, and interpretation of the results.  Additionally, your responder definition should classify any subject who discontinues for any reason as a non-responder. 
	FDA Response 

	See response to Question 1 for additional information regarding your primary endpoint. 
	Additional Comments 
	Additional Comments 

	1..Ł
	1..Ł
	1..Ł
	Your proposed statistical analysis plan includes an examination of the SPID endpoints using an ANCOVA model with terms for treatment and baseline NRS pain score.  Although these are planned as supportive evidence only, the between-group comparisons on this endpoint could be considered as an alternative primary endpoint rather than the proposed responder endpoint. 

	2..Ł
	2..Ł
	The non-inferiority (NI) margin you proposed for the comparison of your product to morphine is not acceptable.  In this study, the inclusion of a placebo arm allows a direct comparison against placebo to evaluate the efficacy of TRV130.  Therefore, the goal of the comparison between TRV130 and morphine is not to establish efficacy and considerations regarding the NI margin are different.  You should pre-specify a NI margin that preserves a percentage of the observed effect of morphine such that any loss in 

	3..Ł
	3..Ł
	Include total amount of rescue medication used as a secondary endpoint. 


	Consistent with the FDA recommendation, we had previously analyzed the Phase 2 .abdominoplasty data using a responder definition that was based on a 30% improvement in.ŁSPID-24 considering patients who discontinued for any reason or received rescue medication as .non-responders. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 1:.Ł
	Sponsor Response to Clinical Question 1 and Biostatistics Question 8 (via email March 25, .2016).Ł

	Table 1:  CP130-2002 Responder Analysis based on a 30% Improvement in SPID-24 
	Table
	TR
	Placebo N=39 
	Oliceridine 0.1 mg N=39 
	Oliceridine 0.35 mg N=39 
	Morphine N=83 

	N(%) 
	N(%) 
	12 ( 30.8%) 
	25 ( 64.1%) 
	28 ( 71.8%) 
	55 ( 66.3%) 

	Odds Ratio vs. Placebo 
	Odds Ratio vs. Placebo 
	6.10 
	6.23 
	4.82 

	95% CI 
	95% CI 
	( 2.21, 16.78 ) 
	( 2.24, 17.27 ) 
	( 2.05, 11.31 ) 

	p-value 
	p-value 
	0.0005 
	0.0004 
	0.0003 

	Odds Ratio vs. Morphine 
	Odds Ratio vs. Morphine 
	0.21 
	1.27 
	1.29 

	95% CI 
	95% CI 
	( 0.09, 0.49 ) 
	( 0.55, 2.94 ) 
	( 0.54, 3.09 ) 

	p-value 
	p-value 
	0.0003 
	0.5833 
	0.5635 

	Patients who received rescue medication or discontinued the study for any reason were included in the analysis as non-responders Data Source: Protocol CP130-2002 Table 73.1 
	Patients who received rescue medication or discontinued the study for any reason were included in the analysis as non-responders Data Source: Protocol CP130-2002 Table 73.1 


	In addition, we had previously evaluated the CP130-2002 efficacy data across the full range of percent improvement from 0 to 100% in cumulative responder curves by treatment group.  We based this analysis on SPID, first disregarding the use of rescue pain medication (Figure 1, left panel). This analysis appropriately identified morphine, as an effective analgesic, when compared to placebo across a considerable range of percentage improvements. Next, we assigned a non-responder status to patients who receive
	Figure 1: Cumulative Responder Curves.Ł
	Figure
	As these analyses demonstrated efficacy of a known, effective analgesic versus placebo control, they support the proposed primary efficacy outcome for the Phase 3 studies CP130-3001 and CP1230-3002 (the proportion of patients who respond to study medication at the final NRS assessment, as defined by at least a 30% improvement from baseline). 
	The Division noted a lack of a dose response in the Sponsor’s cumulative responder curves.  The Sponsor stated that they do see a slight dose response but that they would not necessarily expect to see one because subjects are individually titrated to effect using patient-controlled analgesia (PCA).  Regarding the relevance of the proposed primary endpoint, the Sponsor plans to include multiple secondary endpoints in their analyses to reflect appropriate endpoints of clinical importance.  They have tried pat
	Meeting Discussion 

	Question 2: Safety Database We plan to provide safety data in approximately 1100 patients across the targeted dose range in the TRV130 clinical development program. 
	L
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	Figure

	Two completed phase 2 studies (CP130-2001 and CP130-2002) exposed 296 patients to TRV130, 254 of whom were exposed in the targeted dose range (4.8.3 Extent of exposure); 
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	Two proposed adequate and well-controlled studies (CP130-3001 and CP130-3002) will expose approximately 450 patients to TRV130 (4.9 Clinical Investigational Plan); 
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	The ongoing open-label safety study (CP130-3003) and a proposed open-label safety study (CP130-3004) will expose approximately 400 patients to TRV130 (4.9 Clinical Investigational Plan). 


	This dataset is intended to provide adequate safety information to allow evaluation of TRV130 for the proposed indication.  Does the FDA agree? 
	Your plan to provide safety data in approximately 1100 patients across the targeted dose range appears acceptable for your product intended to treat acute pain.  However, those exposures must occur within the intended dose range with at least 350 exposed to the highest intended doses for the longest expected duration of use. The safety database requirements may change if safety signals arise during development that require further evaluation. 
	FDA Response 

	You report that there have been no deaths reported in the clinical development program thus far.  However, in the EOP2 briefing package you note in Table 60 (MedDRA customized query for respiratory safety in healthy subjects) that one subject experienced a cardiac arrest.  A narrative for that subject was not included with the narratives in Section 
	4.8.7.2. Explain this apparent discrepancy and provide additional details for this case, including a narrative, or identify where in the submission this information may be found. 
	Large-scale patient databases in the hospital population indicate that the longest typical duration of use of parenteral opioids is between 2 and 3 days. Similarly, we anticipate that the longest expected duration of use of oliceridine in the clinical development program to be between 2 and 3 days. 
	Sponsor Response (via email March 25, 2016) 

	The Sponsor stated that the difficulty with providing safety data on the highest dose with the longest expected duration of use (e.g., 2 to 3 days) is that they expect the daily dose gradually to decrease over the treatment period.  The Division clarified that the highest proposed labeled dosing regimen must be adequately represented in the safety database.  The Sponsor should attempt to obtain as much data as possible on the highest dose and dosing regimen. 
	Meeting Discussion 

	***Provide information about the subject reported in Table 60 of the EOP2 briefing package (MedDRA customized query for respiratory safety in healthy subjects) who experienced a cardiac arrest.  A narrative for that subject was not included with the narratives in Section 4.8.7.2.  Provide additional details for this case, including a narrative, or identify where in the submission this information may be found. 
	Post-Meeting Note-

	Question 6: Drug Enforcement Agency Scheduling TRV130 is a mu-opioid receptor targeted therapy under development as a parenteral formulation that will be administered only in a controlled setting under medical supervision. The abuse potential assessment data package for TRV130 currently comprises nonclinical data, including chemistry, molecular and in vivo pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, and preliminary data from in vivo assays examining drug discrimination, fixed-ratio self-administration and dependence da
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	Assuming that the pending results of the progressive ratio self-administration study results are consistent with the existing package (i.e., similar to other Schedule II opioid agonists), and considering the limited availability of this product, does the FDA agree that neither a human abuse liability study nor related pharmacology studies to evaluate other aspects of human pharmacology of TRV130, such as tolerance, cognitive impairment and performance impairment, are required to develop appropriate labeling

	b..Ł
	b..Ł
	Is the proposed abuse liability package, as outlined, sufficient for FDA to make a scheduling recommendation for TRV130? 


	Oliceridine is a new molecular entity (NME) that produces abuse-related signals in animal behavioral tests that are consistent with its mu-opioid agonist mechanism of action. In order to fully characterize the drug for labeling and scheduling purposes, it will be necessary to conduct both a human abuse potential study as well as a human physical dependence study.  However, the experimental evaluations of tolerance, cognitive impairment, and performance impairment are not required. 
	FDA Response 

	The abuse potential section of an NDA should include (or cross-reference) complete study protocols and all primary abuse-related data from the following: 
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	Chemistry Studies 

	b..Ł
	b..Ł
	Receptor-Ligand Binding Studies 

	c..Ł
	c..Ł
	Pharmacokinetic Studies in Animals and Humans 

	d..Ł
	d..Ł
	Animal Behavioral Studies (Safety Pharmacology and Abuse-Related Studies (Self-Administration and Drug Discrimination)) 

	e..Ł
	e..Ł
	Human Abuse Potential Study 

	f..Ł
	f..Ł
	Abuse-Related Adverse Event Data from Phase 1 and Phase 2/3 Studies 

	g..Ł
	g..Ł
	Physical Dependence Studies in Animals and Humans 

	h. 
	h. 
	Integrated Summary of Safety 


	The Eight-Factor Analysis will be written by the Department of Health and Human.ŁServices and you are not required to duplicate this analysis..Ł
	We agree to perform a human abuse liability study. .
	Sponsor Response to Clinical Question 6 (via email March 25, 2016).Ł

	We believe however that a human physical dependence study should not be required for the following reasons: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	A preclinical physical dependence study (Study 8317097) demonstrated that discontinuing oliceridine exposure resulted in similar withdrawal symptoms to those observed following discontinuation from morphine. Signs of stress response likely due to oliceridine withdrawal were also observed in a 14-day rodent toxicology study. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Given oliceridine’s mechanism, it is likely that oliceridine will exhibit similar signs of physical dependence as other opioids, once sufficient exposure occurs to produce dependence. 

	3. 
	3. 
	A clinical study would require multiple days of intravenous administration of oliceridine to produce neuroadaptation or physical dependence. This study would not provide a direct benefit to the subject and, we believe, would not meaningfully advance the understanding of the product attributes. 


	The Agency stated that even though the Sponsor is proposing that oliceridine should be placed into Schedule II, the FDA still requires adequate data in order to properly label the product and write the Eight Factor Analysis to recommend a schedule under the Controlled Substances Act. At the time of the preliminary meeting responses, the Agency did not have the data from the animal physical dependence study.  While the summary of the animal study results submitted in the meeting package suggest that olicerid
	Meeting Discussion 

	The Sponsor stated that their product had a very low oral bioavailability of around 5%.  They noted that they may consider developing a transmucosal form of the product in the future. 
	Question 3: Evaluation of Safety and Tolerability The Phase 2 clinical program has demonstrated an improved safety/tolerability signal for TRV130 vs. morphine at equianalgesic doses.  The planned clinical evaluations of safety and tolerability (4.9 Clinical Investigational Plan) are intended to allow further evaluation of the potential advantage and benefit for TRV130 versus currently marketed product/standard of care (morphine) and support labeling language to describe this differentiation.  Does the FDA a
	You propose to show potential respiratory and gastrointestinal (GI) safety benefits for TRV130 versus morphine based on secondary safety endpoints.  The proposed GI safety benefit will be for nausea and vomiting.  
	FDA Response 

	Based upon the addendum to the EOP2 briefing package you submitted on March 4, 2016, you plan to evaluate Respiratory Safety Events (RSE) at scheduled and unscheduled times.  Although the planned assessments during the scheduled times were not fully specified, the assessments at the unscheduled times include assessments of oxygenation (peripheral oxygen saturation, measured through finger pulse oximetry) and ventilation (respiratory rate and end-tidal carbon dioxide, measured through nasal capnometry), as w
	We recommend that you submit the full protocols intended to support comparative safety claims for your product for further review and comment to determine the acceptability of those protocols to support the intended claims and to incorporate relevant advice from additional groups within the Agency (e.g., Division of Pulmonary, Allergy, and Rheumatology Products (DPARP), the Division of Gastroenterology and Inborn Errors (DGIEP), and the Clinical Outcomes Assessment (COA) staff).  However, we have the follow
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	Figure

	Respiratory safety claims 

	An approach that incorporates an assessment of both oxygenation and ventilation, in addition to other clinical parameters, may be acceptable. However, you must ensure that Body Mass Index (BMI) is balanced between treatment groups and assess the impact of BMI on respiratory safety outcomes, as a significant difference in BMI between groups may affect those outcomes.  Additionally, the evaluation of respiratory drive should be done by comparing the ventilatory response to hypercapnia using minute ventilation
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	GI safety claims 


	Evaluating the proportion of patients with AEs to demonstrate a GI safety advantage is not acceptable, as the clinical meaningfulness of any difference between groups is unclear.  Any improvement between treatments should be based on a “Complete Response” endpoint, defined on a per-subject basis as the absence of vomiting or rescue medication usage in a prespecified time period. 
	Post-operative nausea and vomiting (PONV) has been associated with many factors, including sex, smoking history, type of anesthesia, type of surgery, and others.  Control for the major risk factors (Apfel Criteria) in the trial.  Establish consistent use (or non-use) of PONV preventative and treatment therapy (e.g., 5HTC antagonists such as ondansetron) and control for the use of peri-operative antiemetics in the trial.  Enroll patients at high-risk for PONV (at least 3 Apfel criteria) and/or use stratifica
	-

	Determine how antiemetic rescue medication will be accounted for in the assessment of the primary endpoint, as well as other concomitant medications. Concomitant medications such as benzodiazepines, butyrophenones, antihistamines, corticosteroids, and similar medications can alleviate nausea and vomiting, whereas, medications such as NSAIDs can precipitate it. 
	Consider conducting a study that enrolls patients undergoing a variety of surgery types to increase confidence in the extrapolation of the data to other types of surgeries. 
	Any comparative safety claims must be replicated, adequately justified for clinical relevance, and established in the setting of comparable efficacy between comparators to be considered for inclusion in labeling. 
	We would like to discuss the evaluation of respiratory drive using the ventilatory response to hypercapnia with oliceridine, morphine, and placebo treatments, as measured by minute ventilation and end-tidal CO2 in healthy subjects. We would expect the result of this evaluation to be consistent with the CP130-1003 pharmacodynamic study, which demonstrated a dose-related, transient reduction in respiratory drive for oliceridine, and a more persistent reduction for morphine. 
	Sponsor Response to Clinical Question 3 (via email March 25, 2016) 

	The Division stated that a hypercapnia study could provide mechanistic support for what is observed clinically in the Phase 3 studies.   Conducting this study in healthy volunteers would likely be acceptable.  However, the Division will confer with the Division of Pulmonary, Allergy, and Rheumatology Products (DPARP) and provide a more detailed response in a Post-Meeting Note. 
	Meeting Discussion 

	***-After further consideration, although we agree that a healthy volunteer population would be the appropriate population in which to conduct a hypercapnia study, a dedicated hypercapnia study will not be required.  Because opioids are titrated to effect clinically, a study of oliceridine versus another opioid analgesic in healthy volunteers cannot establish whether there were differences in respiratory depression at doses capable of providing similar analgesic effects. In contrast, in a clinical study con
	***-After further consideration, although we agree that a healthy volunteer population would be the appropriate population in which to conduct a hypercapnia study, a dedicated hypercapnia study will not be required.  Because opioids are titrated to effect clinically, a study of oliceridine versus another opioid analgesic in healthy volunteers cannot establish whether there were differences in respiratory depression at doses capable of providing similar analgesic effects. In contrast, in a clinical study con
	Post-Meeting Note

	oxygenation in any clinical studies intended to support a comparative safety claim.  We 

	will obtain advice from DPARP on any protocols you submit for this purpose. 
	The Division stated that the Sponsor should look at all aspects of respiratory safety based on their post-operative monitoring in order to see any effects that may appear in the context of adequate pain control.  The Division stated that it is important to collect data about whether patients are desaturating when dosed to the analgesic goal. 
	As additional time remained in the meeting, the Sponsor requested that it be used to discuss other issues related to this development program: 
	The Sponsor inquired about establishing an equianalgesic dose for the purposes of evaluating comparative safety.  The Division noted that this may be difficult, but the Sponsor may be able to start by identifying relative potency, perhaps with a comparative dose-response study, or a crossover approach.  The Division stated that conversion factors that are typically included in labeling are for one-way conversion and are not a marker of relative potency.  The Division additionally stated that cross-tolerance
	The Division noted the difference between comparative potency between products versus making a comparative safety claim between products.  A comparative safety claim would need to be based on demonstrating similar pain control to the comparator, such as morphine, with a safety benefit, such as demonstration of a clinically-relevant difference in prespecified AEs.  The Division stated that pre-specifying a non-inferiority (NI) margin would be an acceptable approach to establish comparable efficacy and that t
	The Sponsor proposed to stage the NI analysis by starting with a 50% NI margin and then proceeding up to a 75% NI margin, followed by testing superiority on the safety outcome.  The Division stated that a staged analysis may be acceptable but that it could not advise on what the low bar might be.  However, if the Sponsor can only win at 50%, that would not be an acceptable NI margin upon which to base a comparative safety claim.  The Sponsor stated that they still wish to start with testing a 50% NI margin 
	: The Sponsor did not wish to discuss the remaining Questions and Responses at the face-to-face meeting. They appear below in the remainder of their original order. 
	NOTE

	Question 7: Pediatric Plan Trevena plans to request a deferral to study pediatric patients until TRV130 is determined to be safe and effective in the adult patient population at time of NDA approval.  The pediatric plan to be submitted 60 days post EOP2 meeting will include study descriptions and request deferral.  Does the FDA agree with this approach? 
	Yes, we agree with your approach to submit an initial pediatric study plan.  Include adequate justification for the deferral request in that plan.  See further discussion of PREA requirements under the “Other Important Information” section of this document below. 
	FDA Response 

	Biostatistics Questions 
	Question 9: Data Imputation Approach In accordance with the National Research Council’s recommendation on the prevention and treatment of missing data in clinical trials, every effort will be made to collect as many of the scheduled assessments (particularly the scheduled NRS assessments) as possible from subjects who discontinue treatment administration regardless of reason (protocol specified stopping criteria, AE, LoE, or other) (Little RJ, 2012).  All of these data will be included in the primary Full A
	L
	LI
	Lbl
	Figure

	Scheduled NRS measures collected for one dosing interval after the use of rescue medication will be replaced with the value of the most recent NRS assessment obtained prior to receiving rescue pain medication, using the dosing interval described in the label of the rescue medication; 

	LI
	Lbl
	Figure

	NRS scores following pain medication taken after premature discontinuation will be treated in the same manner as rescue pain medication taken during the randomized treatment period (i.e. imputed for one dosing interval); 

	LI
	Lbl
	Figure

	Intermittently missing NRS measures will be imputed by linear interpolation; 

	LI
	Lbl
	Figure

	For patients who are missing all NRS values after a certain time point, a model-based multiple imputation method (Lavori, 1995) will be applied. 


	Note that, although the primary endpoint is based upon a SPID measure, the imputation due to rescue pain medication will not apply since all subjects who take rescue medication will be classified as a non-responder. 
	Sensitivity analyses will be conducted to assess the robustness of the final results to potential biased missing data mechanisms and to the method of imputation used when patients take rescue medication. 
	Does the FDA agree with this approach of data imputation for the two pivotal trials? 
	In general, your approach to handling missing data appears acceptable in your Phase 3 trials.  However, the model terms and processes for the model-based multiple imputation procedure must be pre-specified and fully described in the protocol with complete details. Further, your responder definition should consider subjects that discontinued for any reason as non-responders. 
	FDA Response 

	Question 10: Multiplicity In addition to the primary endpoint for the comparison of TRV130 to placebo in the efficacy trials, a number of key secondary endpoints will be defined to compare TRV130 to morphine. The primary comparison and key secondary comparisons will be carried out for each of the 3 TRV130 treatment groups.  In order to control for multiplicity and maintain the family wise type 1 error rate at 0.05 for these primary and key secondary endpoints, a Hochberg tree-structured gatekeeping algorith
	Yes, the planned Hochberg tree-structured gatekeeping algorithm (Dmitrienko, 2007) is acceptable to control the family-wise Type I error rate.  
	FDA Response 

	Our comments are based on the synopses for the two Phase 3 studies (CP130-3001 and CP130-3002) provided in the meeting package.  Complete details on the statistical analysis plan must be included with the final submitted protocols. 
	Clinical Pharmacology Questions 
	Question 11: CYP2D6 Status In vitro human liver microsomal data has shown that TRV130 is a substrate of both CYP3A4 and CYP2D6, with each enzyme contributing approximately 50% to its metabolism.  These in vitro results have been confirmed by the results in phase 1 clinical studies.  Mean TRV130 clearance in CYP2D6 extensive metabolizers (EMs) ranges between 34-59 L/hr.  In CYP2D6 poor metabolizers (PMs), TRV130 clearance ranges between 20-25 L/hr.  This difference in clearance translates into an approximate
	Since patients will receive TRV130 on an as-needed basis and the efficacy is highly related to parent plasma concentrations, it is likely that the impact of CYP2D6 PM status will be to lengthen the dosing interval and reduce the administered TRV130 dose compared to EMs. Simulations performed using a PK/PD model developed from the available phase 1-2 data and using adaptive designs, where doses of TRV130 are given only when needed (i.e., a pain score of 4 or higher) and not using a fixed dosing paradigm, sup
	Since patients will receive TRV130 on an as-needed basis and the efficacy is highly related to parent plasma concentrations, it is likely that the impact of CYP2D6 PM status will be to lengthen the dosing interval and reduce the administered TRV130 dose compared to EMs. Simulations performed using a PK/PD model developed from the available phase 1-2 data and using adaptive designs, where doses of TRV130 are given only when needed (i.e., a pain score of 4 or higher) and not using a fixed dosing paradigm, sup
	between 1.3 and 1.5, substantially lower than the 2.0 ratio expected based on the difference in clearance.  When administration of TRV130 by PCA device is simulated, the median PM/EM AUC ratio decreases to 1.15.  These simulations suggest that if TRV130 is dosed in the manner that opioids are typically given (as-needed based on the patient’s pain intensity), there is no need to determine the patient’s CYP2D6 status prior to dosing (Report QS130-2001) since there is no clinically-relevant increase in exposur

	Based on these results, Trevena plans to enroll patients in the Phase 3 studies without regard to CYP2D6 status.  Blood samples for the determination of CYP2D6 genotype will be taken from each patient, but will not be used for enrollment or to guide dosing.  The genotype data will be used, along with sparse PK sampling in the phase 3 trials, to estimate the TRV130 exposure in the two populations, and for safety evaluation. 
	Since Phase 1 and simulation results demonstrate that dosing on an as-needed basis results in a minimal increase in total and peak TRV130 exposure in PMs, does the FDA agree that patients may be enrolled in the phase 3 registration trials without regard to CYP2D6 status? 
	In general, we agree with your assertion that based on limited clinical experience in CYP2D6 poor metabolizers, and in simulations, patients are likely to receive fewer “asneeded” doses based on their individual pain response.  Therefore, you may enroll patients without regard to their CYP2D6 status.  We also note that you have no plan to co-develop and market a CYP2D6 genetic test with your product. 
	FDA Response 
	-

	However, at the time of NDA submission, you are required to submit data demonstrating that the dose requirements were  lower in patients known to be CYP2D6 poor metabolizers.  Such an observation will support safe use of your product in specific populations.  Therefore, in studies 3001, 3002, 3003 and 3004, assess CYP2D6 metabolizer status in patients, post-study, by either genetic testing or phenotyping, as conducted previously.  
	actually

	Although we note that you did not plan any blood sampling to assess the PK of TRV-130 in Study 3003, we strongly recommend that you evaluate the PK of TRV-130 in Studies 3003 and 3004.  Submit a sparse sampling scheme based on a strategy to identify systemic exposure, particularly in cases of highest drug use.  Also, note our comments in response to Clinical Pharmacology Question 2 below. 
	Additionally, it appears that based on your target product profile, you are seeking the following specific statements in the drug interactions section of labeling regarding strong inhibitors of CYP3A4 and CYP2D6: 
	Figure
	Figure
	Question 12: Drug-Drug Interactions Both non-clinical and clinical data show that TRV130 is a substrate for both CYP3A4 and CYP2D6. Two clinical drug interaction studies have been performed with CYP3A4 inhibitors (ketoconazole, itraconazole; Studies CP130-1005, CP130-1006) which suggest that the clearance of TRV130 may be reduced by up to 50% when given with concomitant CYP3A4 inhibitors.  In addition, physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling was performed which broadly confirms the in vivo res
	Therefore, no adjustment of TRV130 dosing is necessary for patients taking concomitant CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 inhibitors in the phase 3 studies, as the initial dose exposure is not appreciably altered and these patients are likely to receive subsequently fewer “as-needed” doses based on their individual pain response. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Does the FDA agree with the proposal for dosing concomitant CYP2D6 and CYP3A4 inhibitors in the phase 3 registration studies? 

	b. 
	b. 
	Since we have confirmed the drug interaction effects using PBPK, does the FDA agree that no further DDI studies are necessary? 


	FDA Response 
	FDA Response 

	We note that in past clinical trials, a very limited number of recruited patients later tested positive as CYP2D6 poor metabolizers (PM).  The number of patients who were CYP2D6 PM was less than the usual prevalence for this status in the United States in various ethnic groups.  Therefore, we recommend that you continue assessing CYP2D6 metabolizer status in subjects by either genetic testing or phenotyping to support the safety of TRV-130. 
	Question 12a 

	In light of the observed effect of CYP2D6 PM status on AUC and not Cmax, you may conduct studies in patients taking concomitant CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 inhibitors.  However, it is very important to document clinical experience in the NDA and support the safety of TRV-130 use in such patients by collecting all possible information including: 
	– 
	– 
	– 
	specific name and duration of use for the CYP3A4 or CYP2D6 inhibitor 

	–.Ł
	–.Ł
	proactive collection of  PK (sparse samples), particularly after any report of adverse events 


	Also see our response to Question 11. 
	Your proposal appears reasonable for the intravenous route of administration for your drug.  
	Question 12b 

	The submitted PBPK model of TRV130 appears adequate to predict untested drug-drug interaction (DDI) and genetic-drug interaction (GDI) scenarios in subjects with normal renal function.  Caution should be taken when predicting CYP-based DDI and GDI in subjects with severe renal impairment (see comments to Question 15).  Recent analysis demonstrated that CYP2D6 activity may be decreased in subjects with severe renal impairment (Yoshida et al, Clin Pharmcol Ther, 2016). 
	By the time of your NDA submission, provide the following information: 
	1..Ł
	1..Ł
	1..Ł
	Simulations to consider such effects in subjects with renal impairment. 

	2..Ł
	2..Ł
	Information on model performance regarding CYP inhibition for ketoconazole, itraconazole, and quinidine. 

	3..Ł
	3..Ł
	Parameters of the quinidine model. 

	4..Ł
	4..Ł
	Model files used to generate the final PBPK simulations (e.g.,  drug model files, workspace files, and output files, such as .mbd, .ipd, and .mdd). The model files should be executable using GastroPlus®. 


	Question 13: QTc Evaluation The effects of TRV130 on cardiac repolarization have been characterized in both preclinical 
	(4.11.3 Safety Pharmacology) and a thorough QTc study in healthy male and female volunteers (Study CP130-1008).  No clinically significant effects on cardiac repolarization or the QTcF have been identified.  Therefore, no electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring (beyond that used in study screening to exclude significant cardiac comorbidity and those performed as part of standard patient care) is necessary for phase 3.  Does FDA agree? 
	Refer to our advice letter dated March 3, 2016..Ł
	FDA Response.Ł

	Question 14: Hepatic Impairment As TRV130 is extensively metabolized by the liver, patients with hepatic impairment are likely to experience decreased clearance relative to unimpaired patients.  Trevena proposes to study the impact of hepatic impairment on the clearance and disposition of TRV130 in mild and moderate 
	Question 14: Hepatic Impairment As TRV130 is extensively metabolized by the liver, patients with hepatic impairment are likely to experience decreased clearance relative to unimpaired patients.  Trevena proposes to study the impact of hepatic impairment on the clearance and disposition of TRV130 in mild and moderate 
	hepatically impaired subjects as compared with age, sex and weight-matched controls (Study CP130-1010, 4.6.6. Planned Phase 1 Studies). 

	Does the FDA agree that the proposed hepatic impairment study will be sufficient for the.Łlabeling of TRV130 in this population?.Ł
	Inclusion of patients with severe hepatic impairment is necessary to fully describe the need for dose adjustment in patients with different grades of hepatic impairment. 
	FDA Response 

	Question 15: Renal Impairment Trevena proposes not to conduct a standard renal impairment study for TRV130.  The available data suggests that very little parent drug is excreted in the urine (2.17-5.2%; CP130-1005, CP130-1007).  Additionally, TRV130 is proposed to be given as needed, under close medical supervision, with the dose titrated based on patient response.  Given this method of administration, it is unlikely that a dose adjustment based on renal function in patients with mild or moderate renal impa
	Does the FDA agree that conducting a standard renal impairment study is not needed for the registration of TRV130? 
	Patients with severe renal impairment have been reported to exhibit hepatic impairment to a certain extent.  Therefore, evaluate the impact of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) on TRV-130 PK in a reduced design renal impairment study.  If no difference in PK is seen between patients at the extremes of renal function, no additional studies will be required in this setting. 
	FDA Response 

	See the draft guidance for industry, Pharmacokinetics in Patients with Impaired Renal Function — Study Design, Data Analysis, and Impact on Dosing and Labeling, available at  
	. 
	ces/UCM204959.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidan 


	Nonclinical Questions 
	Question 16 Characterization of Human Metabolites Radiochemical and mass spectrometric profiling of plasma collected from a single dose clinical 14C mass balance and excretion study (Study CP130-1007) identified 2 metabolites with mean AUC values greater than 10% of total drug-related material— M22 (61.9%), a glucuronide conjugate of hydroxylated TRV130, and TRV0109662 (17.4%), an amine formed from Ndealkylation of TRV130. 
	-

	M22 is a stable, non-acyl glucuronide, and while the precise site of conjugation is presently under investigation, there are no apparent reactivity alerts in the proposed structure; therefore, no further toxicological evaluation is required. 
	A fit-for-purpose bioanalytical assay was used to confirm that total daily TRV0109662 exposure at the no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL) dose in rat and monkey toxicology studies exceeded the exposure in humans administered repeated 4.5 mg doses of TRV130 (Study CP1301005), indicating that TRV0109662 has been adequately characterized in nonclinical species.  Trevena is validating a bioanalytical method that will be used to measure TRV0109662 concentrations in plasma from 28-day Good Laboratory Practic
	-

	Therefore, the major human metabolites of TRV130 have been identified and adequately characterized (4.11.4.4 Metabolite Qualification), and no further in vivo nonclinical safety studies are required prior to initiation of the phase 3 clinical program or to support the NDA.  Does the FDA agree? 
	No, we cannot agree at this time.  As you are proposing a new clinical dosing regimen (up to approximately 100 mg per day) that may result in much higher exposures to the TRV0109662 metabolite, provide justification that the levels that may potentially be achieved in humans are qualified for safety per our guidance for industry, Safety Testing of Drug Metabolites, available at,  
	FDA Response 

	. Note that adequate qualification must address general, reproductive and development, and genetic toxicology endpoints.  In addition, justify why you consider the M22 metabolite to be of no safety concern at the exposures expected in humans. 
	ces/UCM079266.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidan 


	Question 17: Nonclinical Drug-Drug Interaction Trevena has completed in vitro CYP inhibition and CYP induction studies with TRV130 and TRV0109662 (the amine formed from N-dealkylation of TRV130). Additionally, the potential for clinically relevant concentrations of TRV130 to inhibit the 11 major human uptake and efflux transporters was determined. A planned study will evaluate TRV0109662 as a substrate for or inhibitor of human efflux and uptake transporters.  Pending successful isolation, structural elucid
	Pending results from these in vitro assays, the potential for TRV130 and its major human metabolites to be perpetrators of clinically meaningful drug interactions have been adequately characterized (4.11.4.5 Drug-Drug Interaction) and no further nonclinical DDI studies (in vitro or in vivo) are necessary prior to initiation of the phase 3 clinical program or to support the NDA. Does the FDA agree? 
	The ongoing and planned in vitro studies appear appropriate to address the potential for TRV130 and its major metabolites to interact with CYPs and transporters.  Nevertheless, ensure that the in vitro interaction studies were conducted to assess potential of TRV130 and its major metabolite on inhibition and induction of major drug metabolizing enzymes and drug transporters in compliance with recommendations in the draft guidance for industry, Drug Interaction Studies —Study Design, Data Analysis, Implicati
	FDA Response 

	and Labeling Recommendations, available at 
	. A final determination of the adequacy of these studies can only be made once we have reviewed the final study reports. 
	ces/UCM292362.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidan 


	At the pre-NDA stage, justify the need for or lack of any in vivo studies and any labeling based on the results from the in vitro studies.  Additionally discuss the results of any ongoing/planned transporter drug interaction study results at the pre-NDA stage. 
	Question 18: Nonclinical Program To support TRV130 clinical development, Trevena has conducted cardiovascular, respiratory, and central nervous system (CNS) safety pharmacology studies, 14-day continuous infusion toxicology studies in rats and monkeys, a complete set of genetic toxicology studies, reproductive toxicology studies in rats and rabbits, and assessed the compatibility of the TRV130 formulation with human blood.  Rat abuse liability studies (drug discrimination, self-administration and drug depen
	Therefore, the completed, on-going and planned safety pharmacology/toxicology studies (4.11.3 Safety Pharmacology and 4.11.5 Nonclinical Toxicology) evaluate the safety of TRV130 and no additional nonclinical toxicology studies are required to support the NDA. Does the FDA agree? 
	The completed and ongoing nonclinical studies appear appropriate to support NDA submission.  However, the adequacy of these studies will be determined upon a full review of the study reports.  We note that your completed 14-day studies in rats and monkeys tested doses that produced frank toxicity and, therefore, the toxicological potential of your drug product appears to have been characterized.  However, we have concerns about the findings of lung thrombi and gastric erosions/ulcers and degeneration/necros
	FDA Response 
	-

	We have the following comments for your consideration that may impact the need for additional nonclinical data for your NDA submission: 
	1..Ł
	1..Ł
	1..Ł
	We are currently reviewing the reproductive and developmental toxicology studies submitted to your IND and note that, although TRV130-related reproductive and early embryonic toxicities (e.g., prolonged estrous cycle lengths and reduced number of implantation sites and viable fetuses) were observed in the female rat fertility study, these findings were not summarized in the investigator brochure (IB).  Note that these findings must be adequately described in both the IB and the informed consent to appropria

	2..Ł
	2..Ł
	If the drug substance batch(es) proposed for use in your clinical study are not the same batches as those used in your nonclinical toxicology studies, in your IND submission, include a table that compares the impurity profile across batches.  Include justification for why the levels of impurities in the pivotal nonclinical toxicology studies provide adequate coverage for the proposed levels in the clinical batches or do not otherwise represent a safety concern. 


	3..ŁGenotoxic impurities, carcinogenic impurities, or impurities that contain a structural alert for genotoxicity must be adequately controlled during drug development.  Drug substance manufacturing often creates the potential for introduction of compounds with structural alerts for genotoxicity through use of reagents, catalysts and other processing aids or the interaction of these with starting materials or intermediates during the stages of chemical synthesis.  Refer to the ICH guidance for industry, M7 
	dances/UCM347725.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui 


	4..ŁFor the NDA submission, any impurity or degradation product that exceeds ICH thresholds must be adequately qualified for safety as per ICH Q3A(R2), ICH Q3B(R2). In order to provide adequate qualification: 
	a).ŁYou must complete a minimal genetic toxicology screen (two in vitro genetic toxicology studies, e.g., one point mutation assay and one chromosome aberration assay) with the isolated impurity, tested up to the limit dose for the assay. 
	b).ŁIn addition, you must conduct a repeat-dose toxicology study of appropriate duration to support the proposed indication.  In this case, a study of 14 days should be completed. 
	5..ŁIn Module 2 of your NDA (2.6.6.8 Toxicology Written Summary/Other Toxicity), include a table listing the drug substance and drug product impurity specifications, the maximum daily exposure to these impurities based on the maximum daily dose of the product and how these levels compare to ICH Q3A(R2) and ICH Q3B(R2) qualification thresholds and determination if the impurity contains a structural alert for mutagenicity.  Any proposed specification that exceeds the qualification thresholds should be adequat
	6..ŁThe NDA submission must contain information on potential leachables and extractables from the drug container closure system and/or drug product formulation, unless specifically waived by the Division.  The evaluation of extractables and leachables from the drug container closure system or device should include specific assessments for residual monomers, solvents, polymerizers, etc. The choice of solvents and conditions for the extraction studies should be justified.  The results of the extraction studie
	dances/UCM070551.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui 

	dances/UCM070575.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Gui 


	From a genetic toxicology perspective, any leachable that contains a structural alert for mutagenicity must not exceed 1.5 mcg/day total daily exposure for a chronic indication, or 120 mcg/day for an acute indication, or be adequately qualified for safety.  The risk assessment should be based on the maximum level of each leachable detected in long
	From a genetic toxicology perspective, any leachable that contains a structural alert for mutagenicity must not exceed 1.5 mcg/day total daily exposure for a chronic indication, or 120 mcg/day for an acute indication, or be adequately qualified for safety.  The risk assessment should be based on the maximum level of each leachable detected in long
	-

	term stability samples that include any intended secondary container closure system(s) unless otherwise justified. 

	7..Ł
	7..Ł
	7..Ł
	NOTE:  We may refuse to file your application if your NDA submission does not contain adequate safety qualification data for any identified impurity or degradant that exceeds the ICH qualification thresholds, safety justification for a new or novel excipient, or safety characterization of extractables and leachables. 

	8..Ł
	8..Ł
	We note that all NDA applications filed after June 30, 2015, must submit labeling consistent with the Final Pregnancy Labeling and Lactation Rule (PLLR).  In order to prepare for this new labeling format, you should conduct a thorough review of the existing clinical and nonclinical literature for each drug substance in your drug product and propose a risk summary statement and text for Section 8 of the labeling.  Information on the final rule and links to the draft guidance document are available at, 


	. 
	ng/ucm093307.htm
	http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/Labeli 


	Chemistry Questions 
	Question 19: Regulatory Starting Material Control of Materials (3.2.S.2.3) and Manufacturing Process Development with subsequent Design of Experiments (DoE) study results (3.2.S.2.6) were presented in the October 2, 2015 
	IND amendment (Serial 0045).  As shown in the Control of Materials section, 
	FDA Response No we do not agree 
	Figure
	Does the FDA agree with the approach for batch manufacture and stability assessments? 
	For the drug substance, as per ICH Q1A, the long-term testing should cover a minimum of 12-months duration on at least three primary batches at the time of submission and should be continued for a period of time sufficient to cover the proposed retest period.  Any other data on earlier batches should be submitted as supportive stability.  
	FDA Response 

	For the drug product, we generally expect at least 12 months of long-term data on three primary batches of each strength of drug product, at the time of NDA submission.  There is insufficient information to address the proposed bracketing protocol.  We recommend that you submit a Special Protocol Assessment (SPA) that specifically outlines your stability bracketing protocol, per ICH Q1D. 
	See ICH Q1D, available at 
	Web Site/ICH Products/Guidelines/Quality/Q1D/Ste p4/Q1D Guideline.pdf 
	Web Site/ICH Products/Guidelines/Quality/Q1D/Ste p4/Q1D Guideline.pdf 
	http://www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public 


	General Question 
	Question 22: Development Plan The combination of data resulting from the four planned pivotal Phase 3 clinical studies, planned nonclinical studies, planned CMC work and stability assessments, along with all of the development data already collected will provide the information needed for the evaluation of efficacy and safety in the NDA.  Does the FDA agree with the overall development plan for oliceridine (TRV130)? 
	Yes, your overall development plan appears acceptable.  However, see our comments to CMC Question 21 regarding your proposed stability assessments. 
	FDA Response 

	OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
	PREA REQUIREMENTS 
	PREA REQUIREMENTS 

	Under the Pediatric Research Equity Act (PREA) (21 U.S.C. 355c), all applications for new active ingredients (which includes new salts and new fixed combinations), new indications, new dosage forms, new dosing regimens, or new routes of administration are required to contain an assessment of the safety and effectiveness of the product for the claimed indication(s) in pediatric patients unless this requirement is waived, deferred, or inapplicable.  
	Please be advised that under the Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act (FDASIA), you must submit an Initial Pediatric Study Plan (iPSP) within 60 days of an End of Phase (EOP2) meeting.  In the absence of an End-of-Phase 2 meeting, refer to the draft guidance below.  The PSP must contain an outline of the pediatric study or studies that you plan to conduct (including, to the extent practicable study objectives and design, age groups, relevant endpoints, and statistical approach); any reques
	We remind you that you must submit an iPSP within 60-days of your EOP2 meeting. In addition, your iPSP should specifically provide your justification why you believe that nonclinical juvenile animal studies are or are not needed to support your pediatric drug development taking into consideration the specific age ranges to be studied.  The justification should be based on a comprehensive literature search focusing on the specific toxicological concerns related to the drug substance and each individual excip
	. 
	CM079247.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 


	For additional guidance on the timing, content, and submission of the PSP, including a PSP Template, please refer to the draft guidance for industry, Pediatric Study Plans: Content of and Process for Submitting Initial Pediatric Study Plans and Amended Pediatric Study Plans, available at, 
	. In addition, you may contact the Division of Pediatric and Maternal Health at 
	CM360507.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 


	301-796-2200 or email . For further guidance on pediatric product.Łdevelopment, please refer to:.Ł
	pdit@fda.hhs.gov
	pdit@fda.hhs.gov


	http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/ucm049867.ht 
	http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/ucm049867.ht 
	http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResources/ucm049867.ht 


	. 
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	DATA STANDARDS FOR STUDIES 
	DATA STANDARDS FOR STUDIES 

	Under section 745A(a) of the FD&C Act, electronic submissions “shall be submitted in such  electronic format as specified by [FDA].”  FDA has determined that study data contained in electronic submissions (i.e., NDAs, BLAs, ANDAs, and INDs) must be in a format that the Agency can process, review, and archive.  Currently, the Agency can process, review, and archive electronic submissions of clinical and nonclinical study data that use the standards specified in the Data Standards Catalog (Catalog) (See ). 
	http://www.fda.gov/forindustry/datastandards/studydatastandards/default.htm
	http://www.fda.gov/forindustry/datastandards/studydatastandards/default.htm


	On December 17, 2014, FDA issued final guidance, Providing Electronic Submissions in Electronic Format---Standardized Study Data, available at, (). This guidance describes the submission types, the standardized study data requirements, and when standardized study data will be required.  Further, it describes the availability of implementation support in the form of a technical specifications document,  Study Data Technical Conformance Guide (Conformance Guide) (See 
	UCM292334.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ 


	), as well as email access to the eData Team () for specific questions related to study data standards.  Standardized study data will be required in marketing application submissions for clinical and nonclinical studies that start on or after December 17, 2016. Standardized study data will be required in commercial IND application submissions for clinical and nonclinical studies that start on or after December 17, 2017.  CDER has produced a  web page that provides specifications for sponsors regarding imple
	f
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/ForIndustry/DataStandards/StudyDataStandards/UCM384744.pd 

	cder-edata@fda.hhs.gov
	cder-edata@fda.hhs.gov

	Study Data Standards Resources

	Although the submission of study data in conformance to the standards listed in the FDA Data Standards Catalog will not be required in studies that start before December 17, 2016, CDER strongly encourages IND sponsors to use the FDA supported data standards for the submission of IND applications and marketing applications.  The implementation of data standards should occur as early as possible in the product development lifecycle, so that data standards are accounted for in the design, conduct, and analysis
	Additional information can be found at, 
	onicSubmissions/ucm248635.htm 
	onicSubmissions/ucm248635.htm 
	http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/Electr 


	For general toxicology, supporting nonclinical toxicokinetic, and carcinogenicity studies, CDER encourages sponsors to use Standards for the Exchange of Nonclinical Data (SEND) and submit sample or test data sets before implementation becomes required.  CDER will provide feedback to sponsors on the suitability of these test data sets.  Information about submitting a test submission can be found here: 
	onicSubmissions/ucm174459.htm 
	onicSubmissions/ucm174459.htm 
	http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/Electr 


	LABORATORY TEST UNITS FOR CLINICAL TRIALS 
	LABORATORY TEST UNITS FOR CLINICAL TRIALS 

	CDER strongly encourages IND sponsors to identify the laboratory test units that will be reported in clinical trials that support applications for investigational new drugs and product registration.  Although Système International (SI) units may be the standard reporting mechanism globally, dual reporting of a reasonable subset of laboratory tests in U.S. conventional units and SI units might be necessary to minimize conversion needs during review.  Identification of units to be used for laboratory tests in
	Study Data Standards Resources

	http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/DataStandards/StudyDataStandards/ucm372553.htm 
	http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/DataStandards/StudyDataStandards/ucm372553.htm 
	http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/DataStandards/StudyDataStandards/ucm372553.htm 


	ABUSE POTENTIAL ASSESSMENT 
	ABUSE POTENTIAL ASSESSMENT 

	Drugs that affect the central nervous system, are chemically or pharmacologically similar to other drugs with known abuse potential, or produce psychoactive effects such as mood or cognitive changes (e.g., euphoria, hallucinations) need to be evaluated for their abuse potential and a proposal for scheduling will be required at the time of the NDA submission [21 CFR 314.50(d)(5)(vii)].  For information on the abuse potential evaluation and information required at the time of your NDA submission, see the draf
	. 
	CM198650.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/U 


	OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS (OSI) REQUESTS 
	OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS (OSI) REQUESTS 

	The Office of Scientific Investigations (OSI) requests that the following items be provided to facilitate development of clinical investigator and sponsor/monitor/CRO inspection assignments, and the background packages that are sent with those assignments to the FDA field investigators who conduct those inspections (Item I and II). This information is requested for all major trials used to support safety and efficacy in the application (i.e., phase 2/3 pivotal trials).  Please note that if the requested ite
	The dataset that is requested in Item III below is for use in a clinical site selection model that is being piloted in CDER.  Electronic submission of the site level dataset is voluntary and is intended to facilitate the timely selection of appropriate clinical sites for FDA inspection as part of the application and/or supplement review process.  
	This request also provides instructions for where OSI requested items should be placed within an eCTD submission (Attachment 1, Technical Instructions: Submitting Bioresearch Monitoring (BIMO) Clinical Data in eCTD Format). 
	I..ŁRequest for general study related information and comprehensive clinical investigator information (if items are provided elsewhere in submission, describe location or provide link to requested information). 
	1..ŁPlease include the following information in a tabular format in the original NDA for each of the completed pivotal clinical trials: 
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	Site number 

	b..Ł
	b..Ł
	Principal investigator 

	c..Ł
	c..Ł
	Site Location: Address (e.g., Street, City, State, Country) and contact information (i.e., phone, fax, email) 

	d..Ł
	d..Ł
	Location of Principal Investigator: Address (e.g., Street, City, State, and Country) and contact information (i.e., phone, fax, email).  If the Applicant is aware of changes to a clinical investigator’s site address or contact information since the time of the clinical investigator’s participation in the study, we request that this updated information also be provided. 


	2..ŁPlease include the following information in a tabular format, by site, in the original NDA for each of the completed pivotal clinical trials: 
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	Number of subjects screened at each site 

	b..Ł
	b..Ł
	Number of subjects randomized at each site 

	c..Ł
	c..Ł
	Number of subjects treated who prematurely discontinued for each site by site 


	3..ŁPlease include the following information in a tabular format in the NDA for each of the completed pivotal clinical trials: 
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	a..Ł
	Location at which sponsor trial documentation is maintained (e.g., , monitoring plans and reports, training records, data management plans, drug accountability records, IND safety reports, or other sponsor records as described ICH E6, Section 8).  This is the actual physical site(s) where documents are maintained and would be available for inspection 

	b..Ł
	b..Ł
	Name, address and contact information of all Contract Research Organization (CROs) used in the conduct of the clinical trials and brief statement of trial related functions transferred to them.  If this information has been submitted in eCTD format previously (e.g., as an addendum to a Form FDA 1571, you may identify the location(s) and/or provide link(s) to information previously provided. 

	c..Ł
	c..Ł
	The location at which trial documentation and records generated by the CROs with respect to their roles and responsibilities in conduct of respective studies is maintained.  As above, this is the actual physical site where documents would be available for inspection. 


	4..Ł
	4..Ł
	4..Ł
	For each pivotal trial, provide a sample annotated Case Report Form (or identify the location and/or provide a link if provided elsewhere in the submission). 

	5..Ł
	5..Ł
	For each pivotal trial provide original protocol and all amendments ((or identify the location and/or provide a link if provided elsewhere in the submission). 


	II. Request for Subject Level Data Listings by Site 
	1..Ł
	1..Ł
	1..Ł
	For each pivotal trial: Site-specific individual subject data listings (hereafter referred to as “line listings”).  For each site, provide line listings for: 

	2. 
	2. 
	We request that one PDF file be created for each pivotal Phase 2 and Phase 3 study using the following format: 


	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Listing for each subject consented/enrolled; for subjects who were not randomized to 

	TR
	treatment and/or treated with study therapy, include reason not randomized and/or 

	TR
	treated 

	b. 
	b. 
	Subject listing for treatment assignment (randomization) 

	c. 
	c. 
	Listing of subjects that discontinued from study treatment and subjects that 

	TR
	discontinued from the study completely (i.e., withdrew consent) with date and reason 

	TR
	discontinued 

	d. 
	d. 
	Listing of per protocol subjects/ non-per protocol subjects and reason not per protocol 

	e. 
	e. 
	By subject listing of eligibility determination (i.e., inclusion and exclusion criteria) 

	f. 
	f. 
	By subject listing, of AEs, SAEs, deaths and dates 

	g. 
	g. 
	By subject listing of protocol violations and/or deviations reported in the NDA, 

	TR
	including a description of the deviation/violation 

	h. 
	h. 
	By subject listing of the primary and secondary endpoint efficacy parameters or 

	TR
	events.  For derived or calculated endpoints, provide the raw data listings used to 

	TR
	generate the derived/calculated endpoint. 

	i. 
	i. 
	By subject listing of concomitant medications (as appropriate to the pivotal clinical 

	TR
	trials) 

	j. 
	j. 
	By subject listing, of testing (e.g., laboratory, ECG) performed for safety monitoring 


	Figure
	III. Request for Site Level Dataset:.Ł
	OSI is piloting a risk based model for site selection.  Voluntary electronic submission of site level datasets is intended to facilitate the timely selection of appropriate clinical sites for FDA inspection as part of the application and/or supplement review process.  If you wish to voluntarily provide a dataset, please refer to the draft Guidance for Industry Providing Submissions in Electronic Format – Summary Level Clinical Site Data for CDER’s Inspection Planning” (available at the following link 
	 ) for the structure and format of this data set.  
	ments/UCM332468.pdf
	http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequire 


	Attachment 1 Technical Instructions:  Submitting Bioresearch Monitoring (BIMO) Clinical Data in eCTD Format 
	A..ŁData submitted for OSI review belongs in Module 5 of the eCTD.  For items I and II in the chart below, the files should be linked into the Study Tagging File (STF) for each study.  Leaf titles for this data should be named “BIMO [list study ID, followed by brief description of file being submitted].” In addition, a BIMO STF should be constructed and placed in Module 5.3.5.4, Other Study reports and related information. The study ID for this STF should be “bimo.”  Files for items I, II and III below shou
	DSI Pre-NDA Request Item1 
	DSI Pre-NDA Request Item1 
	DSI Pre-NDA Request Item1 
	STF File Tag 
	Used For 
	Allowable File Formats 

	I 
	I 
	data-listing-dataset 
	Data listings, by study 
	.pdf 

	I 
	I 
	annotated-crf 
	Sample annotated case report form, by study 
	.pdf 

	II 
	II 
	data-listing-dataset 
	Data listings, by study (Line listings, by site) 
	.pdf 

	III 
	III 
	data-listing-dataset 
	Site-level datasets, across studies 
	.xpt 

	III 
	III 
	data-listing-data-definition 
	Define file 
	.pdf 


	B. In addition, within the directory structure, the item III site-level dataset should be placed in the M5 folder as follows: 
	Figure
	C..ŁIt is recommended, but not required, that a Reviewer’s Guide in PDF format be included.  If this Guide is included, it should be included in the BIMO STF. The leaf title should be “BIMO Reviewer Guide.” The guide should contain a description of the BIMO elements being submitted with hyperlinks to those elements in Module 5. 
	References: 
	eCTD Backbone Specification for Study Tagging Files v. 2.6.1 () 
	sions/UCM163560.pdf
	http://www fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/ElectronicSubmis 


	FDA eCTD web page () 
	53574 htm
	http://www fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/FormsSubmissionRequirements/ElectronicSubmissions/ucm1 


	For general help with eCTD submissions: 
	ESUB@fda hhs.gov 

	 Please see the OSI Pre-NDA/BLA Request document for a full description of requested data files 
	 Please see the OSI Pre-NDA/BLA Request document for a full description of requested data files 
	1


	ISSUES REQUIRING FURTHER DISCUSSION 
	There were no issues that require additional discussion. 
	ACTION ITEMS (Includes Sponsor Summary of Meeting) 
	1..Ł
	1..Ł
	1..Ł
	The Sponsor will conduct a 28-day repeat-dose toxicity study in rat that mimics as closely as possible the clinical setting and submit the results with the NDA.  The mechanisms underlying the stomach and pulmonary findings observed in previous studies and their potential clinical relevance will be investigated. 

	2..Ł
	2..Ł
	Regarding support for higher dosing, the Sponsor will include clinical stopping criteria in the protocol, and provide exposure estimates for both the parent and metabolites based on the proposed repeat-bolus dosing regimen with a 6-minute lockout.  They will incorporate a non-responder definition in the protocol and collect PK data which they will submit to the Agency and adjust the study based on the data as appropriate.  The Sponsor stated that, as Study 3003 is currently ongoing, they will amend the stud

	3..Ł
	3..Ł
	Regarding the endpoint, the Sponsor understands that the Division is not opposed to the use of the responder rate and noted that they intend to utilize a responder analysis.  They understand that the Division typically recognizes a 30% decrease in pain intensity as a determinant for clinical relevance in the chronic pain setting.  However, the Sponsor will provide data to establish the clinical relevance of the proposed responder definition, including an analysis of pain over time. 

	4..Ł
	4..Ł
	Regarding safety, the Sponsor stated that the expected duration of use for the product in the post-operative setting is 24 to 72 hours and noted that they will focus on that window for their analyses.  The Sponsor did note that any patients who go past the expected duration of use will be listed as outliers, but their data will be analyzed as well. 

	5..Ł
	5..Ł
	Regarding abuse liability, the Sponsor recognizes that they have provided only draft preclinical data, but plan to provide the finalized data once they are available.  A decision about the need for a physical dependence study can be provided after the final data are evaluated.  The Sponsor plans to use SOWS/COWS, as appropriate to the setting, and opioid withdrawal AEs and SMQ terms.  The collection of SOWS and COWS as patients transition to oral opioids will be useful, in addition to evaluating these param

	6..Ł
	6..Ł
	The Division will provide a post-meeting note regarding the hypercapnia study.  (See Post-Meeting Note following Question 3 above.) 


	ATTACHMENTS AND HANDOUTS 
	There were no slides or handouts for this meeting. 
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	/s/ 
	KIMBERLY A COMPTON 04/28/2016 






